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Foreword

Since the Brundtland Commission published its landmark
report in 1987, we have come a long way in our refl ectionsfl  on
sustainable development. Few would dispute its fundamental
principles: that our actions must take into account effects on the
environment, economy and society, and that what we do today
should not compromise the well-being of futuref  generations.

In the last 20 years, significantfi  progress has been made. Most
national governments have begun to incorporate sustainable
development into their planning and policy. Pro-active businesses
across the globe have brought sustainability to their products and
processes. Local initiatives have had success in informing citizens
of thef  importance of participatingf  in reducing waste, renewing
urban spaces and other programs.

In spite of these efforts, though, putting the principles of
sustainable development into practice has proven to be anything
but simple or straightforward. After all, both people and
institutions have their habits, and changing them, even when the
need is obvious, can be daunting. A key question remains whether
we have made enough progress, or taken the warnings seriously
enough to allow us to grasp and confront our biggest, most pressing
problems.

We have solid evidence of climatef  change, with projections
pointing to an increase in extreme environmental events with
potentially devastating consequences for the systems that support
human life and society. About half thef  world still lives on less
than $2.50 dollars a day, lacks access to clean water, sanitation,
adequate health care and education – an unacceptably stark
contrast to the much higher standards of livingf  in developed
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countries. Some emerging economies, such as China and India,
are undergoing rapid growth, resulting in more wealth, but also
an increased demand for energy and greater pollution problems.
Finding sustainable solutions for growth holds the potential to help
reduce poverty, foster development and preserve the environment.
Implementing them requires political will and co-operation on a
global scale.

The OECD has been at the forefront of thef  effort to advance
sustainable development. We have supported extensive research
on the challenges of sustainabilityf  and been active in efforts to
develop best practices in areas such as sustainable production
and consumption and measuring sustainable development. One of
the significantfi  challenges lies in policy coherence – ensuring that
different policies and practices support each other in reaching a
goal. Achieving this coherence in our policies and institutions is
essential to achieving real and lasting progress. With a long record
of research,f  analysis and international co-operation, the OECD can
offer policy options for addressing these challenges.

The aim of thef Insights series is to generate an informed debate on
some of thef  key issues that affect our societies and economies today.
For a truly meaningful dialogue, we need to go beyond exchanging
opinions – no matter how fi ercelyfi  they are held – and look at the
facts and fi gures.fi  We also need to move beyond jargon. After all, it
is this kind of inclusivef  and broad-based dialogue that will produce
the most widely-supported decisions and strongest results.

Angel Gurría
Secretary-General of thef  OECD
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This book has...k

StatLinkS2
A serviceA  from OECD Publishing
that delivers Excel™ files from the printed page!

Look fork  ther StatLinks at the bottom right-hand corner ofr  thef  tables or graphsr  in this book.
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Life depends on a complex set of interactions between people, 
the natural environment and economic systems. The unprecedented 
growth seen during the 20th century has affected these relationships 
in both positive and negative ways. Record levels of pollution have
put great stress on the environment. Economic growth has created
immense wealth in some areas of the globe, but left others behind.
Understanding the essential elements that support healthy societies
and a healthy planet is an urgent need for people and their governments.



At the 
Crossroads
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 By way of introduction…

Two thousand three hundred miles to the west of Chilef  and
1 300 miles to the east of Polynesia’sf  Pitcairn Islands lies an island
that has inspired intense interest for centuries, not for its perfect
climate or its untouched beauty, but because it holds a secret, a
mystery. Rapa Nui, or Easter Island as it was named by 18th century
Dutch explorers, attracts scientists from around the world who
come to study its stone statues, called moai.

The moai, like the pyramids of ancient Egypt, intrigue and
confound us with their sheer size: weighing up to 270 tonnes and
as much as 70 feet tall, these massive monolithic fi guresfi  form an
imposing presence: outsized human faces looking out over this
remote island and the thousands of milesf  of oceanf  that lie beyond
it. We marvel at the engineering and wonder at how stone-age
Polynesians managed to erect such immense structures without
the use of cranes,f  metal tools, or large animals. The creation of
statuary of thisf  size and sophistication speaks to the existence of
a populous, creative and complex society – one that was well-off
enough to support an artisan class. They could afford to allocate
time and resources to the various activities involved in making,
transporting and erecting hundreds of statues.f

Or could they? European explorers who visited the island in the
18th and 19th centuries found a population of onlyf  a few thousand,
a mere remnant of thef statue-building society that came before.
Something had signifi cantlyfi  altered life on Rapa Nui.

What had at one time been a sub-tropical forest was now a
completely deforested island, with at least 22 species of treesf  and
plants extinct. Most wild sources of foodf  were gone – overhunting
had left Easter with almost no wild bird species. Without trees to
make canoes, large fi shfi  were inaccessible, leaving only fi shfi  that
could be caught close to shore. Evidence shows that these stocks
too were depleted. What happened to bring Easter’s civilisation to
near extinction, driving its population almost to zero and ending
its period of cultural fl ourishingfl and creative production? In
his book Collapse, Jared Diamond suggests a scenario in which
the population continued to exploit resources available to them
beyond their limits, in an environment whose ecological fragility
made it vulnerable to permanent destruction. The exact cause of
the deforestation is still being debated. The trees were cut to supply
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wood for rollers and beams to transport the statues. Forest was
cleared for agriculture. Trees were also burned to obtain charcoal.

Another possibility is that rats brought to the island by the fi rstfi
settlers fed off thef  seeds of thef  trees. Easter’s collapse has inspired
thousands of pagesf  of studyf  and analysis – in part because islands
make interesting cases studies, providing a kind of closedf  Petri dish
in which we can study cause and effect. But Easter also intrigues
us because of thef  extent of itsf  devastation, what Diamond calls
“the most extreme example of forestf  destruction in the Pacifi c,fi  and
among the most extreme in the world.” Is there a lesson in this
experience for the world of today?f  What can we learn from Easter’s
cautionary tale?

The relationship of humans to the environment has always
been one of givef  and take. Easter Islanders made use of theirf
surroundings for their physical and cultural needs in the same
way that all human societies do – but they either did not see
or did not heed the requirement of keepingf  their “systems” in
balance, of ensuringf  that new trees were growing when old trees
were cut, for example. When the rate of usef  overtakes the rate at
which a resource can be replenished, then that resource will be
drawn down and eventually disappear, affecting all of thef  people,
animals and plants that depend on it.

The question of equilibrium – balancing use with renewal,
pollution with its impact on ecosystems – is key to understanding
the challenges of ourf  world. Even CO2 emissions that we all worry
about these days serve a benefi cialfi  purpose, being absorbed by
plants for increased growth, as long as the proportions remain right:
the carbon dioxide put into the atmosphere should not exceed
what can be absorbed through photosynthesis. Problems arise
when proportions get out of balance,f  such as with excessive CO2
emissions that cannot be absorbed by the ocean, plants and other
so-called carbon sinks, and thus contribute to climate change.

Keeping systems in balance is an important idea that reaches
beyond environmental concerns. Think of the demographic
balances in a given society, the interplay between births, deaths,
emigration and immigration. For our economies, we must have
enough young workers to replace retirees, and to fund their
pensions. Finally, can societies remain stable when resources are
concentrated in the hands of af  few, while others go without?
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“World population is projected to increase [by aroundy  2 billion]

by 2050. Practically all that growth will be in the developing

countries of Asia and Africa. This will put increased strain

on resources and systems that are already insuffi cientfi  in

many cases.”
Emerging Risksg ins  then 21ste  Century:t  An Agendan  fora  Actionr

�  This chapter starts by looking at the state of thef  world today. It
describes the material progress the industrial era has brought and
what this means for our daily lives. It then describes the downside –
the social and economic inequalities and negative environmental
impacts. Finally, it looks at where we are heading and the questions
we should be asking about the sustainability of ourf  societies.

 How are we doing?

To look at the statistics, the world today is, on average, a prosperous
place. Growth in the second half off  thef  20th century was greater than
at any previous historical period. Average incomes have increased
eightfold since 1820, while population is fivefi  times higher.

“The world economy performed better in the last half

century than at any time in the past. World GDP increased

six-fold from 1950 to 1998 with an average growth of

3.9 per cent a year compared with 1.6 from 1820 to 1950,

and 0.3 per cent from 1500 to 1820.”
The Worlde  Economy:d  A Millennial Perspectivel

Global life expectancy at birth in 1800 was about 30 years,
compared with 67 in 2000 and 75 in the rich countries. In countries
with well-developed health care systems, infant mortality has been
brought to very low levels and vaccines have virtually eliminated
life-threatening childhood diseases.

We also live in a period of intensef  cultural production and
technical ability. The so-called information age has put virtually
limitless amounts of dataf  at our fi ngertipsfi  – provided that we have
access to the technology that links us to it. Films, plays, books,
music, scientifi cfi  studies, analysis and opinion on everything from
politics to sport are all readily available, creating the possibilities
for a society that is better informed and more aware than in any
previous historical epoch.
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And we are not just learning or consuming all of thisf  content as
individuals – we are discussing it, interacting with it and refi ningfi
it collaboratively. Blogs, wikis, website discussion threads: these
have created a new nexus of informationf  between “offi cial”fi  and
“unoffi cial”fi  communications. Some bloggers become authorities on
their topics and infl uencefl  trends. Wiki contributors become widely
read. The lines of communicationf  have essentially opened up,
giving us the opportunity and the responsibility of understandingf
what is going on around us – provided that we learn to use all of
this information in a meaningful way.

Indeed, our choices have multiplied in nearly every domain:
educational, professional and personal. As students we can choose
from hundreds of subjectsf  of studyf  and among an increasing number
of educationalf  institutions offering diplomas. Programmes like
the EU’s Erasmus exchange scheme encourage students from one
country to study in another – to learn another language, another
culture, or simply to have access to a particular type of educationf
not available in their home country.

The globalisation of business, science and culture has also
opened up our professional choices: following a job far from
one’s home town, working as an expatriate in another country,
travelling regularly to offi cesfi  around the world. On the whole,
we are a wealthier, longer living, more educated and more mobile
population. But can this continue? Will it be true for future
generations? In all parts of thef  world?

 Clouds on the horizon?

“If everyone used energy and resources the same way

we do in the Western World, we would need three more

earths at least. And we have only one.”
Mona Sahlin, former Minister for Sustainable Development, Sweden,

Institutionalising Sustainableg  Developmente

Still, in spite of the advanced state of many contemporary
societies, we see some troubling contradictions. Notably, there
is a stark inequality between those with access to the fruits of
advanced development, and those living in contexts where that
advancement is impeded by lack of accessf  to what others take for
granted.
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Stark differences divide the world in terms of accessf  to water and
sanitation, energy, health care and education. For example, it is
estimated that 1.1 billion people in the world lack clean water. The
question is not one of comfort:f  water-related illnesses are the second
biggest killer of childrenf  in the world – approximately 1.8 million
children die each year from diseases caused by dirty water and poor
sanitation. Illness from poor water and sanitation keeps children
out of schoolf  and adults out of work,f  while the search for water in
areas where access is poor takes up a large portion of timef  in the
daily lives of womenf  and girls, time that they cannot spend working
for economic improvement or going to school.

According to the United Nations Human Development report
and to water specialists like Professor A.K. Biswas, the problem
is not one of scarcity,f  but mismanagement. Leaking taps in the
developed world waste more water than is available to the billion
people in the developing world who need it. Fixing those leaking
taps won’t magically solve water access problems, but an approach
to water management that includes sharing successful techniques
for making the best use of availablef  water supplies can improve
things dramatically.

While people living in the least developed nations often lack
the necessary elements to fulfilfi  basic needs and have access to a
life of healthf  and quality, the developed world suffers from having
too much. Poorer countries face the terrible consequences of
largely preventable diseases like malaria or AIDS, while the richer
ones battles epidemics of excess,f  such as adult-onset (or Type II)
diabetes and heart disease caused by obesity. There is a level of
international co-operation never before seen in history bilaterally,
or between governments, and multilaterally through institutions
like the United Nations, OECD, World Bank and others. And yet
there are still violent confl ictsfl  that place those caught in them in
conditions of extremef  insecurity and vulnerability. The human
population continues to grow. Predictions have the current
population of 6.5f  billion increasing to over 8 billion by 2050. More
and more of thosef  people are living in cities, and everyone who
has the means is using more resources. Our lives are full of moref
and more things. The proliferation of markets,f  products, and the
ease of tradef  means that both our choices for consumption and the
consequences of thatf  increased activity are greater than ever.
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Economic development has allowed for advances that have
fundamentally changed the ways humans live from previous
centuries, but these activities have also brought about problems
with potentially dramatic consequences. Climate change is the
most visible, most talked about at the moment, especially after
the recent (2007) Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
report confi rmedfi  that the climate is almost certainly undergoing
significantfi  change as a result of humanf  activity. But economic
development has also brought social challenges: countries are
advancing at different speeds, and people within countries are
living with vastly different quality of life. In many countries
the gap between the rich and the poor is increasing rather than
shrinking with economic growth.

Climate change is symbolic of thef  larger problem – one that is both
practical and philosophical – of thef  dangers inherent in pushing
our ecosystems out of balance.f  Are we pushing our societies and
environment too far, too fast? Are we outrunning the regenerative
possibilities inherent to our ecosystems? Are we creating social
imbalances that cannot be corrected? Could we be on some kind of
crash course, like the Easter Islanders, without even realising it?

“The loss of key elements of an ecosystem can alter

the balance between its components and lead to long-term

or permanent changes.”
Preserving Biodiversityg andy  Promotingd  Biosafetyg (any  OECD Policy Brief)

When systems work, when they are in equilibrium, they tend
to continually produce possibilities for renewal: if landf  is well-
managed, given time to lie fallow and regenerate nutrients, then
it continues to be fertile indefi nitely.fi  If not,f  then the quality of
soil degrades and in some cases becomes useless. Wild species
naturally replace themselves. But populations will crash, possibly
to extinction, if theyf  are overharvested.

We can even extend this notion to humans and their interactions.
Children who are well-nourished, educated and cared for tend to
fl ourish,fl  carrying with them a lifelong capacity to contribute to
their community. Deprive them of thosef  things and the outcome
is likely to be quite different. The same is true at the societal and
governmental level. Abuse, confl ictfl  or deprivation can cause entire
communities to collapse.
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This can be applied to economic systems or markets. Imbalances in
supply and demand, in savings and spending, in loans and investment
can lead to economic crashes, recessions and depressions. The most
talented economists are still unable to predict reliably when and
why these events might occur, due to the extreme complexity of thef
world’s economy. What we do know is that economic, environmental
and social systems must all be kept in relative equilibrium, and also
balanced with each other, to be sustainable.

One problem is that we do not know when the “critical threshold”
of thesef  systems will be reached and exceeded. To continue moving
towards, even beyond these thresholds, is to take a great risk: are
we creating a future that will experience failures of Earth’sf  life-
sustaining systems with increasing frequency and unpredictability?
Are we living in a present where economic and social developments
benefi tfi  some and leave others mired in need and confl ict?fl

 Where are we headed?

In the last 200 years, the world’s economy has grown sixfold,
and almost tenfold in the regions that were fi rstfi  to industrialise.
Standards of living, health and education have improved
considerably. At the same time, burning coal for energy led to
deadly smog in England and the US, water pollution left entire
lakes “dead”, irrigation for cotton brought the Aral Sea to a
fraction of itsf  historical area, and now fossil fuel use is causing
changes to our climate. In addition, economic and technological
development has left huge gaps in prosperity, opportunity and
standards of living.f  The question is: can we do a better job with
development, starting now?

What are the principles driving these phenomena? What kind of
future are they spelling out for our descendents? As we develop
economically and socially, whether as individuals, governments
or businesses, we need guiding principles that will help us make
the right choices.

“Unsustainable development has degraded and polluted the

environment in such a way that it acts now as the major

constraint followed by social inequity that limits the

implementation of perpetual growth.”
Emil Salim, Institutionalising Sustainableg  Developmente
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But do we really have to choose between progress and sound
management of thef  systems that support us? Every day, we hear
about new technologies that can benefi tfi  people, economy and
the environment: public health programmes that improve health
outcomes for more people, energy effi cientfi  alternatives for many
of thef  products and processes we have come to rely on, and new
non-toxic and durable materials.

If thef  Easter Islanders were aware of theirf  dwindling resource
base, history shows that they didn’t take the necessary steps to
prevent passing the critical threshold. Many people today realise
that our world also shows signs of stressf  – and at the very least
presents some core problems to which we need to fi ndfi  solutions.
Evidence suggests that we need better ways of managing our
natural resources; better ways of securingf  what people need to
develop; better ways of co-ordinatingf  our actions to take care of allf
the things we rely on to survive, thrive and prosper.

It is time to learn how to develop without these negative social
and environmental side effects, and in a way that benefi tsfi  more
of us.f  Easter Island was isolated from trade and limited in its
ecological resources; perhaps the only way its human residents
could have prevented tragedy was through careful planning.
We are living on a much larger scale, but could the same be true
of us?f

 What this book is about…

No one knows what the future will look like. Good or bad, clean
or dirty, peaceful or war-torn – what will we be able to achieve
with the tools at our disposal? Technological progress has made
many things possible, but there are signs that we are reaching some
thresholds at which negative consequences can become more than
just an inconvenience.

Growing awareness of thef  fragility of ourf  world has caused us to
look more seriously for solutions, not just to one-time problems,
but to faulty approaches to development that are short-sighted
and self-destructive. Scientists, politicians and citizens from
every walk of lifef  have informed this discussion, seeking ways of
balancing the benefitsfi of growthf  with the drawbacks it can produce
if notf  done carefully and intelligently.
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“The future of mankindf  is being shaped by issues that no one
nation can address alone. Multilateral co-operation is instrumental
in meeting the key challenges of thisf  new world.” – Angel Gurría,
“Making the Most of Globalisation:f  The OECD and the MENA
countries”.

We do actually have the tools and information to plan our
development sustainably – in a way that takes all aspects of
development into account and prefers choices that maintain a
maximum level of well-being over the long term. Identifying
the most significantfi  issues and making the necessary changes is
anything but simple. Sustainable development provides a way of
doing this: assessing our current situation, setting goals that will
produce better results and making the right choices about the
direction we want to take.

Chapter 2 explores the concept of sustainablef  development, its
history and what it means to us today.

Chapter 3 looks at the global dimension of sustainable
development and how we can put rich, poor and rapidly emerging
economies on a sustainable path.

Chapter 4 explains the importance of planningf  for the future,
managing our economic, human and natural resources so that we
can continue improving our societies without leaving a messy
legacy for years to come.

Chapter 5 looks at how we behave as producers and consumers
and the critical role this plays in achieving sustainable development
goals.

Chapter 6 shows us how we can measure the different aspects of
sustainable development and why this is important.

Chapter 7 examines how governments and civil society work
together in creating the incentives, rules and regulations that make
sustainable development possible.
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What is OECD?

The Organisation for Economic Co-operation

and Development, or OECD, brings together

the governments of countriesf  committed

to democracy andy  the market economy toy

tackle key economic,y  social and governance

challenges in the globalised world

economy. It has 30 member countries, the

economies of whichf  account fort  68% of thef

world’s trade and 78% of thef  world’s Gross

National Income, or GNI (a measure of

countries’ economic performance).

The OECD traces its roots back tok  the

Marshall Plan that rebuilt Europe after

World War II. The mission then was to

work towardsk  sustainable economic growth

and employment andt  to raise people’s living

standards. These remain core goals of thef

OECD. The organisation also works to build

sound economic growth, both for member

countries and those in the developing

world, and seeks to help the development

of non-discriminatoryf  globaly  trade. With

that in mind, the OECD has forged links with

many ofy  thef  world’s emerging economies

and shares expertise and exchanges views

with more than 100 other countries and

economies around the world.

In recent years, OECD has also begun

a process of enlargement,f  inviting fi vefi  other

countries (Chile, Estonia, Israel, Russia

and Slovenia) to open talks on joining

the organisation, and offering enhanced

engagement to fi vefi  emerging economies

(Brazil, China, India, Indonesia and South

Africa).

Numbers are at thet  heart of thef  OECD’s

work. It is one of thef  world’s leading

sources for comparable data on subjects

ranging from economic indicators to

education and health. This data plays a key

role in helping member governments to

compare their policy experiences.y

The OECD also produces guidelines,

recommendations and templates for

international co-operation on areas such

as taxation and technical issues that are

essential for countries to make progress

in the globalising economy.

www.oecd.org.

OECD and sustainable development

OECD Ministers recognise that sustainable

development ist  an overarching goal for

their governments and the Organisation

itself, and member countries bear a special

responsibility iny  achieving sustainable

development worldwide.t  Activities linked

to sustainable development aret  overseen

by they  Annual Meeting of Sustainablef

Development Experts (AMSDE), government

delegates from capitals who co-ordinate

special projects as well as review progress

in mainstreaming sustainable development

concepts into the overall work ofk  thef  OECD.

Many activitiesy  relate to sustainable

development, from climate change analysis

to development co-operation to corporate

social responsibility. On this website,

there are links to a wealth of projectsf  and

information which shed light on certain

dimensions of thef  issues:

www.oecd.org/sustainabledevelopment.
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It is impossible to know precisely what the consequences of unchecked
or badly managed development will be, but we have enough information
to understand that they are potentially negative, costly and irreversible. 
Sustainable development gives us a new way of thinking through
and managing human impact on the world – one that can generate
long-lasting positive results for the greater benefi t of human societies.



What is
Sustainable

Develop ment?
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 By way of introduction...

Monique Huteau, a recently retired nurse, is up to her elbows in
soil as she tends to her lush garden. Strawberries, lettuce, squash,
potatoes and more, she grows enough to cover a large portion of
her family’s needs in produce, buying what she lacks at the local
hypermart. She also cooks, cleans, cares for her grandchildren and
paints watercolours at her home in the countryside a few minutes
outside Poitiers, France.

During their working years, she and most of herf  nine siblings
earned considerably more than their parents had, poor farmers
from the Anjou region. They live in well-maintained houses, drive
nice cars, and take yearly vacations to distant places. A lot of hardf
work and astute savings and investments have allowed Monique
and her husband, a retired teacher, to achieve these things – with
the help of Frenchf  social benefi tsfi  which have kept their health care
and education costs low and ensured them an adequate retirement
income. For Monique there is no question: her generation had
opportunities not available to their parents and consequently live
very different lives materially and socially.

Monique’s experience is a common one in OECD countries:
generations that had endured scarcity and hardship growing up
have achieved, even on relatively modest incomes, the satisfaction
of basicf  needs plus enough discretionary income to indulge in a
few luxuries. With this have also come certain social benefi ts.fi
Education levels have increased. More people have access to
health care. Leisure time is guaranteed through paid vacations and
retirement plans. There is more geographic and social mobility.

Indeed, the so-called developed world has seen average
improvements in many areas that are important to “the good life”.
Along with these improvements, however, have come worrying
indications that this growth has costs which we cannot continue
to ignore.

All the economic prosperity in the world cannot alone solve a
problem like climate change on its own. On the contrary, unchecked
growth – in the number of peoplef  driving cars and taking planes, for
example – is making the situation worse. Also, average economic
growth says nothing about income inequality: if wealthf is growing
for only a few, then the majority may not experience any tangible
gains or improvements.
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These problems are compounded when added to the challenges
facing the developing world – encompassing countries such as
China and India who are undergoing rapid growth, as well as those
like many Sub-Saharan African countries which are still far from
having what the richer countries take for granted: peace, basic
health care access, education, a relatively safe water supply, and
so on.

Finally, do the resources exist to enable this kind of lifestylef
for all of Earth’sf  6.5 billion residents? It is estimated that in 2002
humans extracted over 50 billion tons of naturalf  resources from
the planet’s ecosystems, up a third in just 20 years. Projected
economic growth rates put our extraction needs at 80 billion
tons in 2020. Would using the Earth’s resources at this rate be
advisable? Can we and should we continue with the traditional
model of development?f

These problems are not new. Indeed, the accumulation of af
number of badf  habits and “unsustainable” practices seems to have
led to critical stresses on societies and the environment. In spite of
unprecedented economic growth, the world has been on a course
leading to resource depletion and serious social crises, and old
ways of problem-solvingf  have proven inadequate. Something has
to be done to change development – its philosophy and methods –
if societiesf  wanted to reverse those negative trends. As Albert
Einstein wrote, “Today’s problems cannot be solved if wef  still
think the way we thought when we created them.”

�  We  hear the term “sustainable development” in high-level
discussions; we see it in political platforms and on corporate
websites. More and more universities have programmes covering
the fi eld.fi  Indeed, sustainable development has become a kind of
conceptual touchstone, one of thef  defi ningfi  ideas of contemporaryf
society. This chapter reviews the debate on what exactly the
concept of sustainablef  development means. It looks at where the
term came from and what it now includes. And it asks how we
can make use of thef  concept in our daily lives and our systems of
governance.
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 Defi ning sustainable development

The term sustainable development began to gain wide acceptance
in the late 1980s, after its appearance in Our Commonr  Future, also
known as The Brundtland Reportd . The result of af  UN-convened
commission created to propose “a global agenda for change” in
the concept and practices of development,f  the Brundtland report
signalled the urgency of re-thinking our ways of living and
governing. To “responsibly meet humanity’s goals and aspirations”
would require new ways of consideringf  old problems as well as
international co-operation and co-ordination.

The World Commission on Environment and Development, as
it was formally called, sought to draw the world’s attention to
“the accelerating deterioration of thef  human environment and
natural resources and the consequences of that deterioration
for economic and social development.” In establishing the
commission, the UN General Assembly explicitly called attention
to two important ideas:

 The well-being of thef  environment, of economiesf  and of peoplef
is inextricably linked.

 Sustainable development involves co-operation on a global
scale.

Sustainable development is about integration: developing in
a way that benefi tsfi  the widest possible range of sectors,f  across
borders and even between generations. In other words, our
decisions should take into consideration potential impact on
society, the environment and the economy, while keeping in mind
that: our actions will have impacts elsewhere and our actions will
have an impact on the future.

We tend to arrange things compartmentally, by divisions and
departments, governments and communities; even households are
rarely set up as holistic systems. Ministries of agriculture,f  fi nance,fi

Development: the act or process of developing; growth; progress.

Sustainable development: development that meets the needs of the

present without compromising the ability ofy  future generations to meet

their own needs.
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the interior and foreign affairs handle the issues that come under
their domain. We divide up the tasks of ourf  daily lives: work,
rest, errands and holidays. It is not that we can’t seet  business,
government or home life as a “whole” – making a household budget
or a corporate strategy are examples of justf  this type of exercisef  –
but in the bustle of ourf  complex lives it can be diffi cultfi  to take the
time to see beyond the most immediate or obvious concerns. Often,
as the old saying goes, we can’t see the forest for the trees.

The concept of sustainable development has been used to
articulate several essential shifts of perspective in how we
relate to the world around us and, consequently, how we expect
governments to make policies that support that world view.

“Governments face the complex challenge of fi ndingfi  the right

balance between the competing demands on natural and

social resources, without sacrifi cingfi  economic progress.”
Sustainable Development:e  Critical Issuesl

First, there is the realisation that economic growth alone is
not enough: the economic, social and environmental aspects of
any action are interconnected. Considering only one of thesef  at a
time leads to errors in judgment and “unsustainable” outcomes.
Focusing only on profitfi  margins, for example, has historically
led to social and environmental damages that cost society in the
long run. By the same token, taking care of thef  environment and
providing the services that people need depends at least in part on
economic resources.

 Will I know it when I see it?

In the fi rstfi  years of thef  21st century they

term sustainable development hast  entered

the public sphere. No longer restricted to

academic and policy debates,y  the concept

has made its way intoy  everyday languagey

and into community activitiesy  the world

over. When we say they  words “sustainable

development”, what exactly doy  we mean?

Sustainable development cant  be:

• spreading the benefi tsfi  of economicf  growth

to all citizens;

• turning brownfi eldsfi  into ecologically soundy

urban housing projects;

• increasing educational opportunities for

both girls and boys;

• innovating industrial processes to be

more energy-efficientfi  and less polluting;

• including citizens and stakeholders in

policy-making processes.
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Next, the interconnected, or interdependent, nature of sustainablef
development also calls for going beyond borders – whether they
be geographical or institutional – in order to co-ordinate strategies
and make good decisions. Problems are rarely easily contained
within predefinedfi  jurisdictions such as one government agency
or a single neighbourhood, and intelligent solutions require co-
operation as part of thef  decision-making process.

Take genetically modifi edfi  crops, for example. Making decisions
on the production, consumption and development of GMOs
requires the participation of agriculture,f  environment, trade, health
and research ministries. It requires that these ministries compare
evidence and agree on a position within national government
so that they can enact workable policies – policies that have the
greatest benefi tfi  for the least cost. But the need for co-ordination
doesn’t stop at the national level. Apart from anything else, seeds
from genetically modifi edfi  plants can cross borders, carried by
wind or birds, adding an international dimension to the issue.
Differing policies between import and export countries leads to
confusion and ineffi ciencyfi  in trade, as processed foods containing
just one genetically modifi edfi  ingredient require special labelling
and are even banned by some countries.

Finally, thinking about human actions has had to undergo a
temporal shift: put simply, we should consider the impact of af
given choice beyond the short term. If poorly-managedf  logging
leads to the depletion of af  forest in the interest of immediatef  profit,fi
then the overall result is actually a substantial loss: loss of incomef
over the long term, loss of biodiversity,f  loss of capacityf  to absorb
carbon dioxide, among other things.

An “honest” approach to timelines is also essential to questions
of intergenerational equity: the idea that resources, whether
economic, environmental or social, should be utilised and
distributed fairly across generations. No single generation should
bear an undue burden. This is not only a problem of leavingf  a
clean, healthy planet for future generations, but also concerns
pressing problems like meeting the medical, fi nancialfi  and social
needs of anf  ageing population.
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 The three pillars of sustainable development

At the core of sustainablef  development is the need to consider
“three pillars” together: society, the economy and the environment.
No matter the context, the basic idea remains the same – people,
habitats and economic systems are inter-related. We may be able to
ignore that interdependence for a few years or decades, but history
has shown that before long we are reminded of itf  by some type of
alarm or crisis.

The fact of thef  matter is that we depend on ecosystems and the
services they provide in order to do what we do: run businesses,
build communities, feed our populations and much more. Whether
we consider the more obvious, immediately vital examples – the
need for soil that can grow food or for clean water to drink – or
the less obvious but equally significantfi things like oxygen
production during photosynthesis or waste processing by bacterial
decomposers, we cannot avoid the conclusion that we depend on
the environment for our existence. If wef  damage or destroy the
capacity of thef  environment to provide these services we may face
consequences for which we are completely unprepared.

“As a group, women – and their potential contributions

to economic advances, social progress and environmental

protection – have been marginalised.”
Gender andr  Sustainabled  Developmente

In the same way, the long-term stability and success of societiesf
rely on a healthy and productive population. A society (or
communities within a larger society) that faces unrest, poverty
and disease will not develop in the long term: social well-being
and economic well-being feed off eachf  other, and the whole game
depends on a healthy biosphere in which to exist.

Understanding the complex connections and interdependence
of thef  three pillars requires some effort, and the effort has to be
constant. Whether we’re talking about the duration of politicalf
cycles or the length of timef  the media focuses on a particular issue,
the question of ourf  collective attention span is an important one
for sustainable development.
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 Trade-offs

With tens of millionsf  of inhabitantsf  concentrated in a limited
space, today’s mega-cities struggle to balance the needs of thef
population with the capacity of the existing infrastructures.
Juggling the complex web of activitiesf  in urban environments
is an ideal place to start thinking through the trade-offs that
sustainable development can imply. For instance, everybody
might agree that traffi cfi  is a nightmare, but making changes to
improve the situation inevitably affects many people in a variety
of ways,f  not all positive. Should the city discourage car travel but
risk overloading public transport? Should it introduce measures to
make traffi cfi  move more quickly and risk attracting more vehicles
onto the roads? Calculating the fi nancialfi  costs of transportf  policies
is relatively straightforward, but predicting the personal choices
and behaviours of thosef  using the urban space is much less so.
What will city dwellers and commuters actually decide to do? For
example, if thef  bus service improves, will it attract car drivers or
people who might otherwise have walked?

 The Rio Earth Summit and Agenda 21

In June, 1992, in Rio de Janeiro,

representatives from 179 countries came

together for the United Nations Conference

on Environment and Development, popularly

known as the Rio Eartho  Summith . One of

the major agreements signed during this

meeting was a programme of actionf  called

Agenda 21.The 900-page document

describes fi rstfi  steps towards initiating

Sustainable Development acrosst  local,

national and international levels as the

world moved into the 21st century.

Signatories promised to pursue action

in four domains:

• Social and Economic Dimension, such

as combating poverty andy  promoting

sustainable urban planning;

• Conservation and Management oft

Resources, such as safeguarding

the oceans’ fi sheriesfi  and combating

deforestation;

• Strengthening the Role of Majorf  Groups,

such as women, local governments and

NGO’s; and

• Means of Implementation,f  such

as transfer of environmentally-soundf

technology.

For example, Chapter 28, Local authorities’l
initiatives ins  supportn  oft  Agendaf  21a , calls

for the participation of localf  and regional

governments and civil society iny  the

development oft  Localf  Agenda 21.

Co-ordination in the sustainable

development effortt  from the international

level down to local municipalities will

ideally makey  every actiony  more effective.

Cities across the world – from Surabaya,

Indonesia to Seattle, United States – have

implemented such a plan to promote

sustainable development att  thet  local level.
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The lesson here is not that it’s impossible to improve things,
but that improvement means thinking through the links among a
number of factors.f  Less traffi cfi  equals shorter travel times and easier
movement. Better air quality means a healthier population. The
trade-offs, such as taxes or tolls, in exchange for overall improvement
of thef  urban space are being tested in London, Singapore and other
cities. The debate as to the success or failure of suchf  schemes shows
in a concrete fashion what’s at stake. The environmental impacts
may seem clear, but what about social equity – the rich can afford to
pay a congestion charge that poorer people can’t – or the economic
impact on shops and other businesses?

On a personal level, the choices may not be so clear-cut either.
Imagine you want to avoid supporting the use of pesticides
so you choose to buy only organic produce. However, the only
organic grocery store in your city is too far to walk or cycle to.
Fossil fuels have to be burned to get you there and back. Likewise,
you may want to support local producers and avoid the damage
air transport causes. But fl yingfl  fl owersfl  to the UK from Africa for
instance may cause less harm than importing fl owersfl  from nearby
Holland that needed heated greenhouses and intensive fertilizer
use. And horticulture may benefi tfi  more people in Africa than in
the Netherlands. In a perfect world, making good choices would
be an easier, more coherent task; in the meantime, the concept
of sustainablef  development is helpful for balancing out the vast
number of variablesf  and optimising our decisions.

 Sustainable development:
process or end result?

So, is sustainable development a kind of guidingf  principle, as
many of itsf  supporters would argue? Or rather a concrete goal or set
of goalsf  that can be measured, evaluated and deemed “achieved”?
Looking at the massive body of literaturef  on the subject reveals
plenty of supportf  for both these points of viewf  and several other
possibilities. Really, though, there is no obligation to choose among
these options. Whether we are talking about the abolition of slavery,f
universal education, democracy or any of thef  “sea changes” that
previous generations have undergone, we are always in a constant
process of translatingf  big ideas into concrete practices. And this
always involves multiple experiments, learning, failures, mistakes
and a constant effort at adapting and refi ningfi  our methods.
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Sustainable development is also a means for considering
the relationships of things to each other in order to propose
viable solutions. As the Brundtland report puts it, “sustainable
development is not a fi xedfi  state of harmonyf  but rather a process
of change…”f  It is a way of forcingf  ourselves to look at factors we
might rather ignore in favour of short-termf  benefi t,fi  as in the case
of af  polluting industry that worries primarily about this year’s
profits,fi  or a pension plan that doesn’t account for the increase in
the number of retireesf  relative to the number of subscribers.f

Brice Lalonde, former Minister of thef  Environment in France,
offers the following defi nition:fi “To me, it refers to how the
economy shouldy  enabled  us to live better livesr  while improving
our environmentr  andt  ourd  societies,r  from now onw  and withind  a
globalised world.”d In”  this view, sustainable development frames
the possibilities for progress: the economy is a vehicle that helps
us reach the overall, collective, goal of improvingf  quality of lifef
globally. Success comes through putting all three pillars on the
same progressive trajectory, or path.

It might be useful, then, to see the advent of sustainable
development as a significantfi  change in how people and governments
perceive their activities, their roles and responsibilities: from
primary emphasis on increasing material wealth to a more complex,
interconnected model of thef  human development process.

Sustainable development is therefore:

 a conceptual framework: a way of changingf  the predominant
world view to one that is more holistic and balanced;

 a process: a way of applyingf  the principles of integrationf  – across
space and time – to all decisions; and

 an end goal: identifying and fi xingfi  the specificfi  problems of
resource depletion, health care, social exclusion, poverty,
unemployment, etc.

Easier said than done?

Society, the environment and the economy – doesn’t that cover
just about everything? One of thef  fi rstfi  things we notice when trying
to understand sustainable development is the vastness of the
topic. Taking into account the economic, social and environmental
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 Low-tech high-impact: insecticide-treated mosquito nets

Sustainable development meanst  using

all the tools at our disposal to promote

well-being. As the following example shows,

technologies don’t have to be high-tech to

achieve significantfi  change.

Malaria kills a child every 30y  seconds and

over a million people every year.y  Apart

from children its main victims are pregnant

women. Most of thosef  who die are in

Africa. Poor people and communities with

limited access to health care are the worst

affected.

Malaria is responsible for a “growth penalty”

of 1.3%f  a year in some countries and

contributes to the substantial differences

in GDP between countries with and without

the disease. It can affect the tourist

industry sincey  travellers prefer to avoid

badly affectedy  areas. Traders’ unwillingness

to travel to and invest in malaria areas can

leave markets underdeveloped. Farmers

cannot take the risk ofk  plantingf  labour-

intensive crops because of malaria’sf  impact

on labour during the harvest season.

In some countries, malaria may accounty

for as much as 40% of publicf  health

expenditure, 30 to 50% of inpatientf

admissions and up to 60% of outpatientf

visits. It stops children from going to school

and can cause permanent neurological

damage. It hits the earnings of sickf  workersk

and can ruin families who have to pay

for drugs, other health care and transport

to hospital.

The parasite that causes the disease

is becoming more resistant to antimalarial

drugs, and no new treatments are

expected soon. Likewise, the mosquitoes

that transmit the disease are becoming

more resistant to insecticides.

A simple technology toy  prevent deathst  and

the spread of thef  disease exists: insecticide

treated mosquito nets. The nets generate

a chemical halo that extends beyond the

fabric itself tof  repel or deter mosquitoes

from biting or shortens the mosquito’s life

span so it can’t transmit malaria.

They alsoy  reduce the quantity ofy  insecticidef

that needs to be sprayed in homes and

elsewhere. But while the technology

is simple, using it effectively dependsy  on

getting a number of thingsf  right:

• People need to be convinced of thef  utility

of thef  nets and shown how to use them

through education and social marketing

campaigns.

• Taxes and tariffs on mosquito nets,

netting materials and insecticides should

be waived.

• Encouraging local manufacturers and

suppliers can help reduce costs so that

nets are affordable.

• Nets that can last fort  years without

having to be retreated with insecticide need

to become widespread.

In Kenya, from 2004 to 2006, the number

of youngf  children sleeping under

insecticide-treated nets increased tenfold

thanks to a programme of freef  mass

distribution. There were 44% fewer deaths

than among children not protected

by nets.y  Kenya’s success suggests three

ingredients which all need to be present

for malaria control to succeed:

high political commitment fromt  the

government, strong technical assistance

from the WHO and adequate funding

from international donors.

To fi ndfi  out more, visit the website of thef

Roll Back Malariak  Partnership launched

in 1998 by they  WHO, UNICEF, the United

Nations Development Programme and the

World Bank: www.rollbackmalaria.org.
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aspects of developmentf  can ultimately include a wide variety of
concepts, policies and projects. So wide, some would say, that it
loses its usefulness as a concept.

This could in part explain why, in spite of itsf  popularity and
rapid acceptance by some members of government,f  civil society,
countless companies and many cities, the concept of sustainablef
development has not yet translated into widespread changes in
either behaviours or policy, and this after more than a decade
of efforts.f  Early supporters of thef  concept had hoped for rapid
progress, but the complexity of the problems at hand, their

 Women and Sustainable Development

“At present, the female half of the world’s human capital

is undervalued and underutilised the world over… Better use

of the world’s female population could increase economic

growth, reduce poverty, enhance societal well-being, and

help ensure sustainable development in all countries.”
Gender andr  Sustainabled  Development:e  Maximising theg  Economic,e

Social andl  Environmentald  Rolel  ofe  Womenf

2. What is Sustainable Development?

When it comest  to improving economies,

societies and preserving the environment,

women have a central role. Across the globe,

per capitar  income is lowest int  countries where

women are signifi cantlyfi lessy  educated than

men, suggesting that investingt  in women is a

fi rstfi  stept  to raising everyone’s well-being. In

Africa, studies show thatw  givingt  women equal

access to capital could increase crop yields

by upy  to 20%. But developedt  countries would

benefi tfi fromt  fuller user of women’sf potential

too, for instancer  the UK’s GDP could rise

by 2%y  by% bettery  harnessingr  women’s skills.

Improving education for girlsr  and women also

has social benefi ts,fi  including lower fertilityr

rates, reduced infant andt  mother mortality,r

and improved nutrition for allr  members of thef

family. Data from developing countries indicate

that onet  to three years of maternalf  schooling

reduces child mortality byy  15%y  while%  an

equivalent levelt  of paternalf  schooling achieves

only ay  6% reduction.%

Women are also on the environmental

“frontlines”. Wangari Maathai won the

2004 Nobel Peace Prize for her work

with the Green Belt Project, reforesting

vast areas of Kenya.f  The 30 million trees

women have planted through the Project

provide fi rewoodfi  and shelter, and improve

local climate and soil. As Maathai said in

her acceptance speech, “throughout Africa,

women are the primary caretakers,y  holding

significantfi  responsibilityt  fory  tilling the land

and feeding their families. As a result,

they arey  often the fi rstfi  to become aware

of environmentalf  damage as resources

become scarce and incapable of sustainingf

their families.” As Maathi proves, women

often hold the solutions, too.

Clearly, improving the situation of womenf

worldwide is a critical fi rstfi  step for

sustainable development –t  indeed this was

one of thef  conclusions of Agendaf  21.
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reach across cities, regions and beyond national borders, and the
diffi cultiesfi  inherent in changing people’s perceptions and actions
have all contributed to frustrating those hopes.

Adding this level of complexityf  to decision-making processes
most probably necessitates changes in previous patterns of
behaviour – whether at the level of individualf  consumption or
international law. And change is almost never easy, even when
it is obviously necessary. It is particularly diffi cultfi  when it might
involve real or perceived sacrifi cesfi  on the part of onef  “pillar”,
industry, country or generation in favour of another.f

It is still quite common to hear that sustainable development
is primarily about the environment. And while it is true that the
concept grew out of thinkingf  about the dangers of environmentallyf
unsustainable practices such as the damage done to ozone layer by
CFCs or the damage to soils and water supplies due to pesticides,
sustainable development has also always included the social
dimension.

In any case, to get caught up in an argument over whether
sustainable development is more about the environment or about
people is to miss the point: it is the connection of humans,f  their
economies and societies to the ecosystems that support them
which defi nesfi  sustainable development. “Environmental problems
are really social problems anyway,” said Sir Edmund Hilary, the
fi rstfi  man to conquer Mount Everest. “They begin with people as
the cause and end with people as the victims.”

So really we can see sustainable development as a big theory, a
process, or as practical guidelines for making solid development
decisions that do not blindly seek growth in one area only to cause
damage in another. We can choose to support any or all of thesef
positions, provided that we have the information we need to make
honest assessments about our activities and their impact – and
make some of thef  “tough” decisions that good management often
requires.

Applying the principles of sustainablef  development is really
nothing more than applying the principles of soundf  management to
all our resources, like we would if wef  wanted to create a prosperous
business or build a new house. Rather than overlook potential
confl icts,fl  we can plan ahead, integrating considerations of whatf
counts from the beginning. Of coursef  this is easier said than done:

2. What is Sustainable Development?
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spending money now to prevent something that “might” happen
in the future is a challenge for us. Just as spending money to fi xfi  a
bad situation “elsewhere” is also tough. Really, though, the future
is right around the corner, and in our globalised world what seems
far can become very suddenly close. By following the example
of the ever-increasing number of individuals, businesses and
governments who make planning decisions within a sustainable
development framework, we ensure ourselves and our children a
brighter future.

2. What is Sustainable Development?
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Find Out More

… FROM OECD

On then  Internete

For a general introduction to OECD work onk

sustainable development, visit

www.oecd.org/sustainabledevelopment.

Publications

Sustainable Development: Critical Issues

(2001):

Following a mandate from OECD Ministers

in 1998, this report stressest  the urgency

to address some of thef  most pressingt

challenges for sustainable development.

It reviews the conceptual foundations of

sustainable development, its measurement,

and the institutional reforms needed to

make it operational. It then discusses

how international trade and investment,

as well as development co-operation, can

contribute to sustainable development ont

a global basis, and reviews the experience

of OECDf  countries in using market-based,

regulatory andy  technology policiesy  to reach

sustainability goalsy  in a cost-effective way.

Also ofo  interestf

OECD Contribution to the United Nations

Commission on Sustainable Development

15: Energy fory  Sustainable Development

(2007):

Under the theme of “Energyf fory  Sustainable

Development”, this brochure presents

policy fiy  ndingsfi  from OECD, IEA and NEA

reports relating to energy, climate change

and sustainable development.

It focuses on four main topics:

I) widening energy accessy in developing

countries,

II) increasing energy researchy  and

development andt  dissemination,

III) promoting energy effiy ciencyfi andy  diversity,

and IV) benefi tingfi  from energy-related

climate change policies.

Gender and Sustainable Development:

Maximising the Economic, Social and

Environmental Role of Women (2008):

As a group, women – and their potential

contributions to economic advances, social

progress and environmental protection –

have been marginalised. Better use of thef

world’s female population could increase

economic growth, reduce poverty, enhance

societal well-being, and help ensure

sustainable development int  all countries.

Closing the gender gap depends on

enlightened government policiest  which take

gender dimensions into account.

This report is a contribution by they  OECD

to the UNCSD and its cross-cutting

work onk  gender. It aims to increase

understanding of thef  role of womenf  in

maintaining the three pillars – economic,

social and environmental – of sustainablef

development.

Advancing Sustainable Development,

an OECD PolicyD  Briefy  (2006):f
This Policy Briefy  looksf  at progress towards

sustainable development int  the OECD

and its member countries, and at what

more can be done to advance sustainable

development int  the Organisation’s work andk

policy discussions.y

All titles are available at

www.oecd.org/sustainabledevelopment.

… AND OTHER SOURCES

Our Common Future (“The Brundtland

Report”)

(www.un-documents.net/wced-ocf.htm):

This 1987 report from the United Nations

World Commission on Environment

and Development placed environmental

concerns on the political agenda and laid

the foundation for the 1992 Earth Summit

and the adoption of Agendaf  21,

the Rio Declaration and the Commission

on Sustainable Development.

2. What is Sustainable Development?



 3

In today’s interdependent world, economic trends that start in one 
country affect many others, and national economies are affected 
by the internationalisation of production and international trade. 
Resource management, pollution control and climate phenomena 
are all issues that by their nature reach beyond geographic borders, 
making the challenges of sustainability a priority shared by countries 
and communities everywhere.



Challenges of
a Global World
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 By way of introduction…

Life in Ahoto in the state of Jigawa,f  Nigeria has followed the same
rhythm for centuries. In this village of thatchedf  mud huts, farmers
eke out a subsistence income from the diffi cultfi  lands to the south
of thef  Sahara desert. But things have begun to change recently:
solar power has come to Ahoto and brought with it substantial
improvements people’s lives.

Garba Bello, head of thef  village, is very happy about these changes.
As a recipient of onef  of thef  household lighting systems (costing about
four dollars per month), he enjoys what solar lighting has done for
his household, and most of allf  for his village. “The difference is
great,” he says. “People now go out at night and chat. Before, you
could not even see your neighbour’s house in the night.”

The solar power project has brought more than just light to
Ahoto and the two other villages participating in the region. A
new shopping area is driving business development and creating
much needed economic activity. Educational opportunities are
also on the rise: women now attend classes at night and children
can do their homework.

A collaborative effort by NGOs, the state government and foreign
aid, the Jigawa State project takes a promising use of alternativef
energy a step further than previous projects that focused on only
one use, such as pumping water. By attempting to address all ofl af
village’s energy needs, from education and commerce to security and
women’s advancement – the project gives participants the means to
move forward simultaneously in all areas of theirf  development.

The benefi tsfi  extend beyond the social and economic to questions
of health.f  Villagers now have access to clean water from more
effi cientfi  solar pumps that draw water from deeper non-polluted
sources and distribute it to household and communal taps. Easier
access to relatively low-cost potable water also frees up considerable
amounts of timef  that used to go to collecting water by bucket or
hand pumping from wells. Activities that had to end at sunset
can now continue, and in healthier circumstances. Dangerous
and dirty kerosene lamps are now rarely lit. This has significantfi
implications for health. About 1.5 million people die prematurely
each year from the effects of indoorf  pollution from burning wood,
charcoal and waste, more than from malaria, almost as many as
from tuberculosis and almost half asf  many as from HIV/AIDS.

3. Challenges of af  Global World
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It is a solution that is elegant in its simplicity – bypassing, or
“leapfrogging”, traditional technology to move directly to one that
is cleaner and far more sustainable. Yet projects like Ahoto’s are
still too few compared to the vast energy needs of thef  developing
world, where, on present trends 1.4 billion will still be without
access to mains electricity in 2030.

In Chapters 1 and 2, we saw how massive growth can create as
many problems as it solves, some of themf  serious and potentially
very destructive. Equally significantfi  is the fact that growth may
benefi tfi  some groups and leave others behind, a fact that is masked
by indicators such as rates of increasef  in a country’s GDP. And
fi nally,fi  if af  short-term increase in wealth comes at the expense of
long-term well-being and or survival, then it is not really “good”
growth in any meaningful sense.

� In  this chapter we turn to sustainable development to formulate
the central question that ties together our contemporary globalised
society: how can we grow in a way that maintains the achievements
in health and living standards in the developed world and continues
to raise living standards for those who still lag behind without
permanently damaging the world we depend on? Can we see more
development in the style that has benefi tedfi  Ahoto in recent years?

 Going global: an old process on a new scale

The phenomenon of globalisationf  has received a considerable
amount of attentionf  in recent years as social scientists, political
pundits and cultural critics have tried to explain how it has
transformed our world. Is it really new, though? For as long as
explorers have had the means to cover great distances, people
have sought to know, understand and profitfi  from what lay beyond
the familiarity of theirf  own communities.

The great periods of explorationf  and colonisation attest to this
desire, one that combines many different motivations. To learn
about the world, to seek out better means of survivalf  when local
methods had failed, to seek fame and fortune, to trade for what
one lacked, to bring glory to the state – these various driving forces
interacted and pushed human societies forward to a world that
became more and more connected over time.

3. Challenges of af  Global World
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Nowadays, globalisation is not about a few rich countries
trading with far-off lands.f  Geopolitics, technology and fi nancefi
have transformed consumption and production patterns across
the globe. Over the past decade alone, around a billion workers
have joined the global marketplace. Better communication tools
and falling transport costs have expanded the range of goodsf  and
services in national markets. The combination of af  greater supply
of cheapf  labour alongside technologies that facilitate trade means
that “value chains” – the numerous steps involved in transforming
materials, knowledge and labour into saleable products – are
spread across the globe. What is new about the globalisation of thef
last 30 years or so is that we are nearing a point where connection
is not the exception but the rule.

According to the World Trade Organization, international trade
has consistently increased with yearly growth rates of aroundf  6%
over the last decade. China is a leader here, with merchandising
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export increases of 27%,f  while developing countries’ share of
world merchandise exports reached an all time record of 36%.f  It
is a fact that our economies are now dependent on international
exchanges for their continued progress.

Whether we are talking about trade and investment, politics
or culture, examples of linkagesf  and interdependence surround
us. We need only think of thef  food on our plates, the clothes on
our backs or a website like YouTube: the sources of whatf  fi llsfi  our
daily lives are multiple and geographically diverse. We sample
the world’s offerings every day, rarely realising how all of thosef
connections have come to be, or how they interact.

These changes in our daily lives are related to international
developments with a substantially increased movement of moneyf
and things: trade rules have been “liberalised” or modifi edfi  to
encourage international competition; corporations have expanded
beyond their country of originf  to new markets around the globe. All
this moving and mixing has opened up possibilities for exchange,
commercial expansion and overall growth, making the world, on
average, a richer place.

“Recent years have indeed witnessed striking changes in

the global economic landscape, confi rmingfi  the role of trade

as a driving force in economic development and providing

an indication of the potential for further trade liberalisation,

under the right conditions, to benefi tfi  the global economy

broadly.”
Douglas Lippoldt, Trading Up:g  Economic Perspectivesc ons  Developmentn

Issues ins  then  Multilaterale  Tradingl  Systemg

This “new” global dimension – economic, political and social –
offers seemingly endless opportunities. But these opportunities
are not equally available to all, and means to restore the balance
have to be found. Nobel Prize economist Joseph Stiglitz has
written recently about one of these, the fact that economic
globalisation has left politics trying to play catch up. He points
out that globalisation has in some ways changed the role of thef
nation-state since so many important issues now reach beyond
the country level. In spite of thisf  shift, Stiglitz notes, “there has
yet to be created at the international level the kinds of democraticf
global institutions that can deal effectively with the problems
globalization has created.”

3. Challenges of af Global World
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A two-tierA  world

Globalisation has increased our ties across geographical
boundaries and perhaps transformed the way we think of «thef
world». Yet for all our increased connections, we obviously don’t
share the same circumstances, lifestyles or opportunities. As long
as we have lived in large communities, the “haves” and the “have
nots” have existed side by side. In today’s media-rich culture, it is
hard not to be aware of thef  glaring disparities in living standards
in different parts of thef  world, even as we all participate in the
same global economy.

Where we are born, grow up and live makes a big difference.
An average child growing up today in Europe has vaccinations,
dental care and educational opportunities, not to mention a more
than adequate diet. He or she can look forwardk  to higher education,
travel, employment and retirement provided, at least in part, by a
stable government. Economic growth in such OECD countries hovers
around 2.5%, enough to maintain and hopefully continue improving
quality of lifef  provided that resources are managed wisely.
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 North and South, High and Low

For a long time, when speaking about the

differences in wealth and equality, we have

used common shorthand references such

as “developed and developing countries”

or “North and South”, the latter having

grown out of a geographical reference,

comparing the US and Canada with Latin

and South America; Europe with Africa.

Today its meaning has evolved into an

economic one, referring to the differences

between high income countries and poorer

countries that are behind in various areas

of development: income, education levels

and access to health care, among others.

With rapidly growing economies like India,

China, Brazil and Russia that do not easily

fi tfi  into either category, the picture is less

and less clear. What is evident is that

some countries (the “North”) are able

to provide an advanced level of social

services, income and environmental quality

to their citizens, a level that by almost all

statistical measures improves year by year,

while many others (the “South”) have not

reached the basic level.

For some commentators, this sort of

division is the natural order of things. But

for more and more of today’s citizens this

two-tiered system is not only unfair, it will

also be detrimental in the long term, even

to those of us living in the top tier.

“Despite progress, huge challenges remain. Gross inequality

is still prevalent in the world and global problems – such as

climate change – continue to grow.”
Richard Manning, Development Co-operationt  Reportn  2007t

Some other countries have, after long periods of nof  or slow
growth, recently gained speed – at least in terms of increasesf  in
their Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Still, many of theirf  citizens
are living “in another world”. In India, where growth has averaged
8.5% for the last 4 years, 300 million people still live on less than
the equivalent of af  dollar per day. Africa has shown encouraging
growth too – averaging above 5% per year for the continent as a
whole in 2007, the fourth successive year of recordf  growth – yet
life expectancy in many African countries remains shockingly low.
In Swaziland, people live on average 39.6 years – less than half thef
average lifespan in Japan, the country with the highest average.

Indeed, the different speeds at which countries are meeting
basic development goals leaves us asking: Will economic growth
translate into equal opportunities for citizens in the near future?
What else can be done to make sure that more of thef  world’s
underdeveloped communities gain ground in as fast and effi cientfi
a way as possible?

3. Challenges of af Global World
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National growth has global consequences

For China, India and the other emerging economies, growth is
happening rapidly, bringing with it both the positive and negative
consequences of intensifif  edfi  production and increased economic
activity. Because of theirf  sheer size, the choices these countries
make as to how to direct their growth have a huge impact
worldwide. Media everywhere noted with gravity a symbolic
passage in 2007: China is now the world’s largest producer of COf 2
emissions. But we cannot forget that its emissions per capita are still
a fraction of thosef  of OECDf  countries. The principle of “sharedf  but
differentiated responsibility” between developed and developing
countries tries to take this into account. Outlined at the 2002
Johannesburg Summit on Sustainable Development, the principle
recognises historical differences in the contributions of developedf
and developing states to global environmental problems, and
differences in their respective economic and technical capacity to
tackle these problems.

“The global importance of rapidly emerging economies is

growing as they become major economic and trade partners,

competitors, resource users and polluters on a level that

compares to the largest of OECD countries.”
OECD EnvironmentalD  Outlookl  tok  2030o

Environmental consequences such as climate change respect
no borders, driving home the necessity for a global perspective
on pollution. To reach their current sizes of aboutf  $14 trillion and
$16 trillion annual GDP respectively, the United States and European
economies drew heavily on natural resources and depended almost
entirely on fossil fuels. Today’s changing climate is largely due
to the rich countries’ historical emissions. The economic model
that drove this development had serious consequences for the
environment, such as the permanent destruction of speciesf  and
ecosystems and an increase in atmospheric carbon dioxide that most
scientists believe is already changing our climate. Now the model,
and its consequences, are being replicated by other countries at an
accelerated pace.

The global nature of ourf  economy means that we are increasingly
linked to other countries. Disruptions half-way across the world
come home in a dramatic way when they drive up the price of
food or petrol at home, or result in a deployment of armedf  forces.
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People living in regions where economic prospects are dim may
choose, by whatever means possible, to emigrate to wealthier
destinations. While the positive impacts of immigrationf  in OECD
countries are well-established – providing much-needed labour
for example – humanitarian and economic emigration can put a
burden on countries’ social systems of bothf  the country people
leave and the one they go to, especially in situations of crisisf  and
when the “host” country is a developing country.

By 2030, the world population is expected to reach 8.2 billion
people from 6.5 billion today. Such projections from the most recent
OECD Environmental Outlook can seem like daunting increases
when we consider that the world’s resources are already stretched
to capacity in many respects. Where will that growth take place? A
large part of itf  will be in the fast-developing economies of Brazil,f
Russia, India, Indonesia, China and South Africa – known as the
BRIICS. What form will that growth take? How can we all shift to
more sustainable models of growth?f

A levelA  playing fi eldfi

Those who criticise the environmental record of rapidly
developing countries run into an interesting debate regarding
the “right” of developingf  countries to pollute or to have access
to more advanced, less damaging technologies. Europe and the
United States spent several hundred years practicing rampant
deforestation and industrial pollution before putting in place tight
regulation. Why should China and Indonesia have to play the game
by different rules from those followed by developed countries in
the past?

“There can be no moral grounds for expecting China and

India selectively to curb their economic growth simply

because world energy demand is rising unacceptably,

with associated risks of supply interruptions, high prices

and damage to the environment. These are global problems

to be tackled on a global basis.”
World Energyd  Outlooky  2007:k  China anda  Indiad  Insightsa

Indeed it is often perceived as unfair for rich countries to
lecture poor countries on resource use when the developed world
is responsible, by its size, history and volume of activity,f  for the
majority of resourcef  consumption and the problems that ensue
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from irresponsible development. While all major emitters must
act, the developed countries need to take the lead in addressing
climate change. With global issues such as ozone depletion,
climate change and biodiversity loss, everyone feels the effects of
development when it is unsustainable; everyone should also feel
the benefi tsfi  when it is sustainable. Whether we are talking about
people’s quality of lifef  or sound natural resource management,
success depends on the participation of countries,f  regions and
localities at all stages of development.f

So then the question becomes one of how tow  fairly share the
burdens of achievingf  well-managed growth. Developing countries
have to cope with climate change and other problems they did not
create, and do not have the same means as developed countries
in tackling them. The developed countries can help by providing
technologies, fi nancefi  and know-how to tackle these issues, over
and above regular development assistance.

The international community has engaged in various forms of
development aid for over half af  century; billions of dollarsf  have
been spent on different types of projectsf  designed to spur growth
and improve living standards in the poorer countries. The current
international consensus is that each OECD country spends 0.7%
of grossf  national income (GNI) on foreign aid versus 0.3% at
present in order to reach global development targets such as the
Millennium Development Goals. Aid to Africa alone is expected
to reach $51 billion by 2010 from $40 billion in 2006. But making
sure that aid is directed to sustainable projects adds another layer
of complication.f

 Closing the development gap sustainably 

Meeting the needs of todayf  without diminishing the capacity of
future generations to meet their needs: sometimes discussions on
sustainable development have tended to focus more on the second
half off  thisf  of thisf  phrase – the effect of ourf  actions on the future –
than on the fi rstfi  half. Yet meeting the needs of todayf  is anything
but obvious, easy or confl ict-free.fl  If sustainablef  development is to
do this, then tackling the “development gap” – the vast difference
in income, access to health care, sanitation and education that
exists between the wealthier and poorer countries – must fi gurefi
among its most pressing projects.
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“Addressing the challenges of the globalizing economy

means addressing the needs of those people and countries

that remain on the fringes, as well as those which are

emerging into the mainstream.”
Robert Zoellick, World Bank President,k  OECD/World Bank Conferencek  on

Sustainable and Inclusive Development: Going for Growth

“It is not easy for men to rise whose qualities are thwarted by
poverty,” observed the 1st century Roman poet Juvenal. The question
of whatf  causes poverty and what can reduce or eradicate it has long
been a source of muchf  debate, one of thef  fundamental questions
facing the human community. We all have some idea or image in
our heads of whatf  constitutes poverty. It’s not just a question of
possessions – poor people in rich countries own more things than
most people elsewhere. Research on the topic points to a more
complex combination of thef  material, social and political aspects of
poverty, where lack of accessf  to information, political participation,
health care and education among other things contributes to blocking
the dynamic that would make lasting development possible. Being
ill, hungry, or having to fl eefl  violence forces people to redirect
their energy to the act of survival,f  without the luxury of long-termf
considerations. Addressing the basic needs of thef  world’s poorest
people would go a long way in fostering development in today’s
global economy, but it would obviously require a global approach.

Early promoters of sustainablef  development realised that to make
the substantial changes required to produce meaningful results
would require a global effort. No person, municipality, region or
even country could alone transform the ideas and practices driving
development. The increasingly important role of international
agreements on the common concerns of thef  global community – trade,–
multinationals, poverty reduction to name only a few – attest–  to the
need for international arena to solve problems of globalf  significance.fi

The UN, OECD and other international organisations are struggling
to bring sustainable development to the forefront.Other organisations
including the World Bank, International Monetary Fund and World
Trade Organisation are seeking means to incorporate sustainability
as a basic principle in their economic operations. These institutions
have brought national governments with a diverse range of viewsf
and means together to the same table to hash out their differences
in the interest of improvingf  development practices. At the same
time, local and regional governments are joining forces to compare
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 The Millennium Development Goals

Offi ciallyfi establishedy  in 2000 at

the UN Millennium Summit, the Millennium

Development Goalst  identify 8y  development

goals and under these 18 concrete targets

to be reached by 2015.y

Agreed by 192y  UN Member states,

they representy  at  global agreement tot

achieve results in the most criticalt  areas

of humanf  progress.

1. Eradicate extreme poverty andy  hunger

Reduce by halfy  thef proportion of peoplef

living on less than a dollar a day.

Reduce by halfy  thef proportion of peoplef

who suffer from hunger.

2. Achieve universal primary educationy

Ensure that all boys and girls complete a

full course of primaryf  schooling.y

3. Promote gender equality andy  empower

women

Eliminate gender disparity iny  primary andy

secondary educationy  preferably byy  2005,y

and in all levels by 2015.y

4. Reduce child mortality

Reduce by two-thirdsy  the mortality ratey

among children under fi ve.fi

5. Improve maternal health

Reduce, by three-quartersy  the maternal

mortality ratio.y

6. Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other

diseases

Halt and begin to reverse the spread of

HIV/AIDS.

Halt and begin to reverse the incidence

of malariaf  and other major diseases.

7. Ensure environmental sustainability

Integrate the principles of sustainablef

development intot  country policiesy

and programmes; reverse loss of

environmental resources.

Reduce by halfy  thef  proportion of peoplef

without sustainable access to safe

drinking water.

Achieve significantfi  improvement int  lives

of atf  least 100t  million slum dwellers,

by 2020.y

8. Develop a global partnership for

development

Develop further an open, rule-based,

predictable, non-discriminatory tradingy

and fi nancialfi  system.

Address the least developed countries’

special needs.

Address the special needs of landlockedf

countries and small island developing

states.

Deal comprehensively withy  developing

countries’ debt problems.

In cooperation with the developing

countries, develop decent and productive

work fork  youth.

In cooperation with pharmaceutical

companies, provide access to affordable

essential drugs in developing countries.

In cooperation with the private sector,

make available the benefi tsfi  of newf

technologies – especially informationy  and

communications technologies.

The MDG Monitor tracks the progress

towards achieving these goals. It gives an

overview of thef  principle targets that come

under each goal, indicators for measuring

progress and examples of successf  stories.

www.mdgmonitor.org/goal1.cfm
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their experiences and work together, often across great geographical
distance. All in all, governments are starting to realise that they
need to undertake a more collaborative, open approach to problems
that are more crosscutting.

The idea of being able to improve the lives of the poorest
through global action has taken hold over the course of this
century, culminating with the Millennium Development Goals –
an effort to attack the problem in a co-ordinated way and on a
global scale. Originating in the OECD guidelines for development,
the MDGs, as they are known, represent a concerted effort on the
part of thef  world community to address the persistent problems of
underdevelopment.

Tools for sustainable growth

With the exception of af  few rapidly growing economies, growth
in the developing countries has on the whole been inconsistent
and insuffi cientfi  to bridge the huge differences in living standards
within these countries and compared to the developed countries.
Recent indicators show that Sub-Saharan Africa has begun to see
the rates of growthf  comparable to the rest of thef  world, albeit from
a low starting point, but this has not yet translated into great gains
in a number of criticalf  areas. For example, the number of peoplef
in Sub-Saharan Africa with access to drinking water increased by
10 million per year over 1990-2004. However, population sizes
have grown even faster, so the number of peoplef  without access
has increased by about 60 million.

Each country’s historical, economic, social and political context
is unique, but the basic principles of sustainablef  development
apply to all. Economic growth is essential, but growth alone,
without understanding all the factors that contribute to well-
being including social, environmental, institutional and cultural
considerations, does not produce sustainable poverty reduction.
While it is true that economic growth generally correlates with
overall improvements in quality of life,f  higher levels of educationf
and life expectancy at the country level, this does not tell us:

 how this growth is achieved

 whether or not it is lasting

 who benefi tsfi  and who might be left behind.
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Countries with highly valued natural resources such as diamonds,
metals or oil have the means to increase overall economic
development by selling these resources on world markets. Still,
this may result in no improvement in people’s lives if thisf  income
remains in the hands of veryf  few and is not used in any way that
benefi tsfi the population. If these resources are non-renewable,
or poorly-managed, then the income they produce will at some
point cease to be a source of growthf  – unless profitsfi  from them
are reinvested in other projects or funds that are sustainable over
time. Finally, activities that are profitablefi  today may be degrading
the environment for tomorrow. In sum, short-term growth may
mean nothing in terms of long-termf  stability, and it can produce
net environmental and social loss if thef  stocks and the capital
generated from them are not managed sustainably.

Pro-poor growth

So the question is how to create growth that allows the poor
to achieve real, lasting advances. Economists and development
theorists call this pro-poor growth. According to this way of
thinking, it is not enough to achieve average growth rates of
a certain percentage. Growth should specificallyfi benefi tfi poor
women and men and allow them to reap the benefi tsfi  of increasesf
in economic activity and income so that they can access a path of
consistent improvement in their living conditions.

 Aid for Trade

Trade offers real potential to boost

growth and meet development goals.

Yet developing countries often lack somek

of the elements necessary to reaping

these benefi ts:fi  such things as

reliable banking systems, functioning

telecommunications or good roads

and ports for transport.

Aid for Trade is development assistance

specifi callyfi  dedicated to helping countries

eliminate these barriers and take

advantage of trade opportunities.

It includes assistance in:

• negotiating trade agreements

• capacity building (creating the conditions

to enable policies and projects to succeed)

• marketing

• meeting international standards for

quality

The global trade organisation, WTO, and

the OECD work togetherk  on assessing the

effectiveness of Aid for Trade measures in

contributing to international development.

3. Challenges of af  Global World
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What exactly are the means of meeting development goals?
We all know some of thef  basic elements such as capital, health,
education, technology. Approaches to providing aid and fostering
growth are diverse. Development specialists describe three major
avenues: offi cialfi  development assistance or ODA, foreign direct
investment (FDI), and trade. Though these are distinct categories
in a defi nitionalfi  sense, they work together in practical terms. For
example, ODA funds might be directed to measures intended to
attract FDI or develop trade, as in the case of Aidf  for Trade.

New forms of aidf  have also begun to play an important part in
helping achieve development targets. Large private foundations
such as the Bill and Melinda Gates foundation and public-
private partnerships like the Global Fund to fi ghtfi  AIDS, Malaria
and Tuberculosis and the Global Alliance for Vaccines and
Immunization (GAVI) have had a significantfi  impact on how aid
programmes are conceptualised and implemented, even though
they represent a relatively small percentage of thef  funding pie.
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Donor countries and agencies have certainly become aware of
the importance of sustainabilityf  issues and are working to ensure
that environmental considerations are integrated into the Poverty
Reduction Strategies of recipientf  countries. The United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP) and the UN Development
Programme (UNDP) oversee many of thesef  efforts as part of thef
Poverty-Environment Initiative. In turn, the OECD’s Development
Assistance Committee (DAC) keeps track of these projects, in
accordance with the Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness. The
objective is to ensure that environmental concerns are integrated
into development strategies, although for the time being progress
is uneven.

Another example of the international effort to ensure that
environmental considerations are included ind  developmentn initiativest
is Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA).t  While Environmental
Impact Statementst have long been requiredn  by donory  countries,r  they
often representn at  lasta itemt  onm an  checklista  fort ar  project,a  an approachn thath
leads to confl ictfl  oft  interestf  andt  missed opportunities. Since 2001, both
donor andr  recipient countriest  have been passingn  legislation ton  undertake
SEA for developmentr  programmest  likely toy  have an impactn ont  then
environment. With SEAs,h  environmental considerations are integrated
from them  conception ofn  nationalf  or regionalr  Poverty Reductiony  Strategies.n
But wet  still have a longa  way toy  go before sustainability assessmentsy  of allf
three pillars are routinely conductedy  and Poverty Reductiony  Strategiesn
are transformed into Sustainable Development Strategies.t

 Achieving positive revision to forest policies in Ghana

Issue

An examination of thef  Ghana Poverty

Reduction Strategy (GPRS)y  identifi edfi

potential confl ictsfl  between the forest policy

(aimed at broadeningt  the resource base

of thef  wood industry) and environmental

protection of riverf  system bank-side

ecosystems. As a result, Ghana’s forest

policy wasy  modifi ed.fi  In less than six

months, the government hadt  set up

nurseries to raise bamboo and rattan

plants to increase the supply ofy  rawf

materials for the industry, thereby helpingy

protect riverbanks from uncontrolled

harvesting of wildf  bamboo and rattan.

Key benefiy  tsfi

• Reduced pressure on primary forestsy  and

fragile river ecosystems.

• Creation of newf  timber resources.

• Employment.

Source: IMF (2006), “Ghana: Poverty

Reduction Strategy Papery  Annual Progress

Report”, IMF CountryF Report,y  No. 06/226,

IMF, Washington, D.C.

3. Challenges of af  Global World
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Making aid count

There is a need to ensure that the development objectives of
countries giving aid and those receiving it are co-ordinated and
mutually reinforcing. In March 2005, representatives from non-
governmental agencies and over 100 countries – both donors and
recipients of aidf  – came together to sign an international agreement
in this direction: The Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness.

“We… resolve to take far-reaching and monitorable actions

to reform the ways we deliver and manage aid ... we

recognise that while the volumes of aid and other

development resources must increase to achieve these

goals, aid effectiveness must increase signifi cantlyfi  as

well to support partner country efforts to strengthen

governance and improve development performance.”
Paris Declarations  onn  Aidn  Effectivenessd

Co-ordinating the efforts of different donor and recipient
governments is challenge enough – but add to that all the other
actors involved in the development process such as NGOs, the
media, or fi nancialfi  institutions, and we soon see why the infusion
of capitalf  is simply not suffi cient.fi  Donors must be organised and
coherent in their approach – what is called “harmonisation.”
They should base their efforts on the needs expressed by recipient
governments’ national strategies.

Donors, recipients and professionals working in project
implementation realise that without better co-ordination, local
engagement and accountability, aid is likely to fall short of itsf
targets. The Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness of 2005,f  an
agreement signed by donors and recipient governments as well as
multilateral aid organisations, refl ectsfl  this commitment to a more
coherent, realistic approach to meeting development goals.

Realising and articulating the need for better, more focused co-
ordination is an important step, but it is only a beginning. Closing
the development gap depends on building sustainable, healthy
societies – removing–  the barriers that impede progress and bringing
into the discussion such things as human rights, gender equality,
peace and security. These more complex and diffuse elements pose a
challenge for monitoring, but the need for policy coherence on these
items is included in the reviews (know as “peer reviews”) the OECD
carries out of itsf  member countries’ development assistance efforts.

3. Challenges of af  Global World
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 Going forward

In spite of the amount of aid, investment and trade-related
growth, the development gap remains. One reason for this is a lack
of co-ordination.f  Sometimes policy aims confl ict,fl  as when donor
countries provide aid for health systems and at the same time try to
attract doctors and nurses from the developing world.

Countries are starting to address what has to happen to make aid,
trade, investment and other economic policies perform better in
order to achieve lasting development results. In specialist language,
this is called “policy coherence for development” which means
making sure that the economic objectives of donorf  countries are
coherent and do not undermine each other. For example, subsidies
to domestic farmers or fi shersfi  do not negate gains in opening world
markets, export credits or investment incentives do not confl ictfl
with the goals of developmentf  assistance policies do not interfere
with building human and social capital, and so on.

“Providing aid to improve a country’s ability to engage

in agricultural trade while maintaining trade barriers or

measures that keep the developing country’s goods out

renders aid ineffi cientfi  and hampers growth.”
Agriculture: Improving Policyg  Coherencey  fore  Developmentr

(an OECD Policy Brief)

According to a much-quoted saying, “Give a man a fi shfi  and you
feed him for a day. Teach him how to fi shfi  and you feed him for a
lifetime.” But is this true? What if hef  overfi shes?fi  Or more effi cientfi
boats from elsewhere take all the accessible stocks? Or pesticides
are washed into the breeding grounds and drive the fi shfi  away?
Teaching “how to fi sh”fi  involves much more than knowing how to
cast a net. We have to understand the critical nature of linkagesf  –
how things relate to each other. And it is here that applying the
principles of sustainabilityf  throughout the development process
takes on its full meaning. The goal is not for the developing world
to “catch up” with the bad habits of thef  industrialised countries,
but rather for the developing and developed countries to co-operate
in instituting sustainable growth across the board. If wef  are to put
both richer and poorer countries on a path to development that
lasts, we all have to start fi shingfi  sustainably.

3. Challenges of af  Global World
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Find Out More

… FROM OECD

On then  Internete

For an introduction to OECD work

on sustainable development andt

development int  general, visit

www.oecd.org/sustainabledevelopment
and www.oecd.org/development.

Publications

Trading up: Economic Perspectives

on Development Issues in the Multilateral

Trading System (2006):

Trade liberalisation is a hotly debatedy  issue,

especially concerningy  developing countries.

This book considersk  trade and development

from an economic perspective to examine

these emotive issues using empirical

approaches and dispassionate analysis.

Applying Strategic Environmental

Assessment (2006):

Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA)t

is a tool for integrating the principles of

sustainable development intot  country

programmes and policies. This volume

explains the key stepsy  for its application

based on recent experiences. Twelve points

are identifi edfi  for the practical application of

SEA in development co-operation, along with

a checklist oft  questionsf  and hands-on case

studies. Evaluation and capacity developmenty

for SEA processes are also addressed.

Trade that Benefi tsfi  the Environment

and Development: Opening Markets for

Environmental Goods and Services (2005):

This collection of studiesf  is a practical tool

to help negotiators navigate the numerous,

complex issuesx  in international discussions

over liberalising trade in environmental goods

and services.

Also ofo  interestf

Toward Sustainable Agriculture (2008):

This OECD contribution to the UN

Commission on Sustainable Development

promotes policy coherencey  in terms of

agricultural subsidy reformy  and social

dimensions (foood security).

www.oecd.org.substainabledevelopment

Agriculture: Improving Policy Coherencey

for Development, OECD Policy Briefy  (2008):f

This Policy Briefy  explainsf  the importance

of agriculturef  for development andt  looks at

how the OECD is using its multidisciplinary

policy expertisey  and direct contacts in

national ministries and authorities to help

governments promote policy coherencey

for development int  agriculture.

www.oecd.org/publications/policybriefs

Aid for Trade at a Glance (2007):

This joint OECD/WTO report providest

the fi rstfi  comprehensive global picture

of aidf  for trade and will enable the

international community toy  assess what

is being achieved, what is not, and where

improvements are needed.

Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness

(2005):

The Paris Declaration is an international

agreement tot  which over 100 Ministers,

Heads of Agenciesf  and other Senior

Offi cialsfi  committed their countries and

organisations to continue to increase

efforts in harmonisation, alignment andt

managing aid for results with a set of

monitorable actions and indicators.

www.oecd/org/dac/effectiveness/
parisdeclaration

In April 2006, OECD Environment and

Development ministerst  met to discuss

ways of helpingf  developing countries

to strengthen their economies without

harming the environment. The outcomes

of thef  meeting were a Framework fork

Common Action around Shared Goals

and a Declaration on Integrating Climate

Change Adaptation into Development

Co-operation.

www.oecd.org/epocdacmin2006
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Our world is showing signs of reaching critical thresholds in all of its 
major systems. Striking a balance between the needs and resources 
of today and tomorrow poses tough choices. What tools can help us 
decide how best to manage our systems for the long term?



The Future
Is Now
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4. The Future Is Now

 By way of introduction…

Straddling the border ofr  Polandf  and Belarus is a magicala  place,
seemingly untouched for thousands of years.f  In the spring, wildfl owersfl
bloom under majestic oaks, and animals give birth to their young in
the last remainingt  fragment oft af  primeval forest thatt  oncet  covered
almost allt  of westernf  Europe. The preservation of thisf  particular region
began centuries ago, when tsars and princes reserved the land as a
private hunting ground for the elusive and increasingly rare wisent,
the European bison. During the First Worldt  War, the forest andt  its
inhabitants were again in serious danger: logging mills were built, and
the last wildt  wisent wast  killed by a poacher in 1919. It seemedt  this
last cornert  would go the way of wildf  areas on the rest oft  thef  European
continent, with the virgin forest andt  its large mammals lost forever.t

As soon as peace returned, however, determined conservationists
went to work, and in 1932 the Bialowieza National Park was
established. In the decades since, this unique ecosystem has been
recognised as a UNESCO World Heritage Site and Biosphere Reserve.
The wisent were reintroduced in 1952 from the small population
surviving in zoos. Today, the bison population is healthy at about
250 individuals, in addition to other large mammals such as elk,
deer, wolves, wild horses and over 100 species of birds.f  Each year,
100 000 tourists visit the small area of thef  forest open to the public,
for a glimpse at this rare and wonderful ecosystem.

At the end of 19thf  century, the primeval forests of westernf  Europe
had been gone for generations, and in the United States the last
borders of virginf  forests were being logged. Species like the American
bison had been hunted down to the last few hundred; others like
aurochs and the great auk were gone forever. But a movement to
protect the last wild places swept across Europe and the Americas,
and over the 20th century thousands of squaref  kilometres were set
aside, protected in one way or another, for future generations.

By establishing national parks we narrowly escaped the permanent
loss of manyf  species and ecosystems. Now we turn to our future and
wonder – what is it that we need to protect, or risk losing forever?
With economic development and urbanisation racing ahead, how do
we ensure that we’re giving future generations a fair chance for the
kind of lifestylef  we’ve enjoyed? As the pace of humanf  activity and
impact increases, today’s adults might even worry for the stability
of ourf  own future.
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A century ago it seemed enough to set aside areas of specialf
habitat. Today, we know that not only have we used up certain
resources, accumulated national debt and released long-lasting
pollution into water, air and soil, we’re even changing the climate
on which our lives depend. Clearly, it is time for another type
of conservation movement: one that helps us manage what
is important to our well-being and that of futuref  generations,
responsibly and sustainably.

�  This  chapter looks at the need for forward-looking thinking to
achieve sustainable development and the tools available to help
this thinking. But it also stresses the need to act now, since many
of thef  issues future generations will have to deal with are already
present today, and the more we wait the more diffi cultfi  it will be
to tackle them.

 A fair share between generations

“In addition to balancing economic, environmental and social

objectives, a basic tenet of sustainable development is the

need to balance the needs of current and future generations.”
Good Practicesd ins  then  Nationale  Sustainablel  Developmente  Strategiest

of OECDf  CountriesD

When the concept of sustainablef  development was fi rstfi  articulated
in the Brundtland Report, fairness to future generations was a
central tenet. This concept is sometimes called intergenerational
equity. While relations between nations are regulated with laws
and agreements, people who will live in the future can’t defend
their rights, even though their well-being is affected by our actions.
We therefore have a duty to protect their interests, even at the cost
of potentialf  short-term gains to us.

The problem is not only one for generations at some far off timef
disconnected from the present: in reality, the future is as early
as the child born fi vefi  minutes from now. Managing systems for
the long term is not an altruistic notion. Our interest is in the
future because we are going to spend the rest of ourf  lives there, to
paraphrase American inventor Charles Kettering.

This is obviously a huge challenge, involving choices that we
as citizens have to inform ourselves about. Take some of thef  most
hotly debated topics such as health, pensions or public debt. You
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often hear that health expenditures will rise because of populationf
ageing – the “grey dependency ratio” shown in the graph. But
analyses carried out by the OECD present a more complicated
picture. Although health costs rise with age, the average cost
per individual in older age groups should fall over time in part
because people are not only living longer, they’re staying healthier
longer. And they’ll be getting pensions longer, too. Should it be
up to individuals to make sure they have enough to live on at
retirement, or should we tackle this issue as a community? Or
what about public debt? Is it merely a burden we’re passing on to
our children or are the infrastructures, education or other services
it pays for an investment in their future?

And what about our stewardship of the earth’s land and
resources? Outside of thosef  lands set aside for protection, we have
a history of exploitingf  resources through intensive activity. Can
we manage most or all our forests, wetlands and oceans so that
they continue to provide the riches we rely on? Are the habitat
changes caused by our development endangering species that our
descendents might value for aesthetic and philosophical reasons,
or even practical uses like medicine and agriculture?
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It is as if suddenly,f  after tens of thousandsf  of yearsf  of humanf
progress and all the activity that goes with it, we have fi nallyfi
grown into our planet: we can reach its most remote corner; we
circle it in a day; we can re-direct its rivers and climb its highest
peaks. It also seems that we could soon grow out of itf  if wef  do not
proceed carefully.

Indeed, the planet is showing signs of reaching critical
thresholds in all of itsf  major systems. Climate change, species loss
and pollution are evidence that the world’s capacity to handle
what humans generate is close to full. Lest this sound like a purely
“environmental” problem, keep the following in mind: the changes
that occur as a result of higherf  temperatures, natural disasters or
losing an important insect in the food chain all have profound
effects on individual human beings and society as a whole. If theref
is one realisation that seems to have taken hold since the advent
of sustainablef  development, it is that the environment, the people
who inhabit it, and the economies and cultures they thrive on
depend on each other.

“The remaining environmental challenges are of an

increasingly complex or global nature, and their impacts

may only become apparent over long timeframes. Among

the most urgent of these challenges for both OECD

and non-OECD countries are climate change, biodiversity

loss, the unsustainable management of water resources

and the health impacts of pollution and hazardous

chemicals. We are not managing our environment

in a sustainable manner.”
OECD EnvironmentalD  Outlookl  tok  2030o

 Learning to be sustainable:
what tools do we have?

For over a hundred years, forestry schools have been teaching
how to manage forest resources. Knowing how fast a certain species
of treef  will grow in a given climate, it is possible to calculate the
sustainable yield. In a tree plantation, the trees can even be treated
as an 80-year agricultural crop with the same species covering
thousands of hectares,f  and they can be harvested indefi nitelyfi  if
the soil is fertilised and climate conditions don’t change.
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This type of forest,f  with trees of onef  age and one species, is
not a useful habitat for very many other species, but even tree
plantations can be managed for maximum biodiversity.

A bigger challenge today is managing fi sheriesfi  resources: the
main way we have of trackingf  these populations is based on catch.
How can we know whether we’re overharvesting the resource?
Improvements in equipment and methods engineered over the last
half centuryf  allow for greater catch – giving the impression at a
given point in time that the population is healthier than ever –
until it crashes. This is precisely what has happened in some of
the world’s best fi sheries,fi  such as the Grand Banks off thef  coast of
Newfoundland in Canada.

At least one-quarter of marinef  fi shfi  stocks are overharvested.
The quantity of fif  shfi  caught increased until the 1980s but is now
declining because of thef  shortage of stocks.f  In many sea areas, the
total weight of fif  shfi  available to be captured is less than a tenth
of thatf  available before the onset of industrialf  fi shing.fi  Inland
fi sheries,fi  especially important for providing high-quality diets for
the poor, have also declined due to overfi shing,fi  changes to habitats
and withdrawal of freshf  water.

What can be done to conserve these valuable aquatic resources
for future generations? Marine biologists, fi shermenfi  and policy
experts have proposed several possible solutions to make sure that
fi shfi  stocks will be available well into the future: quotas are imposed
for each species, in hopes that enough are left in the waters to
reproduce; Marine Protection Areas are established, with strictly
no fi shing,fi  as a base from which populations can grow. Naturally,
these policies are only effective when they are fully enforced. For
the fi shersfi  themselves, government programmes buy back boats,
offer professional reconversion programmes and try generally to
support communities where there are simply too many fi shersfi  for
the resource.

Finally, we can replace wild fi shfi  with a more easily-managed
resource: fi shfi  from aquaculture. Aquaculture currently provides
almost 40% of thef  fi shfi  and shellfi shfi  we eat, but it has its limits
as well. Raising so many fi shfi  in such small quarters makes the
risk of infectionf  so high that antibiotics have to be used. Escaped
fi shfi  interbreed with wild populations, endangering their genetic
diversity, and pollution from the fi shfi food and wastes fl owsfl
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 The Collapse of the Grand Banks cod fi shery

The rich fi shingfi  grounds off thef  southeast

coast oft  Canadaf  have been exploited for

hundreds of years,f  from the 17th century

when Basque fi shermanfi  ventured north

to the late 20th when an estimated

40 000 people worked in the fi shingfi

industry ofy  Newfoundland,f  catching

and processing cod. During the 1990’s

the harvest reached a very profiy tablefi

maximum, before crashing in 1992, for

reasons that still aren’t fullyt understood.y

What we do know is that the collapse

is still costing upwards of 250f  million

Canadian dollars per year in lost income.

For local residents in towns like Bonavista

(population 4 000), other occupations

need desperately toy  be found: the cod

population still shows no sign of recoveryf

despite a moratorium on cod fi shingfi

enacted in 1994.
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With the end of thef  cod harvest, people

started fi shingfi  for skates, which were

formerly consideredy  “by-catch”. Now

evidence shows that the skates too are

overfi shed.fi  Clearly, this is not a sustainable

solution, and the local communities

are paying the price in lost income and

tradition: Bonavista has lost one-tenth

of itsf  population over the last decade,

turning to tourism as its fi shersfi  hope

for a miracle.

In the meantime, they havey  a warning for

other fi sheriesfi  where the catch is still high,

“It would be better for them to take drastic

measures now, bite the bullet fort  a little

while and then hopefully theiry  stock willk

rebuild” says Larry Tremblett,y  a Bonavista

fi sherman,fi  “Not like what happened to us,

just letting it go until there was nothing left.

As far as Newfoundland is concerned now,

our fi sheryfi hasy  gone – wiped out, and all

because of greedf  and stupidity.”

Source: UN FAON  FishstatO  database.t
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easily into surrounding waters. All of thesef  problems will require
continued attention and investment in order for aquaculture to
become a truly sustainable solution.

With hindsight, the tragedy of Grandf  Banks seems avoidable.
Yet other fi sheriesfi  are likely in the same situation today as Grand
Banks was in 1991, with a catch that seems stable or declining
only slowly, but is really nearing or already past its critical
threshold. Globally, we still have a very hard time following
Larry Tremblett’s advice. Even if wef  know that a crisis may be
just around the corner, we all fi ndfi  it diffi cultfi  to step back and
make major changes.

 Now is the time to act

One major barrier to making changes is the degree of uncertaintyf
that comes with planning for the future: there is no experiment
to “prove” what the exact consequences of unsustainablef  choices
will be. In the case of climatef  change, we don’t know for certain
what amount of COf 2 in our atmosphere will trigger serious and
possibly irreversible damage – our Earth is our only laboratory
on this one. The same is true for biodiversity loss or any of thef
other resource-management issues that we face. This uncertainty
is sometimes taken as an excuse not to make investments in better,
cleaner sustainable practices: why pay all that money if we’ref  not
sure we have to?

And yet that kind of reasoningf  leaves us vulnerable to a big
surprise once there is overwhelming evidence that a systems failure
of somef  type will be devastating, it is likely to be too late to muster
the means to avoid it. Sure, some miracle solution might come
along, but do we really want to take that risk? What sustainable
development argues for is to mitigate those risks now, in ways that
enhance our present, as well as preserve our future.

When faced with the prospect of majorf  changes to our environment,
a common response is to say “human beings are so resourceful; we’ll
fi ndfi  a way to deal with that problem when the time comes.” Indeed,
new methods and technologies can lead to decreased reliance on
natural resources, allowing us to give the planet a break, but they
can also increase pressure on natural ecosystems or create new
worries of theirf  own, as in the fi sheriesfi  example.
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Those technological wonders that we hope will appear in time
to save us take years to develop, and there is really no break
between a “now” in which we can procrastinate and a “future”
when we can start thinking about solutions. Waiting until a
problem presents serious consequences is clearly not the best way
of managingf  things.

“If no new policy actions are taken, within the next few

decades we risk altering the environmental basis for

sustained economic prosperity.”
OECD EnvironmentalD  Outlookl  tok  2030o

Even if wef  can avoid the most drastic outcomes, emergency
solutions tend to be very expensive. And often we can only
mitigate the negative effects of af  problem, rather than erase them.
Whether the crisis is starvation, pollution or fl ooding,fl  those who
are affected at the moment of crisisf  suffer the consequences of af
lack of long-termf  planning. And in the case of speciesf  loss, there
is no possible solution what is gone is gone forever.

 Planning for the future

We want to guarantee that our actions today won’t leave behind
unsolvable problems and a planet whose capacity to meet the
needs of itsf  inhabitants has been depleted. And yet we don’t
have a crystal ball to look into to see who the people of thef  future
are, how many they are and what resources they require to lead
fulfi lledfi  lives.

What we can do is project into the future using computer models
that build on today’s situation to try to predict future conditions.
Such models can be used to forecast the availability of variousf
social and natural resources, from health care and pensions to fossil
fuels and fi sh.fi  They also forecast the demand for these resources,
based on several factors: population growth, economic growth and
technology choices. They can give us essential information on
what could happen if wef  do not make the necessary changes.

Imagine possible scenarios for the year 2050: in one, the
human population has grown to 9 billion and our societies have
continued with fossil fuel-intensive development. As natural gas
resources have dwindled coal’s share in electricity generation
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has grown. Increased production has led to increased electricity
demand, and more people are driving cars. As a result, annual
global greenhouse gas emissions have increased by over 50%,
going nearly 47 Gigatonnes – that is, billion tonnes – in 2005
to over 70 Gigatonnes in 2050. The concentration of COf 2 in the
atmosphere is above 500 ppm and is still rising.

Another possibility: the same population growth has occurred,
but economies have shifted from materials-intensive production
to service and information activities. Government policies to
mitigate climate change, such as taxing greenhouse gas emissions,
have been in place for 40 years. Clean and effi cientfi  technologies
for generating energy and managing emissions have been rapidly
developed and shared worldwide, and non-fossil sources of energyf
have a far bigger share in the energy mix. Global greenhouse gas
emissions peaked around 2015 and the atmospheric concentration
of COf 2 is just stabilising at 450 ppm.

These are the kinds of scenariosf  that policy makers are considering
as they try to balance today’s needs with tomorrow’s: what the
world will look like if wef  change little or nothing, and what we
can achieve if wef  undertake concerted, co-ordinated actions.

Mathematical equations that take into account population,
economic growth and energy consumption are used to project
future greenhouse gas emissions. This data is then plugged into
an even more complex climate model, revealing, with the best
current knowledge we have, the impacts.  If we’ref  heading towards
the fi rstfi scenario, we could expect a temperature increase of
4-6°C or more in the long term. In the second scenario, the models
indicate a more moderate 2-3°C in the long term. Remember that
for humans, a heat wave that is just a few degrees warmer than
usual can cause thousands more deaths, as Europe experienced in
the summer of 2003.f Not to mention the more complex effects that
warmer temperatures are already having on glaciers and ice caps
and sea level.

Such models do not tell us what as yet unforeseen solutions
might appear on the horizon, but they can help us understand the
possible consequences of decisionsf  we make now. And these days
they are sending a clear message: our current path of developmentf
is hurtling us towards major changes, changes that will affect
almost every aspect of ourf  lives.
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 Mobile banking: developing countries show the way

Effi cientfi  fi nancialfi  services are central

to economic development, yet most peoplet

in the world don’t have a bank account.k

Even in the US, 10 million households

do not havet  accounts at banks and other

mainstream fi nancialfi  institutions. Access

to fi nancialfi  services is becoming more

important even for the very poory  as

digitised fi nancialfi  transactions become

widespread. In the developing countries,

the problem is worse in areas where

people might have the means to open an

account, but where the banks don’t fit  ndfi  it

worthwhile to build a branch.

The result is that the “unbanked”, as

they arey  called, have to pay highy  fees to

intermediaries to send or receive money.

This can represent at  significantfi  “tax”

on the wages of workersf  who send

remittances to their families, especially

if theyf arey  in another country. People may

have to spend hours going to the nearest

bank tok  deposit or withdraw funds. Or they

may havey  to trust theirt  cash to someone

going to their home area.

But many ify  notf  most people who lack

access to a bank dok  have access to a

mobile phone, even if it’sf  not their own.

And they arey  never far from a shop selling

top-up cards for the phones. This is the

basis for mobile banking. Money cany  be

transferred to the phone and cash picked

up from the retailer selling the top-up

cards. In more advanced applications,

becoming common in South Africa,

customers can pay fory  services using

their phones. The next stage being planned

is a system as practical as cash machines.

In other words, it will allow transactions

between people using different telephone

operators and different banks if theyf havey

an account.

There are plans to link thisk  to microfi nancefi

schemes. Until now microfi nancefi

operations have been run by organisationsy

dedicated to this purpose. But with the

spread of mobilef  banking, large fi nancialfi

institutions are exploring ways to extend

their services to the vast numberst  of

potential customers usually thoughty  oft  asf

unprofitable.fi  In an interview to the Guardian
newspaper, Alastair Lukies, chief executivef

of onef  of thef  companies promoting the

plan, explained their thinking: «One of thef

things the banks are waking up to now

is micro-fi nancefi  and ‘the unbanked’ has

gone from being a thing you talk aboutk

in the corporate and social responsibility

paragraph at the end of thef  annual report

to being a fantastically viabley  market.»

Telecoms analysts Juniper Research back

this up, forecasting that mobile banking

transactions will soar from 2.7 billion in

2007 to 37 billion by 2011,y  for a value

close to $600 billion, driven by usersy  in

developing countries who don’t have a bank

account or credit card. Other forecasts

put the total number of transactionsf  at

62 billion.

Source:

Jupiter Research (2008), “The ‘great

unbanked’ to drive mobile fi nancefi  market”,

Juniper Research,17 June 2008,

www.juniperresearch.com.

Wray, R. (2008), “Cash in hand: why

Africans are banking on the mobile phone”,

The Guardiane , 17 June 2008,

www.guardian.co.uk.
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 Tackling the ‘superstar’ issue:
climate change and our future

“Scientifi cfi  evidence shows unequivocal warming of the

climate system, and the rate of change is accelerating.”
Climate Change:e  Meeting theg  Challengee toe  2050o

(an OECD Policy Brief)

Our species, Homo sapiens, has established agriculture, cities,
writing and an impressive array of technologyf  during the relatively
stable climate of thef  last 10 000 years, since the end of thef  last ice
age. Now evidence shows that we are changing the very climate
we depend on, largely because of ourf  dependence on the fossil
fuels (firstfi  coal, then oil and natural gas) that made the industrial
revolution possible. Energy needs will increase in the foreseeable
future, as developed countries continue their economic growth
and developing countries race to catch up. If governmentsf  around
the world stick with current policies, the world’s energy needs
will be well over 50% higher in 2030 than today, with China and
India together accounting for almost half thef  increase in demand.

We are already paying for historic emissions from developed
countries with more frequent heat waves and stronger hurricanes.
At the current rate, the Arctic waters will be completely ice free in
summer by the middle of thisf  century, possibly within ten years.
Seas will continue to rise as the warmer water expands and is
joined by melt-water from glaciers and ice caps.

For the last two decades the debate about the seriousness of thisf
threat has raged mounting evidence of substantialf  alteration to the
climate on one side and scepticism on the other, with some people
dismissing human-caused climate change altogether. Yet the latest
scientifi cfi  evidence overwhelmingly supports the hypothesis of af
climate that is already undergoing change due to human activity.

All of thesef  changes have potentially huge fi nancialfi  and social
costs that make inaction seem illogical, short-sighted and even
immoral. For example, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) warns that agricultural production in many African
countries and regions could be severely compromised by climate
variability and change. The area suitable for agriculture, the
length of growingf  seasons and yield potential, particularly along
the margins of semi-aridf  and arid areas, are expected to decrease.
This would further adversely affect food security and exacerbate
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malnutrition in the continent. In some countries, yields from rain-
fed agriculture could be reduced by up to 50% by 2020.

On the other hand, recent projections show that costs of
reducing carbon emissions will have a minimal effect on global
growth. World GDP is projected to double by 2030 and triple by
2050. Stabilising greenhouse gases in the atmosphere at about 450
ppm CO2 is by all calculations affordable compared to expected
economic growth and to the estimates of costf  of inaction.f  The
OECD estinated that this stabilisation would cost a small fraction
of accumulated wealth worldwide in the comming decades,
possibly less than one tenth of af  percent of worldf  GDP growth. It
is not cheap, but manageable.

 Melting glaciers are more than just a change of scenery

Hardly ay  day goesy  by thaty  that we don’t

hear or read something about climate

change. Most recently, a report by they

United Nations Environment Programme

has announced the appearance of af

rather significantfi  trend: the earth’s

glaciers are melting much faster than at

any timey  in the past. Of thirtyf  referencey

glaciers from which scientists have taken

regular measurements since 1980, only

one has slightly increased.y  All the others

experienced loss, at an average rate more

than double the previous year.

What does the loss of majorf  glaciers

mean? For some, it’s the change in a

familiar landscape or the disappearance of

species dependent ont  the integrity ofy  thatf

landscape that seems unfortunate. Footage

of polarf  bears struggling to move across

patchy icey  are particularly affectingy  because

we are spectators to the effects of thef

bears’ habitat loss, in real time.

But you don’t have to be a naturalist or

animal lover to be concerned about glacier

melt: the effects on people and economies

are multiple. For example, scientists have

serious concerns about how much water

is being added to already-rising oceans

and the impact ont  currents such as

the Gulf Streamf  that play ay  large role in

global climate. Another impact that only

the people downstream from a glacier

appreciate fully isy  their role in providing

freshwater: snow at the top freezes and is

stored for future use while melting releases

fresh water into rivers. In the Himalayas,

farmers have started building “artifi cialfi

glaciers”, networks of pipesf  to capture

and channel water from melting snow. In

temperate zones, this means that water

will be available all through a dry summer.y

As long as the system functions, what is

lost is replaced by whaty  is deposited.

At current rates, that kind of replacementf

is impossible. Scientists at thet  World

Glacier Monitoring Service describe a

dramatic scenario: too much melting will

initially causey  fl oods.fl  And if thef  glaciers

shrink took  much or disappear, they willy  no

longer be able to serve as natural water

storage, resulting in a serious lack ofk

freshwater during dryer seasons. For the

millions of peoplef  who depend on rivers for

water to drink, to grow food and to produce

energy, this represents a vital threat.
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“A window of opportunity to act is now open, but it will not

be open for long. We need forward-looking policies today

to avoid the high costs of inaction or delayed action over

the longer-term.”
OECD EnvironmentalD Outlookl  tok  2030o

When put in those terms, paying the price to reduce carbon
emissions now sounds like a smart choice. Also, the more co-
operation there is on a global scale, the lower the costs will be.

Calculating the costs of inaction

The cost of makingf  changes has often been cited as the reason
why we have not managed to take more comprehensive action to
eliminate bad habits. One diffi cultyfi  arises in trying to calculate
and compare these costs. We are quite used to calculating the
cost of somethingf  new. Say a factory is contemplating changing
to a cleaner production process, adding a fi lterfi  that will reduce
emissions of nitrogenf  oxides (NOx): fi rstfi  there is the cost of thef
new equipment itself. To this must be added the costs of stoppingf
production while the modifi cationsfi are made and the cost of
disposing of thef  old materials.

Determining the cost of inaction,f  however, requires bringing
together a number of previouslyf  separate issues, some of mightf
not be easy to put a price tag on, such as health and quality of
life. Particulate matter produced by fi res,fi diesel engines and
incinerators, among other sources, is known to cause heart and
lung disease, cancer and respiratory ailments: 960 000 premature
deaths and 9.6 million “years of lifef  lost” worldwide was the
estimated fi gurefi  for the year 2000. Photochemical smog, a result
of severalf  emissions present in dense urban areas (NOx, CO2,
SOx, and ground level ozone, O3) also causes respiratory illness,
cardiovascular problems and increased mortality.

So how much is this extra pollution costing society? Missed
work days for adults and increased asthma treatment for children
both cost money to the local and wider economies. Smog also
affects the value of realf  estate, and the growth of plants.f  These
are complex calculations at the local level. At a national level it is
estimated that damages from air pollution in the US range between
$71 and $277 billion per year.
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CO2 is a “trace gas”, making up less than 1% of the Earth’s atmosphere 
by volume, compared to O2 and N2 (21% and 78% of our atmosphere res-
pectively), but as a greenhouse gas it retains heat close to Earth’s surface, 
leading to climate change.
In the past 150 years, humans have increased the concentration of carbon 
dioxide in the atmosphere from about 280 parts per million to 385 ppm 
today, principally through the burning of fossil fuels.
Since there is a lag time between when we emit a molecule of CO2 and 
when its full effects are felt by our very complex climate, there really is no 
way to “stop global warming”. Instead, experts talk about mitigation.
It will be many years before we can even imagine reducing atmospheric CO2 
back to historic levels, but we can limit its rise.
The graph below shows where CO2 will be in 2050 for a baseline scenario 
of action (scenario 1 in this text) compared with an aggressive global effort 
to keep CO2 below 450 ppm (scenario 2).

Source: Based on OECD Environmental Outlook to 2030. 12: http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/470886725475
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Reducing our emissions of greenhousef  gases will cost even more
than retrofittingfi  factories to control local air pollutants like NOx.
But the potential costs of inactionf  on climate change are higher, too.

“We will act with resolve and urgency now to meet our

shared and multiple objectives of reducing greenhouse gas

emissions, improving the global environment, enhancing

energy security and cutting air pollution in conjunction with

our vigorous efforts to reduce poverty.”
G8 Communiqué, Gleneagles Summit 2005

In response to the political will expressed by leaders of industrialisedf
nations at the G8 Summit at Gleneagles in 2005, the International
Energy Agency (IEA) has  published a series of scenariosf  and strategies
aimed at meeting environmental goals. The so-called ACT scenarios
show that, with the right decisions taken early enough, it is possible
to move the energy system onto a more sustainable basis over the
next half century,f  using technologies that are available today or that
could become commercially available in the next decade or two. The
ACT scenarios only stabilise emissions at 2005 levels.
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But returning emissions to 2005 levels may not be enough. The
IPCC has concluded that emissions must be reduced by 50% to
85% by 2050 if globalf  warming is to be confi nedfi  to between 2°C
and 2.4°C. The BLUE scenarios look at how this could be done,
including the use of technologiesf  that still have to be developed,
such as hydrogen fuel cell vehicles.

Here again, our choices are many: will we combine the forces
of governments,f  the business community and our own personal
choices to make the necessary changes? What the scenarios show
is that we are capable of reducingf  our emissions, shifting away
from activities that affect the climate and still grow our economies
if wef  make a concerted international effort to manage the climate
change question sustainably.

 Educating ourselves for a sustainable future

Finally, we have to take a close look at what got us into our
current situation and think seriously about how to change our
habits and methods in a way that will last. Now that we know so
much more about the relationship between development and the
well-being of peoplef  and natural systems, we need to fi ndfi  ways to
transmit that knowledge.

For future generations to avoid some of thef  problems we are
struggling to solve today, they must continue making better and
more sustainable choices. This message is passed on from parents,
through the media and increasingly at school: UNESCO declared
2005-2014 the “Decade of Educationf  for Sustainable Development”.
Nations from Australia to France, from Chile to China, have
included environmental concepts in their national curricula
and are building eco-schools to ensure that younger generations
meet the future with some of thef  tools they need to carry these
ideas forward. But teaching children the complex concepts of
sustainable development – interdependency, interdisciplinary
thinking, intergenerational needs – is proving far more diffi cult.fi
Curricula approaches for teaching sustainable development are
still at an early stage.

We owe it to future generations to put mechanisms in place to
achieve sustainability: nations can start enforcing emissions quotas
and trading, to make each ton of COf 2 more expensive to emit, while
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at the same time developing and sharing alternatives for energy. It is
important not to forget that we also owe it to ourselves: many of thef
consequences may seem like they are in the indefi nitefi  future, but
that may be much sooner than we would like. Ageing populations,
increasing poverty, stronger hurricanes, more frequent heat waves,
increased fl ooding…fl  the evidence suggests that these are no longer
projections: the future is now.
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(2008):

The OECD EnvironmentalD  Outlookl  tok
2030 provides0  analyses of economicf

and environmental trends to 2030, and

simulations of policyf actionsy  to address

the key challenges.y  The Outlook showsk  that

tackling the key environmentaly  problems

we face today --y  including climate change,

biodiversity loss,y  water scarcity andy

the health impacts of pollutionf  -- is both

achievable and affordable. It highlights

a mix ofx  policiesf  that can address these

challenges in a cost-effective way. The

Outlook reflk  ectsfl  developments in both

OECD countries and Brazil, Russia, India,

Indonesia, China, South Africa, and how

they mighty  better co-operate on global and

local environmental problem-solving.

Energy Technologyy Perspectivesy  2008:

Scenarios and Strategies to 2050

IEA, 2008:

This publication responds to the G8 call

on the IEA to provide guidance for decision

makers on how to bridge the gap between

what is happening and what needs to be

done in order to build a clean, clever and

competitive energy future.y  The analysis

demonstrates that a more sustainable

energy futurey  is within our reach, and that

technology isy  the key.
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Teaching Sustainable Development

(forthcoming 2008):

This report summarises the outcomes

of thef  September 2008 workshop on

education and sustainable development

and proposes teaching and curricula

approaches as an OECD contribution to

the UN Decade of Educationf  for Sustainable

Development (2005-2014).t

www.oecd.org/sustainabledevelopment

Climate Change: Meeting the Challenge

to 2050, OECD Policy Briefy  (2008):f

Over the past decade, governments have

developed an international framework

for action on climate change, and many

countries have implemented policies to

address it. While this experience will

be invaluable as a base for developing

future climate policies and a post-2012

framework fork  tackling climate change

internationally, the current actionst  are

insuffi cientfi  to signifi cantlyfi slowy  the progress

of climatef  change.

This Policy Briefy  highlightsf  the OECD’s work

on the likely impacty  of variousf  courses of

action to mitigate climate change.

www.oecd.org/publications/policybriefs

“The Economics of Climate Change:

The Fierce Urgency ofy  Now”, Speech

by Angely  Gurría, OECD Secretary-General,

at thet  UN Climate Change Conference

in Bali, Indonesia on 12 December 2007

In his speech, Mr. Gurría presented

the climate change policies that should be

put into place to limit further deterioration.

Answering the crucial question “who pays

for it”, he noted that the countries who

provoked climate change have a greater

capacity toy  pay thany  those who joined

the group of largef  emitters more recently.
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Sustainable development is about making better choices as producers 
and consumers – choices that do not use up our resources or create 
consequences that we literally can’t live with. To make good choices 
we have to know something about the products and processes we use 
on a daily basis. Governments and businesses must work together
to make sustainable choices available and more visible to consumers. 
People need incentives including information and education to begin 
consuming sustainably.



Production
and Consumption
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  By way of introduction…

In Samuel Beckett’s novel Malone Dies, the main character
decides to make a list. Taken literally, Malone’s idea may seem
like a typical example of thef  absurd. Yet so often with Beckett,
an everyday occurrence can suddenly reveal unexpected depths,
complexity and connections among what we are, what we do and,
in this case, what we have. Imagine trying to write down everything
you possess – every single thing. It might take a while, right? Yet
go back a few generations and the problem would probably have
been a lot easier for most members of yourf  family – food, working
clothes, maybe a set of formalf  clothes that lasted a lifetime, some
household utensils and perhaps a few other goods. And that’s all.

Even now, the 40% of thef  world’s population living on less than
two dollars a day wouldn’t need much time to draw up their list of
possessions. In OECD countries however, the economic expansion
and social reforms of thef  past few decades have made the material
conditions of mostf  people’s lives unimaginably superior to those
at any other time in history. Rapidly developing economies such
as China, India and Brazil are catching up and their consumption
patterns are converging with those of OECDf  countries. Worldwide,
more and more people possess more and more things.

This has obvious implications for sustainable development.
The billions of goodsf  and components humans now own all have
to be manufactured, transported and, sooner or later, disposed of.
Consumption and production touch virtually every aspect of ourf
lives: international trade, agriculture, energy, working conditions,
social life and well-being. In fact, all the areas considered important
to sustainable development actually have something to do with
what producers bring to the market and what consumers – whether
individuals, groups or governments – take from it.

�  In this chapter, we’ll look at how consumption patterns are
changing thanks to more goods being available at prices more of
us can afford. We’ll also examine the “hidden” costs of productionf
and consumption. And we’ll discuss what they mean to the people
who have to pay. Finally, we look at what consumers, producers
and governments can do to promote more sustainable always of
doing things.

5. Production and Consumption
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 The material society

We live in a “productivist” society, where growth and economic
activity have long been the central focus of the activities we
undertake as individuals and communities. World GDP has grown
from around $16 trillion in the mid 1970s to over $40 trillion today.
Companies are churning out more of everythingf  and inventing
new products all the time.

To take a simple example, let’s go back to Malone for minute.
He doesn’t get very far with his list, overwhelmed as he is by a
pencil and a notebook. Even such small and seemingly innocuous
objects can give us pause for thought once we begin to add up
the totality of theirf  “weight” in the world. Every year, the Faber-
Castell company alone produces 2 billion pencils, enough to reach
from here to the Moon if laidf  end to end. An ordinary graphite
pencil can write around 45 000 words, that’s around 70 closely-
written pages, or a line almost 60 km long. So Faber-Castell could
probably meet the world’s pencil needs for some time to come
with a year’s output. A quick look at any stationery store tells a
different story. The modern marketplace offers an enormous range
and quantity of evenf  the simplest products. And manufacturers
are continually trying to produce the next big thing, the next hot
item that everyone will want. Workers, research, raw materials,
machines, components, marketing and distribution, and numerous
other services are mobilised to meet our demand as consumers for
new and better products.

Although poverty and deprivation still exist, most people in OECD
countries enjoy a standard of livingf  that allows them to spend a
significantfi  share of theirf  income on goods and services other than
food, shelter, clothing or other basics. Even for the basics many of
us can spend much more than is necessary for our physical well-
being. Consuming is a pervasive fact of lifef  and begins even before
babies are born, when the parents’ friends and relatives celebrate
the big event with a gift. Babies themselves begin to consume, or
to infl uencefl  purchasing decisions, as soon as they can point at a
toy or cereal box. In the US for example, discretionary spending
by children aged 3 to 11 is expected to grow from $18 billion in
2005 to over $21 billion by 2010, while families will spend over
$140 billion on consumer goods for their kids by 2010.

5. Production and Consumption
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What happened to the paperless offi ce?fi

Indeed, consumption often seems to be the major criterion in
defi ningfi  activities or social groups. As the chairman of thef  IFPI, trade
association for the recording industry, explained to a trade show
in 2005: “A new generation has defi nedfi  new ways of consumingf
music”. Not “listening to” or “enjoying”, but “consuming”. In
the past few decades, the technology for “consuming” music has
undergone several major transformations: records, tapes, CDs and
now the immaterial and intangible digital fi le.fi

Production has a far greater impact on sustainability than
consumption, so taken in isolation, the fact that goods can now
be obtained in a digital format is a good thing for sustainability.
Selling a million copies of af  song via Internet downloads saves tons
of plastic,f  tons of packagingf  materials and tons of fuelf  to get the
CDs to the shelves and the fans to the store. But, once again, we
have to keep in mind that sustainability is not about taking things in
isolation, but instead about examining the trends and interactions
that make up the whole cycle of productionf  and consumption. In this
case, it means remembering that the virtual economy has physical
foundations and that the digital product uses resources and creates
waste. Over 7 million tons of phones,f  computers and TVs were sold
in 2006, and this is expected to rise to almost 10 million tons a
year by 2016. The servers that store all this information are using
significantfi  amounts of electricityf  – over 1% of thef  world’s total.

Our overriding challenge is to dramatically decoupley  economic

growth from the use of natural resources and degradation of

the environment.
Connie Hedegaard, Danish Minister for the Environment,

Measuring Subtainableg  Productione

The digital revolution has added hundreds of newf  objects to the
market and often without the savings in resources that it was assumed
the innovations would generate. People have been predicting for
the past 30 years that the PC and other advances in electronic
equipment would reduce the amount of paperf  used, leading to the
“paperless offi ce”.fi  In reality, consumption of paperf  products has
almost tripled since the mid-1970s. Of coursef  not all of thisf  is due to
offi cefi  applications, but the introduction of e-mailf  into organisations
for instance increased paper use by 40%. Other offi cefi  technologies
also have significantfi  sustainability impacts, as in the 3.3 litres of

5. Production and Consumption
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oil it takes to produce a laser printer cartridge. And in spite of thef
possibilities for savings in travel through telecommuting, the vast
majority of peoplef  still work in an offi ce,fi  with fewer than 2% of
workers working more than eight hours a week at home.

Why has technological progress and the so-called information
society not produced the resource (and time) savings that should
be possible? Well, for a start, goods have become cheaper – you can
now buy a laser printer for the price you would have paid for the
cheapest inkjet printers fi vefi  years ago – and world living standards
are rising, increasing the number of buyersf  of everyf  kind of object.f
The answer to this question also has to account for how people use
the technologies, favouring throw-away objects rather than reusable
ones for example. Making production and consumption sustainable
means considering the whole life cycle of af  product, from the raw
materials needed for production to labour costs and conditions, to
the costs of transport,f  retail distribution, use and waste disposal.

 Two sides of the same coin

Production and consumption together form the backbone of thef
economy. They also help to determine social status and shape the
natural environment. We can better understand some of thesef  issues
by looking at an everyday object, the mobile phone.

Thirty years ago, the idea of af  tiny radiotelephone capable of
calling practically anywhere in the world was the stuff off  futuristf
fancy. Today, not to have a mobile is to pass for an oddball, or a
technophobe. Even in countries where income is very low and
poverty a major concern, mobile technology is relatively common,
having leapfrogged traditional telecoms in many cases. There
are only about 14 fi xed-linefi telephone subscriptions for every
100 people in developing countries, but over 33 mobile subscribers.
And the trend for mobiles is moving sharply upward, while that for
fi xedfi  is actually declining in the developed countries according to
the International Telecommunications Union.

What does this mean for sustainable development? It means that
more people than ever have access to modern communications
networks and the benefi tsfi  they bring. As Internet via mobile phone
expands, it will mean that people who can’t afford a computer
can access the Web. It means that banking services can be made
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available without having to build banks. But since we are looking at
all that goes into (and comes out of) a product, we have to examine
the physical impact of allf  these phones, too. Worldwide mobile
subscriptions had reached 3.3 billion by the end of 2007,f  and a
billion mobile phones are sold each year. An average user changes
phones every 18 months to two years and very few of thef  old ones
are recycled. Although one phone may not make much difference,
the life cycle of billionsf  of phonesf  is a major issue.

Out of sight, out of mind?

What really happens to all that waste at the end of af  product life?
What does it mean exactly to “store or reuse” it? Where does it really
go when “exported”? In 2006, the tanker Probo Koala offl oadedfl  a
cargo of toxicf  wastes onto trucks in Abidjan, the Ivory Coast capital.
The trucks then dumped the waste at 14 municipal dumps around
the city. The resulting pollution killed at least 7 people and poisoned
9 000 others, provoking vomiting, nosebleeds, headache and rashes.
The story starts in Amsterdam, where the cost for treatment would
have been €500 000. The ship sailed on to Estonia, which refused
to let the waste enter its territory. It was then sent it to Africa, and
a newly registered company was paid $18 500 to dispose of thef

 Electronic waste

Nokia looked at how much CO2 a typical

3G phone generates in a year: 12.3 kg

for manufacturing, 33 kg for equipment

operating, and 9.6 kg for operator

activities, giving a total of almostf  55 kg

of COf 2 per phone. The study alsoy

describes a number of substancesf  that

are harmless while the phone is intact,

but that could be dangerous if recyclingf

is not carriedt  out correctly

(http://ec.europa.eu/environment).tt

According to the UN, 20 to 50 million

tons of wastef  from electrical and

electronic equipment, WEEE, are

generated each year from the products

we throw away. (In 2005, visitors to

London could see the Weee man,

a 7 metre high giant composed of thef

estimated electrical and electronic waste

one UK citizenK  will discard in a lifetime.)

Greenpeace estimates that only 25%y

of WEEEf  generated in the EU27 each

year is collected and treated. No precise

data are available on whether the rest ist

stored, disposed of otherwisef  within the

EU, or exported to developing countries.

Part of thef  25% collected may alsoy  be

exported, and hazardous waste exports

are taking place despite an EU ban

on such exports to non-OECD countries.

Figures for the US are similar, with 80%

of thisf  waste incinerated, sent to landfi ll,fi

put intot  “storage or reuse”, or exported

(www.greenpeace.org).
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waste. The Probo Koala case is only one example of thef  “grey areas”
involved in disposing of materialf  waste. Like similar cases, it reveals
some of thef  many governance, regulatory and even geopolitical
factors that can impede or hinder sustainability.

The raw materials side of af  product’s life cycle can also have a
significantfi  infl uencefl  on people’s quality of life,f  their health and
safety. This can even inadvertently contribute to confl ict,fl  as in the
case of thef  capacitors found in phones, laptops and other electronic
devices, which use a substance called tantalum, valued for its good
thermal conductivity and energy effi ciency.fi  Although Australia is
the world’s biggest producer, the increased demand has made other
sources attractive, too. A UN report revealed that the civil war in
the Democratic Republic of Congof  was being partly fi nancedfi  by
illegal mining and trading of coltan,f  the African abbreviation for
columbo-tantalite, a source of tantalum.f  Phone manufacturers do
not buy coltan directly, and knowing which components suppliers
are using illegal materials is extremely diffi cult,fi  the more so given
the sheer number of componentsf  that go into a phone – 500 to 1 000
depending on the model.

Getting the price right

If askedf  to describe how the price of goodsf  is fi xed,fi  most of usf
could describe the various factors taken into account, such as raw
materials, labour, profitfi  margins and so on. But these economic
parameters do not tell the whole story. The Economist magazinet
has devised an amusing and instructive index it calls the Big
Mac index to compare prices around the world. For example, an
average American would have to work for around ten minutes to
buy a hamburger, while a Kenyan would have to work for three
hours. We can use this novel way of lookingf  at things to think
about production and consumption.

Most of usf  wouldn’t mind working 10 or 15 minutes to buy a
hamburger. But what if youf  had to fi ndfi  the 2 400 litres of waterf
needed to make it? You are probably familiar with the idea of carbonf
footprints – the amount of COf 2 generated by various activities
such as travel. The water footprint is a similar fi gurefi  calculated for
the use of freshf  water. It is based on the idea of “virtualf  water”. A
tee-shirt for example contains no water, but it takes 11 000 litres
on average to produce a kilogram of thef  cotton it’s made of, once
you include irrigation, bleaching, dyeing and all the other steps in
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 water footprint oft  anf  individual is the total water used for the production

of thef  goods and services he or she consumes.

Some products you might think arek  similar to each other show surprising

variations. A cupA  of tea “costs” 30 litres of water for instance, while coffee

costs 140 and fruit juice 190.

You could argue that drinkingt  beer is the righteous path for the concerned

citizen since a 250 ml glass will only sety  thet  planet backt  75k litres of water.f

But ast  pointed out above,t  the water footprintr includest  the whole production

chain, and the can, bottle or barrelr  has to be included, too. The global average

water footprint oft  industrialf  products is 80 litres per dollar of valuef  added,

but this varies widely, e.g. 10 to 15 litres for Japan, Australia and Canada;

20 to 25 for India and China; and 50 for Germany andy  the Netherlands.

The water footprint of a nation includes that part of the footprint that falls

inside the country (internaly  footprint) and the part due to using water in

other countries (external footprint). The global average per person is about

1 250 m3 a year, half the value of the biggest per capita consumer, the

US. For China, it is 700 m3 of which only abouty  7% is outside the country.

Japan, with a footprint of 1 150 m3, has about 65% of its total water

footprint abroad.
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the production chain. Virtual water is therefore the total amount
used to make a product, adding up to 2 700 litres for a shirt. Unlike
the fuel that produces CO2 though, water is rarely sold at a price to
the main users that takes into account all the costs incurred. Often
the costs of providingf  infrastructure, purification,fi  waste treatment
and distribution are subsidised, so there is less incentive to use
water sustainably.

 What’s the real price and who pays?

Economists use the term externalities to describe the positive
and negative aspects not accounted for directly in prices. Bees are
often cited as a typical positive externality. The beekeeper raises
them to be able to sell honey, but they pollinate all the plants in the
area, providing a benefi tfi  to farmers and gardeners. Pollution from
factories is a typical negative externality where the cost to public
health is not included in the productions costs the polluters pay.
Getting the price right means getting closer to the “real” price – and
this requires factoring in what the production and the consumption
of somethingf  will generate in terms of externalities.f

Assigning a value to things that previously fell outside systems
of accounting,f  budgeting and measurement is a major challenge.
It is not easy, for example, to assign a value to natural resources.
For some, such as forests, we can calculate the value of whatf  is
produced because it is bought and sold and therefore has a monetary
value. Still, knowing the price of woodf  – and therefore knowing
something about what a forest is worth monetarily – doesn’t tell
us anything about its value in offsetting CO2 emissions, its role in
preserving biodiversity or its spiritual and cultural value to people
whose way of lifef  depends on it. Assigning a value to clean air is
harder still. Air pollution generates costs in the form of increasedf
rates of disease,f  lower real estate values in “dirty” areas, and current
and future damages related to climate change. Clean air is worth
something to us, but can we say how much exactly? The “ecological
services” concept sees that putting a price on these services is a
useful way for them to be valued – getting the “real cost” of resourcef
consumption into the equation.

In the meantime, nearly two-thirds of thef  services provided by
nature to humankind were found to be in decline worldwide by the
UN’s Millennium Ecosystem Assessment. The UN points out that
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the costs may be borne by people far away from those enjoying the
benefi ts,fi  as when shrimp eaten in Europe is farmed in a South Asian
pond built in place of mangrovef  swamps – weakening–  a natural
barrier to the sea and making coastal communities more vulnerable.

Current trends in global production and consumption patterns
are unlikely to change signifi cantly,fi  meaning that externalities will
increase. Goods are becoming cheaper and are being transported in
ever-bigger amounts from one side of thef  world to the other. Even a
simple pot of yoghurtf  may have travelled over 3 000 km by the time
it reaches the table and require inputs from several countries for its
ingredients, production and packaging. We replace goods much more
quickly than in the past. Few people still use an MP3 player they
bought fi vefi  years ago, for instance, but an old gramophone would
have lasted for decades. And unlike our grandparents’ generation,
we throw out rather than repair everything from vacuum cleaners
to socks.

 Corporate social responsibility

The idea behind corporate social

responsibility –y  that corporations have an

obligation to consider the impact oft  theirf

activities on the environment, economy

and society –y  is not exactlyt new.y  How

companies treat theirt  employees and

what kinds of productsf  they submity  to their

customers has been the topic of debatef

for centuries.

In its contemporary version,y  corporate

social responsibility cany  encompass

everything from service to shareholders,

community, governance, diversity,

employees, environment, and human rights.

A big part is reporting – letting the public

and shareholders know about what the

companies are doing to fulfilfi  their role as

corporate citizens. This is also a way fory

corporations to communicate their “good

deeds” for public relations purposes. Third-

party organisationsy  also produce “report

cards” rating corporations on the different

aspects of socialf  responsibility.

The benefi tsfi  of increasedf  corporate

responsibility arey  clear, but there may alsoy

be more ambiguous issues.

Corporate power may alsoy  increase along

with responsibility. Corporate social

responsibility allowsy  companies to publicise

their good actions but can also obscure

unsustainable practices in other areas,

especially iny  the case of multinationalsf

with complex supplyx chainsy  and

subcontractors that may ory  may noty  bet

following company guidelines.y  The problem

with corporate social responsibility, as

promoted in the OECD Guidelines for

Multinational Enterprises, is that it is

voluntary. In some cases, corporations are

out in front of governmentsf  in terms of

addressing climate change and other

problems. But the time is coming when

companies will be required by governmentsy

to fulfilfi  their environmental and social

obligations both at home and abroad in the

interest of sustainablef  development.

www.oecd.org/daf/investment/cr.
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Technology might reduce some of the negative impacts on
sustainability of productionf  and consumption but it will create
others, and technological improvements are often outpaced by
growth in consumption. Cars are now much more fuel-effi cientfi  than
before, for instance, but air pollution is getting worse because so
many more people have cars.

While market-related transactions have grown ever more effi cientfi
and many private goods such as food, cars, air-conditioning and
designer clothes can, in principle, be afforded by anyone who
would like them, the growing externalities of thesef  transactions has
made many “public” goods increasingly scarce: clean air, silence,
clear space, clean water, splendid views, and wildlife diversity are
highly valued and sought after. Nearly every transaction of privatef
goods carries an invisible cost, paid by everyone through degraded
public goods. Achieving “decoupling” between continued economic
growth and prosperity and the negative externalities created by
such development is therefore a major challenge for achieving
“development that lasts”.

What do cheap clothes really cost?y

The way products are produced and consumed affects not just the
environment, but also living and working conditions. Once again,
looking at an everyday object can help us understand the issues.
Fred Pearce, New Scientist’sw  senior environment correspondent,
set out to discover where the cheap pair of jeansf  he bought in
London came from. His investigation took him to Dhaka, the capital
of Bangladesh,f  where hundreds of thousandsf  of womenf  make
clothes for the big brands of Europef  and North America – for just
under one dollar for a ten-hour day. On his blog and in the book he
wrote afterwards, Pearce reports that the companies behind these
brands say they insist on decent conditions for the workers. But
the women point out that the sociologists who conduct the regular
“social audits” of factoryf  conditions do not learn the truth: before
they come, “the managers instruct us what to say about working
hours and holidays and conditions”.

“Advancing on sustainability concerns fuller attention to

the role of the workforce in helping attain the triple bottom

line – maximising profits,fi people and the planet.”
Roland Schneider, Trade Union Advisory Committee to the OECD,

Measuring Subtainableg  Productione
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Does this sound unfair? It might come as a surprise to learn that
none of thef  women Pearce spoke to supported boycotts of thef  goods
they make. As he points out, they are the fi rstfi  women in conservative,
rural Bangladesh to have any sort of freedomsf  beyond those allowed
by their husbands in the villages. “The garments industry has created
a revolution in women’s economic empowerment,” says Mashuda
Khatun Shefali, who runs an NGO that supports women garment
workers and tries to improve their conditions. Another campaigner,
Nazma Akter, notes that, poor as most were, “women are becoming
an economic force here. This is the fi rstfi  time they have had jobs.
They are independent now. They can come and go; nobody stops
them. Don’t take that away from them.”

What these women ask from consumers in the rich countries is
to pay a fair price for the goods they make and not to ask them to
sacrifi cefi  their health and well-being for a marginal improvement in
our standard of living.f  Women’s status, workers’ rights and fairer
trade are as much a part of sustainablef  development as protecting
the environment. Making production and consumption sustainable
implies recognising the true costs of whatf  we make and what we buy,
across the entire supply chain, from sourcing to retail distribution
to waste disposal.

Connecting the dots

What can be done concretely to promote sustainable production
and consumption? Even quite small actions can have a large
cumulative impact. According to the US Environmental Protection
Agency, if everyf  home in America replaced just one incandescent
light bulb with a compact fl uorescentfl  one, in one year enough
energy would be saved to light more than 3 million homes and
prevent greenhouse gas emissions equivalent to those of moref  than
800 000 cars.

Or, as the European Lamp Companies Federation calculated, if
Europeans switched to the more effi cientfi  bulbs, the continent would
need 27 fewer power plants. This trade association has launched an
effort to encourage European consumers to switch to the energy-
saving bulb. Australia, Japan and the state of Californiaf  plan to
implement bans on incandescents, seeing the need for government
to step in and make the switch more rapid and defi nitive.fi  The
European Commission is talking about a phase-out, too.
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Most successful efforts at infl uencingfl  markets involve co-ordinated
efforts – where producers, consumers and governments each have a
role to play. Only through the combination of thesef  efforts can old
behaviours and processes be transformed on a large enough scale to
make sustainable development the rule rather than the exception.

Co-ordinating our efforts

How can producers integrate sustainability into product design,
manufacture and distribution without sacrifi cingfi traditional
factors such as profitfi  or brand image? We can’t really be sustainable
consumers without sustainable product choices.

Design is arguably the most infl uentialfl  single stage in the process,
since it determines the rest. First of all,f  the design has to consider the
product as part of af  product system and consumer lifestyle. If af  phone
integrates a camera and an MP3 player, will users then buy only the
phone, saving the environmental and other costs of manufacturingf
three separate products? Or will they also buy the others, adding

 Read this and save over €500 year!

An argument commonlyt heardy  against

sustainable development ist  that whatever

benefi tsfi  it brings, it costs too much and

would somehow reduce our standard of

living. In fact, the opposite can be true.

Energy-saving technologies can save you

money, although the savings tend to be in

the long run and require the initial

investment such as in a fuel pump,

improved windows or a hybrid car. On the

other hand, unsustainable consumption can

cost an astonishing amount, although we

may noty  be aware of justf  howt  much. For

example, people living in Britain throw away

around a third of thef  food they buy.y  Most

of itf  (4.1 million tons a year) could have

been eaten. The most common reason for

food being wasted is that it’s simply isn’ty

eaten – 61%–  of thef  avoidable food waste or

2.5 million tons. Of this,f  almost 1t  million tons

isn’t even touched, and at leastt  a tenth –

340000 tonnes – hasn’t passed its “use

by” date. Cooking and preparing too much

results in an additional 1.6 million tons of

food waste a year.

It costs UK localK  authorities £1 billion

(around €1.3 billion) to collect and send

most oft  thisf  wasted food to landfill.fi

Stopping the waste of goodf  food could avoid

18 million tons of COf 2 being emitted each

year, the equivalent oft  takingf  one in fi vefi

cars off thef  road.

And the 500+ we said you’d save? Uneaten

food costs people in the UK £10K  billion

every year,y  that’s an average of £420f  per

household, or over €500 you could save by

better planning, storage and management.

See “The food we waste” at

www.wrap.org.uk.
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to the burden? Design also means choosing the materials from
which the product will be made. Can the product be designed in
such a way as to maintain the required physical properties while
using fewer materials? Could it be made of renewable,f  recyclable
materials? Design also infl uencesfl  manufacturing by determining the
number of stepsf  in the production process.

“In order to incorporate sustainability management,y  companies

need to work in partnership with other organizations and

groups, which have an interest in the company’s activities

and their economic, social and environmental impacts.”
Rajesh Kumar Singh, Bhilai Steel, India, Measuring Subtainableg  Productione

Questions specificfi  to manufacturing can involve how to reduce
energy consumption or pollution, or how to improve worker safety.
Once the product is made, what is the most sustainable way to
package it for shipping and sale? Should it be transported by air, sea
or land, by rail or truck?

Design and manufacturing play a big part in determining how long
something will last, how many other products it will need to work
(e.g. batteries) and if itf  can be repaired or maintained. And fi nally,fi
producers also have to think about what happens to the product at
the end of itsf  cycle. Once again, good design can make a difference.
Are the materials used easy and safe to recycle for example? Can
parts of thef  product be refurbished and reused?

Is the customer always right?

Think of yourf  fi rstfi  major purchase – maybe your fi rstfi  bike or a
car. Think of allf  the factors that went into that decision. Cost was
probably one of themf  but so were colour, texture, brand, and a
whole host of aestheticf  and emotional associations that attract us
to the objects we buy. Businesses spend a lot of moneyf  on market
research and advertising (over $650 billion a year worldwide on
marketing alone), trying to understand those associations, to be
able to predict and infl uencefl  people’s tastes and preferences.

At fi rstfi  glance, the pervasive infl uencefl  of marketingf  and the push
to consume seems to be at odds with sustainable consumption after
all, unchecked consumption has played a big part in creating many
of thef  problems we currently face. And yet, if wef  don’t know of af
less-polluting product for cleaning the kitchen sink or the difference
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in energy use for an appliance, then we can’t make a better decision.
Including a sustainability dimension in marketing and distribution
allows us to add another, very important criterion to purchasing
decisions. It provides information to consumers and is of coursef  a
means to infl uencefl  them in a “sustainable” direction.

Experience of the past decades has shown that providing
sustainable products to the niche market of “green”f  or “fairtrade”
consumers is not enough to change patterns on a larger scale,
although it has been a significantfi  factor in pushing both producers
and consumers in a new direction. The proliferation of ecof  and
fairtrade labels in the last ten years is evidence of thatf  evolution.
For a long time, products such as organics and fairtrade suffered
from their reputation as “specialty” items, attractive only to a small
category of consumersf  willing to pay extra to consume according
to their beliefs. But this trend has started to change, for several
reasons.

For one, more people are aware of thef  impact that their choices
have on the world around them. Problems related to unsustainable
consumption – the cost of petrol,f  for example – have become more
“real” and have begun to touch the average consumer in more
concrete ways. As a result, a growing number of consumersf  are
beginning to ask important questions about what they buy; how
much waste is created by the product and its packaging; how much
water, energy and other resources go into its production (and into

 Fairtrade

In 2008, the OECD staff canteenf  announced

that all its hot beverages would come

exclusively fromy  Fairtrade sources.

The Fairtrade Labelling Organisations (FLO)

are seeking sustainable development

through trade, giving small farmers and

workers in poor countries a “living wage”

for their products. The question is why

consumers – rather than governments

or large fi rmsfi  – are driving the movement

to sustainable trade. Consumers are

demanding that imported goods are

produced in a way thaty  is environmentally

and socially sustainable.y

The Fairtrade network nowk  reaches 58

developing countries and 1.4 million famers,

who are guaranteed a minimum price, a

long-term contract andt  premiums to put

towards community developmenty  projects.

Production must followt  certain social

standards (worker rights) and environmental

standards. In some European countries,

Fairtrade now hasw  20% of thef  coffee market

and over 50% of bananaf  sales. According

to its founders, “Fairtrade ise  nots  onlyt abouty
social andl  environmentallyd  friendlyy productiony
methods, but aboutt  thet  empowermente  andt
development oft  producers.f ”
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its disposal); and what are the living and working conditions of thef
people who produce the goods.

Second, the products themselves have become more mainstream.
A wide range of companiesf  are using the tools of marketingf  to give
products and services considered sustainable a cool or sexy identity.
Manufacturers are designing more products that are appealing
for their aesthetic qualities or their ease of usef as well asl  for their
environmental and social sustainability – a look at the latest fuel-
effi cientfi  car designs provides a good example. Most major retail
grocery chains now offer a selection of certifif  edfi  “environmentally
friendly” products whose market shares are increasing: for instance
organic coffee imports to North America grew by 29% over 2006-
2007 compared with 2% for conventional coffee.

The changes in consumer awareness and the proliferation of moref
sustainable products and services seen over the past few years are
encouraging. Some critics and consumer advocates rightly point out
that some of thisf  is “fl uff”fl  or “greenwashing”. Products that claim
to be environmentally friendly can look much less so once you take
a hard look at the list of ingredientsf  or analyse the entire product
life cycle. Buying fairtrade coffee cannot alone solve the problem
of poverty.f  While this may be true, it doesn’t detract from the fact
that sustainable consumption and production are critical to the
success of anyf  kind of sustainablef  development. The fact that more
people and businesses recognise and even wish to capitalise on this
realisation can be seen as testament to the growing mass appeal of
sustainability. Efforts at making the consumer society sustainable
are gaining momentum.

 What’s the government doing about it?

Finding the right policy tools to encourage good production and
consumption practices and avoid overlap and inconsistency is one
of thef  biggest challenges that governments face. Elected offi cialsfi
are under pressure from constituents and special interest groups to
respond to issues perceived as important and follow a given line of
action. For one, decisions must be based on thorough research and
sound evidence, or they risk not solving the problems at all and often
create additional ones. Governments have the enormous advantage
however of being able to make laws and impose regulations.
One solution at their disposal is simply to outlaw products and
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behaviours that are seen to be doing more harm than good. This
is what happened to CFCs (gases used in refrigerators and aerosol
sprays) that were damaging the ozone layer. The Montreal Protocoll
on Substances that Depletet  the Ozone Layer camer  into force in 1989,
and 191 countries have now signed it. Since then, atmospheric
concentrations of thef  most important CFCs and other related gases
have either levelled off orf  decreased. The plastic shopping bag is
another example. Bangladesh banned them in 2002 following a
movement that began in the 1980s in Dhaka. Discarded bags were
blocking drains during the monsoon, causing fl ooding.fl

Critics of suchf  plans point out that packaging is a much bigger
source of wastef  than plastic bags. Retailers should be using their
buying power to infl uencefl  packaging choices from their suppliers
and governments should be using their regulatory powers, rather
than passing off thef  responsibility for reducing waste to consumers
alone. This kind of argumentf  is heard often in discussions around
sustainable development: who is primarily responsible for changing
bad practices? Where is the best place to focus our efforts? One
might counter that, in the above case, why not do it all? Encourage
customers to reduce needless use of plasticf  bags by charging for
them, a measure that has shown consistent results. At the same time,
encourage retailers to use their infl uencefl  to reduce packaging and
to implement any other measures to curb resource use and waste.
And develop government standards for sustainable and recyclable
packaging. The town of Modburyf  in England shows what could be
done. The town became the fi rstfi  in Europe to ban plastic bags after
shopkeepers agreed to the move following a few weeks campaigning
initiated by Rebecca Hosking in the pub one evening. And as she
explained to the Guardian newspaper, Modbury is a town “… that’s
always been very conservative. If we’vef  done it, it proves you don’t
have to be one of thosef  ‘green’ towns to change over.”

The fact is that often, although we might see what would help,
changing things is a different story. As former UK Environment
minister Margaret Beckett points out, “Many unsustainable
behaviours are locked-in and maded ‘normal’, not justt  byt they  way thaty
we produce and consume,d  but byt they  absence of easyf  alternativesy ”.
Creating those alternatives is thus a priority, one that can benefi tfi
from the force of governmentf  intervention. The European Union
launched an Integrated Product Policy pilot project involving mobile
phone producers, component manufacturers, telecoms operators,

5. Production and Consumption
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consumer groups, recyclers, NGOs, government representatives and
researchers. A number of governmentsf  are making efforts to promote
recycling through initiatives such as France’s “éco-participation”, a
surcharge on electronics goods of €0.52f  per kilo that goes towards
paying recycling costs.

As the CFC example suggests, persuading producers and
consumers to change is not always the most effi cientfi way to
tackle the issues, nor is it enough to produce a big enough change
on a large enough scale. The individual producer or consumer
generally has little power to change things or interest in doing so.
A manufacturer who decided to go it alone and implement stricter
environmental standards or much better pay and working conditions
than competitors would be at a considerable disadvantage. People
have a hard time reducing their consumption even of productsf  they
know are damaging their own health or adopting behaviours that
would improve it. Although consciousness about sustainability is
improving, waiting for a change of attitudef  is not the best policy.

Powerful persuaders

Governments have powerful persuaders at their disposal:
regulations and taxes. These have long been applied to economic
and social policy. Can they work for sustainable development?
The answer is yes. Governments originally tried persuasion and
communications campaigns to get consumers to use less energy
in their homes. They worked with producers to put labels on
appliances indicating their relative energy consumption. In the
end, they enacted minimum energy effi ciencyfi  standards, which
forced companies to change the design of theirf  products. Although
consumers can have some infl uence,fl  regulating processes and
products is the fastest way to sustainable production.

Experience also shows that environmentally related taxes
(“green” or “ecotaxes”) and emissions trading can be effi cientfi
instruments. They can force polluters (whether producers or
consumers) to take into account the costs of pollutionf  and can
help to reduce the demand for harmful products. Ireland’s 2002
“plastax” led to a 90% reduction in the use of plasticf  bags.

The 1990 the United States Clean Air Act pioneered emissions
trading. It included a requirement for a major reduction in sulphur
dioxide (SO2) and nitrogen oxides by 2010. Each polluter had

5. Production and Consumption
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the “right” to emit a certain quantity of SOf 2. If theyf  managed to
emit less they could keep their permit or sell it; if theyf  emitted
more they had to buy quotas from another polluter (or pay a fi nefi
greater than the cost of thef  quota). By controlling the number of
quotas allotted, the Environmental Protection Agency has already
brought emissions down 50%. Other countries have since started
emissions trading schemes.

All OECD member countries now apply several environmentally
related taxes (375 in all plus around 250 environmentally related
fees and charges). The taxes raise revenues of aboutf  2% to 2.5% of
GDP, with 90% of thisf  revenue from taxes on motor vehicle fuels
and motor vehicles.

The environmental effectiveness and economic effi ciencyfi of
green taxes could be improved if existingf  exemptions and other
special provisions were scaled back or if thef  rates were made
highly dissuasive. The rise in fuel prices shows that cost can be
a big factor in changing behaviour, but the level of carbonf  taxes
is generally too low to make it worthwhile for manufacturers to
change production methods. Moreover, higher tax rates can face
political opposition for two reasons. First is the fear of reducedf
international competitiveness in the most polluting sectors of
the economy. This is why the taxes are levied almost exclusively
on households and the transport sector, leaving energy-intensive
industries totally or partially exempt. Second, exemptions create
ineffi cienciesfi in pollution abatement and are contrary to the
OECD’s “polluter pays” principle.

Another point to bear in mind is that, in practice, environmentally
related taxes are seldom used in complete isolation. A labelling
system for instance can help increase the effectiveness of af  tax
by providing better information to the users. Combining a tax
on energy use with subsidies or government standards for better
isolation of buildingsf  can be a good way to encourage energy
savings. The combination of af  tax and a voluntary approach can
increase the political acceptability of thef  tax, although this may
reduce environmental effectiveness or increase the economic
burdens placed on other groups.

5. Production and Consumption
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 What’s next?

Seeing, calculating and understanding exactly what we buy, use
and waste is just a beginning. It’s an important fi rstfi  step in gaining
awareness, but it would be unfortunate and ineffective if toolsf  like
the footprint are used only as gadgets. Realising that it takes x
amount of waterf  or oil to make a given thing has to lead us to at
least two questions:

 How could we develop more effi cientfi processes that are
implemented on a large scale – in order to signifi cantlyfi  reduce
resource use and the negative impacts of production?f

 How should we use the role of “informedf  consumers” to make
sustainable consumption decisions on a scale that produces real
results?

As we said at the beginning of thisf  chapter, production and
consumption are at the heart of sustainability.f  From a material point
of view,f  life today is far better than it was a century ago for most
people. If thef  improvement is to continue and benefi tfi  the world’s
population as a whole, the economic, social and environmental
pillars of sustainabilityf  will have to be reconciled. This will not be
easy. Sometimes what might favour one pillar will damage another.
Different social groups will have different priorities and projects.
But debating these differences and fi ndingfi  solutions is not beyond
us, in fact it’s what democracy does. This will be discussed in the
fi nalfi  chapter which looks at how governments, civil society and
business could work together in creating the incentives, rules and
regulations that make sustainable development possible.

5. Production and Consumption
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Find Out More
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Related Taxes (2006):

Environmentally relatedy  taxes are
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OECD Guidelines for Multinational
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The OECD GuidelinesD  fors  Multinationalr
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UN Millennium Ecosystem Assessment

(www.millenniumassessment.org):
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Toxic Tech: Not in Our backyard,

Greenpeace 2008:
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investigates the global sales of electricalf

and electronic products and assesses

the amount of resultingf  waste.

The Water Footprint

(www.waterfootprint.org): This website is
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much as possible at minimum net cost.
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By way of introduction…

The previous pages explored what sustainable development means
and how contemporary societies are trying to implement it. But how
do we know if whatf  we’re doing is helping or hurting, or having no
effect at all? How do we know that one way of doingf  or making things
is more sustainable than another? That a city, region or country is
doing well in terms of sustainablef  development? How do we calculate
today’s needs and measure our progress in meeting them? And how
can we get some idea of howf  our decisions will affect the future our
own and our children’s? To be able to answer these questions, we
have to decide fi rstfi  on the basics. What is important to us? What
resources do we need to keep track of?k  What are the different factors
that contribute to our quality of lifef  and well-being?

We often have to do this kind of calculationf  in our daily lives. We
know how much money we have and how much we need to buy food
and pay the bills. We know, albeit imperfectly, what expenses we’ll
have to meet later, and we know that there will probably be some
unexpected ones, too. We know what we’d like to do and if theref  is
something left over we can spend it on dinner and a movie, clothes
or maybe even a holiday. All this depends on counting, planning and
reasonable guesses. It is based on measuring our “resources” and
following what happens to them, establishing priorities among all
the things we have to do and those we’d like to do, sometimes leading
to diffi cultfi  choices. To put it another way, we all have an information
system (however informal) to let us see how we’re doing just now,
make predictions about what we will be able to do in the future, and
monitor whether or not we are living within our means.

What makes a good and sustainable society and how can we
judge our progress towards creating one? It’s more than money, to
be sure. The answer lies in a range of factorsf  that make significant,fi
often essential contributions to our “success” from access to
education, health care and functioning ecosystems to freedom,
justice and cultural expression. Developing and refi ningfi  accurate
measures of thesef  things will allow us to build a more sophisticated
and stronger knowledge base, and potentially to speed up progress
towards achieving them.

What problems can we not afford to ignore? Like the inhabitants
of Rapaf  Nui mentioned in the fi rstfi  chapter, we depend on systems
that are vulnerable to natural and human pressures and linked
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by a complex web of interactions.f  Ignorance of thef  facts critical
to our progress, well-being and survival puts us too at risk of
encountering undesirable changes that could prove irreversible.
The debate continues on the best way of measuringf  sustainable
development in order to provide more precise accounting of
whether or not our policies and practices are assuring our longer-
term well-being.

�  This  chapter looks at the different tools and criteria used
to assess sustainability and how they are combined to provide
information on the issues, trends and interactions that determine
whether a given situation meets our expectations and what can be
done to improve it. It explores which indicators to use to measure
sustainable development and how to combine and present them.

 Measuring sustainability:
what should we count and when?

Agreeing on the best indicators to measure sustainability or
progress towards sustainable development is a challenge. An
indicator is a summary measure that provides information on the
state of, or change in, a system. Indicators give us a snapshot of
how we are doing at a given point in time relative to what we’ve
decided is important. Indicators also provide feedback on the
effects of ourf  actions and government policies. And indicators
have to be able to adapt to the changing conditions and the content
of policy.f

At fi rstfi sight, measuring sustainable development seems
impossible, the subject is so vast and the infl uencesfl  so many –
climate change and child care, business ethics, government policy
and consumer trends to name but a few. We know that sustainable
development involves economic, social and environmental
variables – all of whichf  must be measured to some extent. As
shown in the annual OECD FactbookD , there exist a wealth of
indicators from traditional macroeconomic measures, such as
gross national product (GNP) and productivity, to environmental
indicators, such as water consumption and polluting emissions,
and social statistics, such as life expectancy and educational
attainment. But which indicators are the most important to
sustainable development?
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The issue is made even more diffi cultfi  by the fact that as well
as being multidimensional, sustainable development is a dynamic
concept. Quantifying it requires juggling a number of parametersf
including time horizons. Economic, social and environmental
phenomena operate at different rhythms to each other (and even
within any one of these,f  several time scales may be operating
simultaneously). For instance, the legal systems of mostf  countries
are still strongly marked by codes dating from the time of Augustusf
and the Roman Empire, and their basic principles change slowly.
Some technologies, on the other hand, change at a rapid pace your
new computer is probably out of datef  before it’s out of thef  box.

Consider the economy: if you’ref  planning a major energy project,
you have to think at least 50 years ahead, but if you’ref  trading on
fi nancialfi  markets, the nanoseconds it takes price data to go from
one exchange to another can mean substantial gains or losses.
For its part, the environment shows how the pace of changef  can
suddenly accelerate, as when fi shfi  stocks rapidly disappear after
declining slowly for years.

Moreover, we have to bear in mind that sustainable development
is a process linking what happened in the past to what we’re doing
now, which in turn infl uencesfl  the options and outcomes of thef
future. In a sense, it’s like walking along a path backwards – you
can see where you’ve come from, you can see more or less where
you are, and you can get a rough idea of wheref  you’re heading. But
you can’t tell if thef  other paths branching off fromf  your route are
dead ends, short cuts or ultimately heading in a completely new
direction. Likewise, it’s diffi cult,fi  if notf  impossible, to say if anyf
given point along the development path is sustainable, it may be
more or less so depending on how far we’ve come, what happens
next, which new perspectives open up, and how attitudes and
other infl uencesfl  change.

These uncertainties complicate sustainable development
measurement. And developing measures is not a purely statistical
or technical exercise. It touches on two very sensitive areas for
all societies: government accountability and social participation.
Measuring progress on sustainable development (or any other
important area of policy) with reliable information is a key
ingredient of thef  democratic process. It makes governments more
accountable and gives people a tool to participate more actively in
defi ningfi  and assessing policy goals.
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Measuring progress

“By measuring progress, we foster progress.”
Enrico Giovannini, OECD Chief Statistician

Progress has long been defi nedfi and measured in purely
economic terms. A country’s overall performance or well-being
is often expressed in a kind of shorthandf  fashion through one
“superstar” measure: gross domestic product. GDP calculates in
monetary terms the value of whatf  counts as production. You may
also be familiar with GDP per capita, how much each person in
the country would have if everybodyf  got an equal share of GDP.f
While these measurements may sound fairly straightforward, they
omit important factors and include others that we would probably
rather live without.

For instance, software that is sold goes into the calculation, but
freeware does not. On the other hand, spending on cleaning up
an oil spill is included in GDP. In this case, not only is something
negative being counted as contribution to “production”, but
substantial costs to well-being are left out of thef  equation and
remain invisible. Housework, caring for one’s children and
volunteer work are not counted, though they contribute value
to the economy and our daily lives. Per capita GDP is a fairly
crude measure, too. As an average, it does not address issues
of distribution benefi tsfi of economic productivity may go
disproportionately to only a small percentage of af  population,
even though the average looks good.

Such indicators are useful for giving a rough idea of what’sf
happening in the economy and comparing national performance.
But there is a large and growing gap between what offi cialfi  statistics,
like GDP, tell us about “progress” and what people experience and
care about in their daily lives purchasing power, public services,
quality of lifef  and so on. The notion that the three pillars of
sustainable development should be considered equally important,
interconnected and interdependent refl ectsfl  the idea that economic
progress alone is not enough to guarantee that a society is “headed
in the right direction”. Other factors, such as access to good health
care and education, can be equally or more important to creating
well-being, life satisfaction and health over the long term, both for
the current and the future generations.
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“We cannot face the challenges of the future with the tools

of the past.”
José Manuel Barroso, European Commission President

at the international conference on Beyond GDP:
Measuring progress, true wealth and the well-being of nations,

19-20 November 2007

Individual calculations can help us gain awareness of the
progress we are making in terms of incomef  or health for example.
But if thesef  calculations don’t fi tfi  within some kind of frameworkf
that structures the analysis, we can’t get any sense of howf  we are
doing or where we are headed. We need something that allows
us to understand the big picture emerging from the data and use
it as the basis for policy and action. A conceptual framework can
help us select those indicators which best measure what we want
to assess in a coherent and consistent manner. It will also help
compare sustainability across different societal levels.

Finding ways to make comparisons between countries or regions
who may not share the same history, culture, level of economicf  and
social development or physical conditions is a challenge. Reaching
this goal requires an ongoing dialogue on needs, resources and
how they are evolving, as well as a fl exiblefl  approach to building
sets of indicatorsf  that can supply the most useful evidence and
information. Individual indicators are the basic building blocks of
this process.

The task is complicated further by the fact that what is considered
important to sustainability varies to some degree from place to
place the quality of water,f  land or air; people’s income or access
to energy; life expectancy or any number of other indicators.
How then do we develop methods for measurement that refl ectfl  a
particular context or geography and also allow us to work across
institutions and geographical boundaries to advance sustainability
worldwide?

A range of indicators can be used to compare the relative
situations of countries,f  assess their strengths and weaknesses and
identify domains where policy intervention is required. It would
be much easier to have one list of indicatorsf  for everyone, allowing
quick comparisons among different places and across time, but
this is not so simple: what matters in California is not an exact
match to what matters in Helsinki or Bangalore.
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And yet, common indicators are needed if countriesf  or localities
want to compare their progress on sustainable development with
others. From this, they can learn what works and what doesn’t
work. This is why, as measurement of sustainablef  development
has evolved, many local, national and supra-national bodies such
as the United Nations and the European Union have developed and
refi nedfi  sets of indicators.f  Along with international organisations
and NGOs, they have put considerable effort into discussing and
tuning their indicator sets to improve measurement of sustainablef
development and allow comparisons among countries or other
levels of administration.f

The Capital Approach

The key idea of sustainablef  development is the linkage between
the well-being of thef  current generation and the well-being of
future generations. To make this connection we can use the
concept of capital.f  In economic terms, capital is a stock that is
used in production over several years: think of af  machine or a
factory. Capital can be created by investment, and it is consumed
over years and eventually wears out. The concept of capitalf can
also be applied to sustainability, allowing us to measure all types
of wealthf  that contribute to well-being more comprehensively.
Economists use the concept of national wealthl  to indicate this
broader measure.

The “Capital Approach” is a framework for measuring sustainable
development which operates on the principle that sustaining well-
being over time requires ensuring that we replace or conserve wealth
in its different components. It emphasises the need to focus on the
long-term determinants of developmentf  not to the exclusion of
current needs, but rather according to a principle of sustainability:f
development that can be continued into the future. This approach
allows us to discuss and evaluate how what we do now will work
in the very near, medium and long-term, and how to talk about
whether or not there is “progress”,  “regression” or “stagnation”.

With this model, a society’s total capital base encompasses fi vefi
individual types:

financialfi  capitall likel  stocks, bonds and currency deposits;

produced capitald likel  machinery, buildings, telecommunications
and other types of infrastructure;f
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natural capital in the form of natural resources, land and
ecosystems providing services like waste absorption;

human capital inl  the form of anf  educated and healthy workforce;

social capitall inl  the form of socialf  networks and institutions.

Conceiving these different forms of capitalf  as inputs into the
production of well-beingf  allows us to calculate national wealth as
the sum of thef  different kinds of capital.f

Sustainable development requires making sure that national
wealth per capita does not decline over time and, when possible,
that it increases. For example, if wef  consume all our natural
capital and do nothing to preserve or increase it, this source of
well-being will dry up, leading to unsustainable outcomes. The
capital approach allows monitoring that capital stocks are not
“drawn down” too low. Norway’s management of itsf  petroleum
stocks provides a good example. With some of thef  world’s largest
petroleum reserves, Norway could spend the profitsfi from the
sale of itsf  petroleum on any number of programmes.f  Instead,
Norway invests these profitsfi  to be sure that when the oil reserves
are depleted, other sources of incomef  will be in place. To put it
another way, just as fi nanciersfi  seek to maximise their capital base
and the dividends it produces, we should maximise the fi nancial,fi
produced, human, social and natural capital base of ourf  welfare
and make sure it continues to pay dividends in terms of well-beingf
over time.

This sounds very straightforward, but “maximising” capital
involves making important decisions about what can be used
up and what must be preserved. One important question: can
the different types of capitalf  be “substituted” for each other, as
long as the total sum is maintained, or does each type have to
be maintained at a certain minimum level? The practical answer
to this question is that it depends on circumstances. In most
circumstances, some specificfi  categories of “criticalf  capital” will be
essential to the proper functioning of thef  world and our societies,
things which perform essential functions and can be replaced at
the margin only at huge costs.

A liveable climate is perhaps the most striking example it doesn’t
much matter what our national wealth adds up to, if climatef
change makes life on Earth or in certain parts of itf  impossible.
Although environmental types of essentialf  natural capital are the
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 Using technology to make architecture more sustainable

As we try toy  follow thew  model of sustainablef

development, among the firstfi  targetst  are

the spaces in which we live and work. After

all, what indicatest  human “development” more

than the buildings and cities we construct?

The 20th century sawy  severalw  revolutions

in architecture, with focuses ranging from

aesthetic to productive to ecological. The role

of technologyf hasy  not beent  entirely positive,y

as the use of asbestosf  insulation shows.

In recent years,t  the movement towardst

more environmentally-friendly architecture,y

popularly calledy  “Green Building”, has

grown signifi cantly.fi  In the US, this effort

has been spearheaded by they  Leadership

in Energy andy  Environmental Design, or

LEED, programme. LEED certifi esfi  new

and renovated building projects on a scale

up to “platinum”, depending how manyw

environmental “points” the project earns.t

Up to 70 points are awarded for aspects

ranging from use of renewablef  energy andy

recycled materials to how closew  the site is to

public transportation.

Experience now showsw  that prioritisingt  the

environment carriest  over to the social and

economic pillars: the benefi tsfi  of naturalf

lighting on worker satisfactionr  and productivity

are well-established; avoiding paints and glues

with aggressive solvents improves worker

health, thereby reducingy  sick days.k  Financially,

the higher initial investment payst  for itself inf

energy savings,y  increased leasing rates and

longer building life.

In many Europeany  countries, stricter

energy effiy  ciencyfi standards,y  in some cases

accompanied by subsidies,y  are expanding

the market fort  sustainable technologies.

Such technologies then become mainstream

among contractors and more affordable.

Average electricity usey  per building is 30%

lower in Germany thany  the US.

In the UK, a nation-wide initiative to make

schools more sustainable is encouraging

not justt curriculumt  changes but innovativet

architecture. The most ambitioust  project tot

date is a primary schooly  in Hertfordshire,

where traditional environmental features

like green roofs and rainwater re-use are

accompanied by ay  state-of-the-art heatt

capture system under the playground that

provides warm water in winter. In addition to

the environmental benefi ts,fi  students work

and play iny  a healthier and more stimulating

environment, carrying out experimentst  with

insects from the sedum roof andf  studying

the full life cycle of recyclingf  with their own

furniture.

The OECD Programme on Educational Building

(PEB) promotes the exchange and analysis of

policy, research and experience in all matters

related to educational building. The PEB’s

goals are to improve the quality andy  suitability

of educationalf  buildings; ensure that thet  best

use is made of thef  resources devoted to

planning, building, running and maintaining

educational buildings; and give early warningy

of thef  impact ont  educational building of trendsf

in education and in society asy  a whole.

Source:
OECD Programme on Educational Building,

www.oecd.org/edu/facilities.

Ouroussoff, N. (2007),

“Why arey  they greenery  than we are?”,

New Yorkw  Timesk  Magazines , 20 May 2007,y

www.nytimes.com.

Sustainable Schools,

www.teachernet.gov.uk/sustainableschools.

United States Green Building Council,

www.usgbc.org.

Walker, E. (2008), “Too cool for school:

Britain’s most Eco-friendly building”,y

The Independente , 10 April 2008,

www.independent.co.uk/environment/
green-living.
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fi rstfi  to come to mind, aspects of socialf  and human capital can also
be critical. When the social networks and norms that are a basis
for communities are depleted, societies break down, as in the case
of conflf  ictfl  and war. Similarly, without education, human capital
cannot be sustained, making overall sustainability impossible.

 The global dimension

That said, many of thef  key issues for sustainable development
are transboundary and even global, meaning they have impacts
beyond political or geographical frontiers. Environmental issues
such as air pollution or biodiversity loss are obvious examples,
but economic and social questions are increasingly globalised too,
trade or migration being the most obvious examples. Whatever
measurement framework is used, it will need indicators to reflectfl
sustainability for a variety of specifif cfi  contexts and others that
capture issues of globalf  scale, such as climate change.

The WWF uses an analogy that is worth bearing in mind when
trying to understand what indicators are and how they can be
used. Think of af  car. Dials and other displays give drivers a range
of indicatorsf  as to how the car is performing, but not all of thisf
information is relevant at any given time or for a given purpose.
The oil temperature might be perfect, but if youf  run out of fuelf
the car is going to stop anyway. And bad drivers will still be a
danger, no matter how many fancy gadgets are on the dashboard.
Sustainability indicators are like the car’s instruments, addressing
individual items (energy reserves would be a direct analogy) or
combining indicators across a number of domainsf  to give a fuller
picture (just as how “good” a car is depends on fuel consumption,
safety, comfort, etc.).

Many companies have developed their own metrics for assessing
the economic, environmental and social impacts of theirf  facilities
and products. Some are combining these into composites or simple
indices, which are more likely to get the attention of CEOs.f  Larger
corporations are also formulating ways to assess the sustainability
of theirf  supply chains of smallerf  companies. Ford of Europe,f  for
instance, uses a Product Sustainability Index as a management
tool to assess the potential impacts of motorf  vehicles on a range
of factors.f  This is an engineering approach which combines eight
indicators refl ectingfl environmental (global warming potential,
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materials use), social (mobility, capability, safety) and economic
(lifecycle costs) vehicle attributes. Indicators are not aggregated
into one ranking but rather tailored to the needs of various
departments of thef  company.

 Assessing sustainability

Indicators and sets of indicatorsf  are the basis for assessing progress
on sustainability. Many different assessment methodologies exist,
for example: regulatory impact assessments, poverty impact
assessments, environmental impact assessments and strategic
environmental assessments. But in these approaches, the exercise
tends to focus on a particular pillar of sustainabilityf  and economic
aspects tend to dominate. What we need are assessments that examine
economic, environmental and social impacts and also the longer-
term. In other words, we need sustainability impact assessments
that can be applied to policies, programmes or agreements; to the
national, regional or international levels; and to particular sectors
of thef  economy.

 Composite indicators

A composite indicator combines two

or more individual indicators or “sub-

indicators” into one number. Well-known

examples include the Environmental

Sustainability Index,y  the Ecological

Footprint and the Human Development

Index. Composites have the advantage of

expressing complex informationx  in a simple

format, making it possible to rank factories,k

companies or countries in terms of theirf

general sustainability. These simplifiedfi

evaluations are very media-friendlyy andy  used

somewhat like an academic grade.

From the point of viewf  of statisticalf

accuracy, though, composites have

limitations. Composites may “comparey

apples and oranges”, comparing things that

are somehow essentially incomparable.y

The results or rankings depend on the way

in which different indicators are weighted,

leaving composites open to accusations of

bias and lack ofk  transparency.f

Still, composites can give us a good

idea of howf  a complex phenomenon,x

like “development” or “sustainable

development”, can be evaluated by lookingy

at severalt  important factors together.

There are composites designed specifi callyfi

to assess sustainability whichy  include sub-

indicators of eachf  pillar. Other composites

deal with one pillar in particular, but these

are still often used in debates around

sustainability. In the end, we can use

composites for information function, their

ability toy  provide an overview or summary ofy

complex issues,x  and turn to other methods

of measurementf  fort  more detailed analysis

and decision-making.
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Indicators and assessment tools already exist. The EU
Sustainability A-Test site (www.SustainabilityA-Test.net) gives
a good idea of the number of tools available. It presents 44
different types of toolsf  for assessing sustainability classifi edfi  into
participatory processes, scenarios, multi-criteria analysis, cost-
benefi tfi  analysis, accounting tools and models.

Whatever the methodology (indicators, models, surveys, cost-
benefi tfi  analyses, cost-effectiveness studies), the procedures for
conducting sustainability assessments have to be transparent and
encourage the involvement of allf  concerned. The assessment has
to be able to identify economic, environmental and social impacts
but also the synergies and trade-offs across these dimensions.
Different stages must be specifiedfi including a relevance test
whether a sustainability assessment is even needed for the problem
at hand.

Assessment results have to be presented to policy makers and
others in clear and understandable terms. Even a well-designed
assessment, carried out in a thorough manner, will have no
infl uencefl  if itf  neglects the political factors that impede its use.
Most approaches may be too complex and too long for policy
makers, while the existing bureaucracy may prefer traditional
approaches rather than new assessment techniques. Moreover,
sustainability assessments are often seen as an add-on rather
than as an integral part of policyf  making. As a result, assessments
may come too late with limited consideration of alternative
policy options. Approaches for making better use of indicatorsf
and assessment tools are needed if wef  are to operationalise the
concepts of sustainablef  development.

 What constitutes the good life?

In essence, sustainable development is a means for improving
our quality of lifef  today in ways that can be maintained over time.
It teaches us to value all that contributes to our well-being, even if
like ecosystems their “worth” cannot be easily calculated. Our job
as citizens, scientists or policy makers is to think through the best
ways of includingf  what is crucial to our existence in the balance
sheet. And to make decisions that keep us out of thef  red.
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Sustainable development has heavily infl uencedfl the debate
on how we – societies and governments conceive of ourf  role in
the search for better, more balanced ways of living.f  In doing so,
it has given new life to a conversation dating at least as far back
as Plato: What constitutes the good life? And how does one go
about creating it? These seemingly straightforward questions are
not simple to answer. Happiness, satisfaction, well-being, welfare
and wellness we use all of thesef  concepts to express the idea of
what gives life quality, of whatf  makes it good. The questions that
we pose as individuals are, in large part,those that drive the debate
at the group level.

Thoroughly exploring what constitutes progress in these areas
what the goals are, how far we are from reaching them, what kinds
of trade-offsf  it will require to get there is the central task faced
by citizens and governments. The tools and measures elaborated
through sustainable development will continue to inform this
exploration, providing a basis for the on-going work of improvingf
the ways we govern and the ways we live.

Measurement of sustainable development helps us in two
important tasks: evaluating where we are going and assessing the
effects of specifif cfi policies, not only on the current generation, but
also on future generations. One essential principle underlying
any attempt at measurement is to understand what goes into the
measurement process – what data are the most important, how
they are collected, how they are compiled to provide evidence
and how they can be expressed in different ways. For if wef  make
ourselves smarter as an audience, then we can more easily select
and understand the measurements we need to make good decisions,
for us and for future generations.
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 Measuring progess in societies

Recent years have seen an explosion

of interestf  around the world in the

development oft  new,f  more comprehensive

indicators of socialf  progress. Despite

the diversity ofy  aimsf  and approaches of

these initiatives, they ally  seek tok  encourage

positive social change. Yet, how can we

ensure that this goal is reached? What

sets of progressf  indicators are useful?

And how are they used?y  We asked Kate

Scrivens of thef  OECD’s Global Project

on Measuring the Progress of Societiesf

to tell us.

What makes a successful set of progress

indicators?

Successful outcomes can be defi nedfi

in a number of ways.f  A policy changey

resulting from an indicator set being used

in decision-making would be the most

direct example. But you could also argue

that media coverage of indicatorf  data that

raises public awareness is a success, too.

What is the aim of the OECD project?

Building sets of indicatorsf  requires

a significantfi  investment oft  timef  and

resources. This can only bey  justifiedfi if

you can reasonably expecty  there to be

benefi tsfi  from the exercise. Research into

the circumstances under which indicator

projects have been successful helps us to

understand what works and what doesn’t.

How are you going about it?

We’re exploring the perspectives of af  wide

range of producers,f  users and advocates

of progressf  indicators to spot common

themes and best practices. We’ve adopted

a ‘before-during-after’ approach, asking

questions linked to distinct steps in the

indicator development process.

The ‘before’ part examines how and why

the indicator project camet  about. The aim

here is to identify they  issue that provided

the initial impetus and to assess that

relevant data already existed.y

‘During’ explores three separate aspects:

project design and development; the

fi nalfi  product; and communication and

application.

The ‘after’ questions focus on outcomes.

The idea is to evaluate how outcomes

measure against the stated objectives,

and to try toy  understand the main factors

contributing to success or failure of

the enterprise.

What kinds of project are you actually

looking at?

We decided to pick examplesk  that provided

insight into a wide variety ofy  situations.f

Among other things, that meant differentt

levels of geographicf  coverage, so we looked

for multinational, national and sub-national

projects. In line with the ‘Measuring

Progress’ philosophy, the research focuses

on indicator sets designed to give a

comprehensive view of society,f  rather

than being issue-specific.fi

Are any ofy  the projects about sustainable

development?

Yes, we’ll look atk  the EU sustainable

development indicatorst  and structural

indicators underpinning the Lisbon agenda

for growth and innovation as examples

of multinationalf  indicators. It’s generally

felt that the Lisbon indicators were driven

mainly byy politicaly  considerations, while

the sustainable development indicatorst

were shaped by morey  technical expertise.

It will be interesting to compare the two,

and to see how indicators are developed

in a regional forum, such as the EU.

To fi ndfi  out more, visit

www.oecd.org/progress.
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Find Out More

… FROM OECD

On then  Internete
For a general introduction to OECD work

on sustainable development, visit

www.oecd.org/sustainabledevelopment.

Publications

Conducting Sustainability Assessmentsy

(2008):

This volume reviews the state of

the art in assessing sustainability. It covers

methodologies and tools and current

practice in OECD countries, as well as

the debate on quantifying and comparing

diverse types of short-f  and long-term

policy impacts.y

OECD Factbook 2008:k  Economic,

Environmental and Social Statistics

OECD FactbookD  2008k  presents8  over

100 indicators covering the economy,

agriculture, education, energy, the

environment, foreign aid, health and

quality ofy  life,f  industry, information and

communications, population/labour force,

trade and investment, taxation, public

expenditure and R&D.

Statistics, Knowledge and Policy 2007:y

Measuring and Fostering the Progress

of Societies

Is life getting better? Are our societies

making progress? Indeed, what does

“progress” mean to the world’s citizens?

The OECD’s 2nd World Forum on Statistics,

Knowledge and Policy ‘Measuringy  and

Fostering the Progress of Societies’f

brought together a diverse group of leadersf

from more than 130 countries to debate

these issues.

Statistics, Knowledge and Policy: Key

Indicators to Inform Decision Making

(2006):

This publication discusses why indicatory

systems are useful and how statistics can

be used, how to implement systems related

to different kinds of statistics,f  and what

systems are already iny  place.

Handbook onk  Constructing Composite

Indicators: Methodology andy  User Guide

(2008):

This Handbook isk  a guide for constructing

and using composite indicators that

compare and rank countryk  performancey  in

areas such as industrial competitiveness,

sustainable development, globalisation and

innovation.

Measuring Sustainable Development:

Integrated Economic, Environmental and

Social Frameworks (2004):

The papers contained in this volume

address the various conceptual,

measurement andt  statistical policy issuesy

that arise when applying accounting

frameworks to this complex problem.x

Also ofo  interestf

UNECE/OECD/Eurostat Working Group

on Statistics for Sustainable Development,

Report on Measuring Sustainable

Development (forthcoming 2008):

This report presents the capital framework

for selecting indicators for measuring

sustainable development.

www.oecd.org/sustainabledevelopment

Alternative Measures of Well-Being, an

OECD Social, Employment andt  Migration

Working Paper (2006):

This report assessest  whether GDP per

capita is an adequate proxy asy  a measure of

well-being or whether other indicators used

either as substitutes or as complements to

GDP per capita are more suitable.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/71322233
2167.
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How do societies change or evolve? Whether the means to solve 
problems on a global scale come through technological innovation, 
changing consumption patterns or providing access to important 
services, progress depends on the complex interactions of people, 
businesses, NGOs and government. Learning to co-ordinate these
is key to making real gains in sustainable development. 



Government
and Civil Society
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 By way of introduction…

In February 2008, rioters in Burkina-Faso took to the streets,
angry at the jump in food and fuel prices over the past year. They
burned petrol stations, trashed government buildings and stoned a
government delegation that had come to discuss the problem. Within
a few weeks, similar scenes were repeated in over 30 countries
around the world, from Haiti to Somalia, Yemen to Indonesia. The
world’s poorest were not the only ones feeling the pinch. Italians
and Mexicans were also up in arms over the cost of pastaf  and
tortillas, whose price has considerable symbolic value. In the year
leading up to the crisis, prices for many staple foods, including
wheat and rice, doubled or even quadrupled. The consequences
were visible to consumers on shop shelves worldwide, and the
effects ranged from the plummeting popularity of governmentsf  to
the riots described above.

The food crisis illustrates many of thef  themes we’ve talked
about throughout this book and emphasises the need for a co-
ordinated and coherent approach to sustainable development.
The interaction of economic,f  social and environmental factors
produced the crisis. What are these factors? As the world economy
has expanded, prices of allf  commodities have increased. Higher
standards of livingf  have driven up demand for beef andf  dairy
products, and added to the energy needs of modernf  agriculture,
already a big consumer of oilf  and other petroleum products for
pesticides, fertilisers and transport. Planting crops for biofuel
intended to reduce dependency on oil has taken land away from
food production, tightening supply and driving prices higher.
Major food producers, including Australia and Myanmar, have
been hit by droughts and cyclones respectively, further limiting
supply. Changes in international trade have led some countries to
rely on imports, whose prices they can no longer afford.

�  Given the number of factorsf  involved, can anybody control
what is happening? Is it possible to reconcile so many confl ictingfl
interests? Do we have the means to guide agriculture and other
vital activities towards new ways of doingf  things? This chapter
argues that changes, whether negative or positive, do not simply
“happen”. It looks at how governments and civil society can set
local, national and global communities on the path of sustainablef
development.

7. Government and Civil Society
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 Making changes

At its most basic, politics is about making decisions on what is
important to a society and how these important issues should be
handled. It is a process by which people and groups who may not
agree attempt to translate their beliefs into workable rules, or laws,
to regulate life within a community. The structures of governmentf
that manage these processes are often conservative and the impetus
for new thinking has often come from outside. In many cases of
major societal change, the pressure to transform laws and attitudes
has come from visionary individuals and groups, or “civil society
organisations” arguing their case until a critical mass of publicf
opinion and political backing has been reached. Then, what was
new and at times shocking, irritating or seemingly impossible,
became the norm a part of ourf  political and social fabric.

Think ofk  thef  changes developed countries have seen over ther  past
100 years. At thet  start oft  thef  20th century, horses and walking were
the main means of transport,f  even in the rich metropolises like Berlin,
London or Newr  York.w  If af  streeta  wast  lit att  all,t  it wast  probably by gaslight.
Before penicillin, infectious diseases were often fatal. Women were
killed in the fi ghtfi fort  ther  right tot  vote. Go back ak  fewa  decadesw  more and
slavery was considered normal. Children under 10r  years old worked
12-hour shiftsr  in factories, as they still do in some countries today.

How did conditions and attitudes change? How was what seemed
natural and unchangeable swept away? There’s no single cause for
the major changes in human history. Visionary individuals argued
and organised for change. Sometimes a book ork  other cultural event
provoked a shift in conventional thinking – Dickens’– Oliver Twistr  castt
a harsh light on England’s 1834 Poor Law Amendment, while Upton
Sinclair’s novel The Junglee , published in 1906, showed the appalling
working and sanitary conditions in the meat industry contributing
directly to the creation of thef  US Food and Drug Administration.

What can this teach us about improving the world? About
increasing well-being for people today, as well as leaving a world
fi tfi  for future generations to make the changes they will deem
necessary? Whether solutions come through introducing new
technologies, changing consumption patterns or providing access
to health care, water and sanitation, the fact is that any and all
improvements depend on the co-operation of af  number of differentf
actors who interact in a complex and dynamic way.

7. Government and Civil Society
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Moving from a traditional development model to one of sustainablef
development has been, and will continue to be, a transformation along
these same lines. Whereas in the past most development decisions
were driven primarily by economic considerations without regard
to implications for the social or environmental spheres, the last 20
or so years of discussionsf  around sustainability have transformed
the way both public and private institutions conceive of growth,f
quality of lifef and other development-related concerns.

 Citizens, civil society and progress 

Just as no inventor alone in the garage has the means to turn a
discovery into a meaningful tool for society, no activist can alone
achieve widespread social change. Each of themf  must communicate
and interact with others to prove the merits of thef  new discovery
or idea and convince others to adopt and promote it. Human
advancement depends on an ongoing exchange between people and
institutions. The decisions we make about how the world should
be and how it can be improved depend on interactions among
individual citizens, businesses, civil society and governments. These
four categories function together in the complex and sometimes
chaotic process of decision-makingf  that we call politics.

The term civil society is one we hear a great deal today, one
which like sustainable development can be hard to pin down to
an exact defi nitionfi  on which everyone agrees. The London School
of Economicsf  Centre for Civil Society defi nesfi  it as “the arena of
uncoerced collective action around shared interests, purposes
and values.

The groups, associations and movements that make up civil
society have played a part in all the important societal changes
in the past century or more. Civil society organisations can be
dedicated to specificfi  issues or more general struggles. Indeed, they
have been key to the success of veryf  significantfi  advances including
universal suffrage, environmental protection, workers’ rights and
combating racial discrimination.

Sustainable development is no exception. Organisations such as
the Sierra Club, founded in 1892 in the US, or Australia’s Gould
Group, dating from 1909, were advocating what we would now term
sustainability long before politicians and the media gave the matter
much thought. Civil society organisations have been present at all

7. Government and Civil Society
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 Downwinders at Risk

Becky Bornhorst considers herself

lucky – mother, homemaker, she loves

her neighbourhood, her city, her lifestyle.

But when she looks at the smoke pluming

in the distance – an all too familiar fi xturefi

in the horizon – she feels frustrated.

Becky knows that the cement kilns

a few miles away emit levels of mercury

considered dangerous to human health.

For over ten years she has contributed

to efforts to regulate effects of this and

other forms of pollution through a very

active local NGO, part of a network

of groups trying to improve environmental

quality in the North Texas region.

“I was a stay-at-home Mom in 1987

when I began hearing stories about

hazardous waste burning at the three

cement plants down the road in Midlothian,

Texas” recounts Becky. “My son was four

and my daughter just one year old.

I found a notice in our local newspaper

about an early childhood parent-teacher

meeting with speakers discussing

the cement plants.”

Becky went to the meeting with a couple

of other mothers and immediately

joined other concerned citizens to form

Downwinders at Risk. “My goal was to

protect my children – I didn’t think wek

should have to run away from the pollution.

But I was naïve. I thought we’d clean up the

air easily just by organising. It has proved

not to be so easy.”

Becky and her colleagues have participated

in hundreds of formal hearings and

discussions with local and national

authorities. They have made progress

along the way, winning some important

improvements in their efforts to curb

the emissions and clean up the air, with

support from across the political spectrum.

Yet the rapid growth that has occurred in

her area has meant that overall reductions

in pollution have not yet been achieved.

“My kids are now in college and I’m still

trying to clean the air,” she states matter-

of-factly. “I never cease to be amazed at

the political power of industry and citizen’s

lack ofk  it.”

The need to balance industrial activities

considered important to a local economy

against the potential health risks of

pollution and citizen’s quality of life is a

challenge facing virtually every community.

And it has very often been the case that

a problem of environmental degradation

has to reach a critical point – for example,

at which air quality reaches a dangerous

enough level to cause health threats,

forcing people to stay inside their homes –

before any action is taken to prevent or

mitigate the polluting processes.

How important is air quality? What are

the health consequences of pollution?

The costs? When is it too late to take

action to reverse a dangerous trend?

These questions are among the thorniest

facing societies today. The level of growth

in human activity due to industrialisation

has produced what could be seen as

a turning point in the late 20th century –

the point at which the negative

consequences of environmental loss

and destruction became starkly evident

and at which, simultaneously, standards

of living in the developed world reached

a level such that meeting basic needs was

no longer the central task ofk  most people.

In other words, focus began to shift from

meeting basic needs to also refl ectingfl

on the consequences of human activity.

From development alone to sustainable

development.

7. Government and Civil Society
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of thef  major meetings that put sustainable development on the map.
In fact, they have been instrumental in developing sustainability
as an idea and in its translation into concrete practices. They have
consultative status at UN and OECD meetings (inclusion that they
had to organise and work for) and participate in policy debates.
They do research, write policy briefs, and organise collective
social action like protests and boycotts. They raise awareness and
help educate the public and policy makers.

We talked about the food crisis at the start of thisf  chapter. The
Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) is a concrete example of whatf
a civil society organisation can achieve in a domain like this. The
MSC is an independent, global, non-profitfi  organisation set up to fi ndfi
a solution to the problem of overfif  shing.fi  It was fi rstfi  established by
Unilever, the world’s largest buyer of seafood,f  and WWF in 1997. In
1999, it became fully independent from both organisations. The MSC
works with fi sheries,fi  retailers and others to identify, certify, and
promote responsible, environmentally appropriate, socially benefi cialfi
and economically viable fi shingfi  practices around the world.

The MSC Principles and Criteria for Sustainable Fishing is an
internationally recognised set of principles to assess whether
a fi sheryfi  is well managed and sustainable. Only products from
fi sheriesfi assessed by independent certifi ersfi as meeting the
standard are able to use the MSC logo on their products. For the
fi rstfi  time, this gives consumers a way to identify – and the choice
to purchase – fi shfi  and other seafood from well-managed sources.

 What is the role of government?

A 2003 poll of Canadians showed that car salespeople are
trusted less than almost any other profession, with only 10% of
respondents fi ndingfi  them trustworthy. Almost anyt  other: “national
politicians” do even worse, at only 9%. Other people show similar
opinions to the Canadians. Government itself isf  often criticised
for a long list of failures,f  real or perceived: stifl ingfl  innovation and
entrepreneurship through taxes and red tape, caving in to pressure
from lobbies and non-representative interest groups, leaving
education or health care systems in poor condition. Governing
in such a complex world is a huge challenge. Yet democratic
governments at least try to make policies that will satisfy people
and take care of importantf  issues.

7. Government and Civil Society
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Before looking in more detail at the various tools governments
can use, it’s useful to recall what tasks governments perform in
working for sustainable development. In general, through their
data gathering and analysis, policy making and co-ordination,
governments can provide support and leadership for moving
society in a given direction. They can make sure that individual
interests do not detract from the common good. Sustainable
development contributes to this good, but actions to promote it
may negatively affect the immediate interests of certainf  people,
such as the shareholders of af  factory that has to pay higher wages
or install air and water fi lters.fi

Governments also intervene to deal with what economists call
“market failures”, situations in which market forces alone do not
produce the most effi cientfi  outcome. The “externalities” mentioned
in Chapter 5 on production and consumption would be an example
of thisf – situations where the actions of onef  individual or group
have costly consequences for others.

Given the global nature of many of the challenges facing
sustainability, nations have to co-operate at the highest levels
to design and apply solutions. National governments have the
authority and power to do this. They also have the means to ensure
that decisions are applied. The three most important means by
which governments can infl uencefl  sustainable development (for
better or worse) are regulation, taxation and spending. Each can
play a role, but taxes tend to be more cost-effective and fl exiblefl
than regulations, while subsidies are expensive for taxpayers and
consumers.

Regulation

As we said earlier, governments may introduce new regulations
in response to social or other pressures, but regulation can in
turn have a marked effect on behaviour. Smoking in public places
would probably continue without government intervention to ban
it, for example. Good regulation is an essential tool for making
sustainable development a reality. Social and economic conditions
evolve, new materials and technologies are developed, and our
understanding of healthf and environmental effects improves. We
have to adapt regulations to correspond to changing conditions, and
there will always be a need for new regulation. Nanotechnologies
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and biotechnologies hold great promise, but they also raise a
number of questionsf  regarding their safety and in some cases the
ethical implications of theirf  adoption. Governments have to gather
and analyse the evidence and see if theref  is a need to change or
create regulation. Their decisions will have a major impact on how
these technologies and the industries that use them develop.

Nanotech and biotech reveal one of thef  weaknesses of regulationf –
the pace of changef  in some areas is far faster than the pace at which
the regulator works. In other cases, governments may try to move
more quickly than the electorate is prepared for – many people
are hostile to changes in legislation that affect their working
conditions or pensions for instance. Regulation has other limits,
too. If, for example, bans were 100% effective, there would be no
illegal drug use, no speeding, in fact no crime or delinquency to
worry about at all. Moreover, the way bans, restrictions, standards
and other types of regulationf  are drafted and applied can also
cause problems, leading to counterproductive “red tape”. Instead
of providingf  a coherent framework for activity, red tape hinders
innovation, stifl esfl  initiative and adds unnecessary administrative
burdens to economic and social activity.

Regulation can however lead to desirable outcomes for
sustainability and increase individual well-being and that of
society as a whole. Vaccination and other public health initiatives
are good examples, as is the obligation to educate children. We
take some of thesef  regulations so much for granted that we may
be surprised to learn that they are comparatively recent and had
to be fought for, such as regulations concerning the quality of
drinking water and food or the safety and environmental impact
of automobiles.f

Regulation then is not inherently good or bad. This point is
recognised in a set of guidingf  principles for regulatory quality
and performance established by the OECD. The importance
attached to identifying how any proposed changes to regulation
might affect other policy objectives is especially important for
sustainable development, where changes in one area may have
important consequences elsewhere. The principles also stress that
regulation affects, and is affected, by other types of intervention,f
notably government spending and subsidies and taxes. These are
discussed below.
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Spending

Governments are big spenders and the way they allocate funds
infl uencesfl  practically every aspect of thef  economy and society.
This can have direct impacts on sustainability. A government
with a certain sum to devote to transport can decide to invest it in
improving the road network or in developing rail services. It can
use the energy budget to build new electricity generating capacity
or to promote insulation and other energy-saving technologies.
Health spending can focus on developing innovative therapies or
on preventing common pathologies. International aid can be used
to encourage bilateral trade or to promote technical co-operation.
In everything from science budgets to welfare programmes, the
choices governments make have an impact.

This section focuses on a type of spendingf  the public is generally
less familiar with, but which makes up a significantfi  part of mostf
national budgets: subsidies. Many OECD governments subsidise
fossil energy, and removing or reforming these subsidies would
help policies to tackle climate change. Agriculture may seem a
less obvious example, but it is one of thef  main benefi ciariesfi  of
subsidies. Consumers and taxpayers transfer over $300 billion to
OECD agriculture each year. Some of thisf  is used to help improve
agricultural techniques or quality, but much of itf  keeps prices
high. For example, despite reforms, average OECD domestic prices
for rice, sugar and milk are still more than double those on world
markets, which is particularly hard on poorer consumers who
spend proportionately more than the rich on food.

“Subsidies often introduce economic, environmental and

social distortions with unintended consequences. They

are expensive for governments and may not achieve their

objectives while also inducing harmful environmental and

social outcomes.”
Subsidy Reformy  andm  Sustainabled  Development:e

Political Economyl Aspectsy

Historically, the goal of farmf  subsidies has been to increase
production and therefore food security for a given nation. Over the
course of thef  20th century, this has meant increasingly mechanised
agriculture, a shift towards single crop (monocrop) cultivation,
heavy reliance on fertilisers and pesticides, and depending on
climate, drainage and irrigation schemes. This so-called “high
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input” agriculture resulted in a boom in production. At the start
of thef  20th century, an American farmer had to feed on average
2.5 people in the country. Today, a farmer feeds over 130 people
according to the National Academy of Engineering,f  and estimates
that include exports are even higher.

These advances have major impacts on the environment and on
farming communities:

 Highly mechanised agriculture can result in increased soil
erosion, as machines break up the soil. This results not only in
a loss of fertilityf  locally, but also in water pollution as these
sediments run off thef  surface.

 Conversion from small, diverse fi eldsfi  with hedges to monocrop
reduces the niches available to insects and birds. European
farmland bird populations have declined by 40% in the last
30 years, and for all but a few species that trend is continuing.

 Nutrient pollution (eutrophication) is the leading water pollution
issue. In most areas, farms are the largest source of thef  nitrogen
and phosphorus at the root of thesef  harmful algal blooms.

 Previously pure sources of groundwaterf  are now contaminated
by pesticides that have leached through the soil from farms
above.

 Irrigation is the largest human use of freshwater,f  accounting
for over 70% of thef  total worldwide. Reduced river fl owfl  and
dropping groundwater levels make this use a potential source of
confl ict.fl  In the case of riversf  and other surface waters, habitat for
fi shfi  and birds is sacrifi cedfi  to maintain food production.

“Decoupling” aid from production is a key measure: goals for
agriculture are changing, and subsidies can be a powerful tool for
reaching those new goals. Once again, the food crisis illustrates
how numerous strands are interwoven. High prices weaken the
case for subsidies and could enable funds to be freed for other uses.
But high prices also encourage farmers to produce more. They may
as a result abandon schemes to leave land uncultivated so that it
can be used for other purposes, such as to encourage biodiversity.
Carefully targeted subsidies can help to restore the balance among
various policy objectives: this requires transparency regarding who
benefi tsfi  and who pays for subsidies such as the European Union’s
Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), and careful co-ordination
between the many stakeholders.
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“Subsidy reform…can lead to fi scalfi  savings, structural

adjustment and enhanced effi ciencyfi  and productivity in

production. Environmentally, the reduction of harmful

subsidies can lower negative externalities such as pollution

and waste. Socially, subsidy reform can lead to a more

equitable distribution of income and balanced long-run

growth of communities and countries.”
Subsidy Reformy  andm  Sustainabled  Development:e

Economic, Environmental andl  Sociald  Aspectsl

The impacts of agricultural subsidies (positive or negative)
obviously touch the social sphere as well as the economy and the
environment. Indeed, it is hoped that the reform of agriculturalf
subsidies will allow farmers from developing countries to compete
in the global market. This potential for profitfi  should encourage
the development of farmingf  infrastructure in countries that have
not traditionally exported, with important implications for local
employment, purchasing power and food supply. As seen in the
opening of thisf  chapter, food security is once again a concern –
worldwide – and all governments will have to develop appropriate
measures for encouraging productive and sustainable agriculture.

Taxation and emissions trading

The fl ipfl  side of thef  spending coin is, of course,f  taxes. When we
think of taxesf  and sustainability, so-called “green” or “ecotaxes”
come to mind fi rst,fi since these (like emissions trading) are
designed to contribute directly to environmental sustainability
by making “bad” environmental behaviours more costly. However,
as we’ve argued throughout, the environment is only one part of
the process. The social and economic aspects of sustainabilityf
are infl uencedfl  by taxes, too, and in fact are among the biggest
items in national budgets. Education for example represents 5%
of governmentf  spending in OECD countries on average, while
health accounts for another 6%. But since “social taxes” existed
long before the concept of sustainablef  development was invented,
and their role is rarely presented in this light, their importance is
easy to overlook. Nonetheless, through mechanisms such as social
welfare schemes, they play an essential role in addressing issues
that market mechanisms and private initiatives alone cannot deal
with effi ciently.fi
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“The environmental effectiveness and economic effi ciencyfi

of environmentally related taxes could be improved further

if existing exemptions and other special provisions were

scaled back, and if the tax rates were better aligned with

the magnitude of the negative environmental impacts to be

addressed.”
The Politicale  Economyl  ofy  Environmentallyf Relatedy  Taxesd

Likewise, taxes are often perceived as hindering economic
development, but governments use them and the revenues
derived from them to shape and promote economic development.
The social and economic roles of taxationf  overlap in many cases
too, as when funds are invested in developing certain sectors or
regions, or when social measures are used to ease or encourage the
transition from traditional to new activities.

Interestingly, for many sustainable development issues there is
a very strong argument to be made in favour of usingf  taxation and
other market-based mechanisms instead ofd  subsidies:f  what are the
chances that policy makers will identify every initiative worthy of
support and make the appropriate subsidy, without accidentally
supporting some initiatives which turn out to have negative
effects? On the other hand, a very simple taxation mechanism can
spur innovation on the part of businesses,f as they come up with
their own solutions to reduce a particular practice.

There are several reasons to use economic tools for sustainable
development:

 They can provide incentives for behaviour that fi tsfi  with sustainable
development goals and deter actions that go against those goals.

 Overall environmental, social and economic costs could be built
into prices using such measures, driving markets towards a more
sustainable economy.

 They encourage innovation by providing market pressure.

 The revenue generated could be used to reduce other taxes or
fi nancefi  social measures.

A May 2008 Chicago Tribune article put it like this: “They
[consumers] can pay high prices to oil producers or to themselves.
The tax proceeds can be used to fi nancefi  programs of valuef  here at
home or to pay for cuts in other taxes even as they curb the release
of carbonf  dioxide.”
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 National strategies:
putting sustainable development to work
in governments

The governments that signed Agenda 21 at the Rio Earth
Summit expressed a certain degree of optimismf  about sustainable
development. For them, the role of governmentf  would be central
in achieving those goals. It makes sense: sustainable development
is a concept with the potential to change many things for the better,
but if notf  fi rmlyfi  anchored in policy-making bodies at all levels of
government local, regional, national and international concrete
achievements will remain elusive.

In the same way, if policiesf  within one government ministry
undermine those in another, progress stalls. Before promoting
large-scale tourism for example, it may be wise to ask if thef  golf
courses and swimming pools will mean there’s no water left for
farmers. On the other hand, if youf  favour agriculture over tourism,
you may lose the chance to create hundreds of jobsf  in an area
with high unemployment. Governing for sustainable development
doesn’t mean favouring one aspect and neglecting the others; it’s
about fi ndingfi  the most coherent balance among different claims
and devising the most effi cientfi  administrative and other means to
implement strategies.

“While many countries have formulated and implemented

national strategies for sustainable development, many

lack the basic design and implementation elements

recommended by both the OECD and the UN.”
Institutionalising Sustainableg  Developmente

But how do you go about making plans for what you would like
to accomplish? Agenda 21 signatories agreed to develop National
Sustainable Development Strategies (NSDS), documents intended
to fi tfi  the specificfi  needs and goals of differentf  countries while
addressing the basic sustainable development priorities that the
international community (OECD and UN) has agreed on. Given the
fl exibilityfl  allowed, strategies vary widely. Most OECD countries
now have an NSDS in place, each with particular strengths and
weaknesses. So over fi fteenfi  years on from Rio, how are they doing?
Are certain countries or regions leading the way? If so,f  how do
they do it?
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A recent OECD workshop on best practices for institutionalising
sustainable development gave some concrete suggestions.
Participants identifi edfi  a number of indicatorsf  of successf  such as
inscribing sustainable development in constitutions and legislation
and including it in national budgeting processes. In the following
section we’ll describe how governments are trying to meet the
goals of theirf  national strategies in practice.

 What works?

An essential part of a programme’s success is its perceived
importance. For sustainable development to be taken seriously,
it needs to be centrally located in a ministry or department with
infl uencefl  across all government activities in the Prime Ministry as
in the case of Austriaf  or in the Ministry of Financef  as in Norway.
When sustainable development is “anchored” in one of these
central functions, its impact is enhanced and more easily co-
ordinated throughout the different parts of government.f  Sustainable
development can also have its own ministry as in the case of France.f

“Institutionalising sustainable development, whether through

national strategies or other means, will not happen if the

person at the top is not determined to make it happen.”
Jim MacNeil, Secretary General of the World Commission on Environment

and Development in Institutionalising Sustainableg  Developmente

In the case of new sustainable development ministries, a
diverse range of concernsf  previously separated across government
ministries are re-grouped into one. Putting energy, ecology,
maritime affairs, territorial planning, forestry and other domains
together allows for integrated analysis and decision-making and
makes it easier to avoid the pitfall of policiesf  that contradict and
undermine each other. Yet this approach can only be effective if
supported by the prime minister or presiden in other words, if itsf
recommendations translate into concrete implementations.

New Zealand shows how the social dimension can be included.
The Sustainable Development in New Zealand programme gives
equal weight to social sustainable development in relation to the
economy and environment, with special attention to demographic
trends, new roles of womenf  in society, improvements in health
and housing, and better integration of Maori communities.
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 What does governance for sustainability look like?

“Liveable cities with high-quality infrastructure,y  green spaces,

and inner city residentialy  areas and public projects can

contribute to economic success, attracting foreign investors

as well as highly qualifiy edfi professionals and tourists.”
Competitive Citiese ins  then  Globale  Economyl

It sounds great int theory, but int practice?

The Vauban neighbourhood of Freiburgf

in Germany wasy  founded on the principles

of sutainablef  living. The idea was to use

intelligent planning and design to

co-ordinate the different areas of dailyf life:y

traffi c,fi building, energy, sanitation, public

space and nature. Colourful three-storey

structures are interspersed with gardens

and playgrounds. Children attend the

on-site pre-school and primary. Stores are

within walking distance of homes.f

For children and adolescents, unicycles

seem to be the favorite means of

transport. You won’t see lots of carsf  –

nearly halfy  off thef  residents have agreed

to go car-free. Speed limits are only 5kmy

per hour, making the streets safe for

pedestrians and cyclists.

With a tram line and several bus stops,

Vauban is easily accessibley  by publicy

transport. Freiburg is also home to one

of thef fi rstfi  “carshare” programmes,

where residents pay ay small charge to

use a car or van when they needy one.

Construction for this “sustainable model

district” respects a low energy consumptiony

standard, where all of thef houses beat

standard new constructions in energy

effi ciency,fi and an additional 150 “plus

energy” units produce more energy thany

they use.y

Vauban also gave homebuyers the chance

to take a greater role in designing their

living space through the co-operative

system. It allowed individual residents to

invest in a new set of unitsf  together and

work ask  a group to decide on customising

their building. Not only doesy  this add

a creative element to housing, it gives

a different meaning to the notion of

investment – of thef  buyer’s time, effort

and ideas.

Vauban hasn’t solved all the problems, but

it seems to be doing better than many

more ambitious projects, and its experience

provides concrete examples of success.f

As far as governance is concerned, it showst

the importance of thef  “micro” level –

listening to the people who are actually

going to live in a street before planning

that street. It also shows the importance

of coherencef  among the different layers

of government.f  Social diversity objectivesy

were hit by cutsy  to subsidised housing.

Balancing different social interests can

be hard, too. The need to spend more

public money ony  children is provoking

intergenerational tensions.

But no scheme is perfect, and governance

is also about tackling diffi culties.fi  Vauban

and Freibourg are now cited around the

world as examples of sustainablef  living. The

project shows that when governments and

citizens get together to apply they  principles

of sustainabilityf  lifey  is more pleasant. And

the kids whizzing around on their unicycles

would probably telly  you it’s more fun.
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Intergenerational questions are an important component of
the social dimension, which is why the Swedish Strategy fory
Sustainable Development adoptedt  an intergenerational timeframe
which includes a vision for the future which should remain valid
for a generation or at least 25 years.

Sustainability iny  all levels of government

Leadership at the national level is one key part of governancef  for
sustainable development. However, initiatives at regional and local
levels are also critical to its success. After all, local governments
have the closest proximity to what people and businesses actually
do how they pollute, how they produce and consume, how they
experience health care and education systems. People usually
decide to take action on a given issue because of whatf  they perceive
in their immediate environment and local governments have a lot
to do with how a place looks, feels and functions.

Local governments have to identify the critical relations among
many factors likely to shape economic, social, political and
environmental quality. But even the city level administration
may be too remote from the day to day impacts of decisions.f
Effective governance also needs lower level local networks that
include non-governmental actors, associations and businesses, for
example to deal with social tensions or make the most of economicf
opportunities. As the UK Commission for Sustainable Development
says: “National policy sets direction, but it’s practical action at the
local level that makes sustainable development real.”

Identifying the correct level of government for addressing
a question is itself anf  important and often complex task. Large
cities or metropolitan regions, for example, regroup a number of
localities with divergent views on issues important to the greater
metro area, as well as different ways of dealingf  with the range
of problemsf  cities handle. Also, many sustainability issues are
“regional” in nature think of airf  pollution or land use. Coherent
governance for sustainable development for these large urban areas
often requires a regional institution that can co-ordinate efforts
and solve inconsistencies in local policies and initiatives.

Furthermore, strategies that are seen as simply one more
government programme imposed from above have less chance of
succeeding than those defi nedfi  through consultation and debate.
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 The rise of biofuels – a cautionary tale

In the 1920s Henry Fordy  designed

the Model T to run on an ethanol blend,

and even constructed a corn fermentation

plant int  Kansas, but the discovery ofy  oilf  in

Texas and elsewhere made petrol

the dominant transport fuel. Corn-to-ethanol

saw a resurgence in the US following

the oil shocks, and Brazil invested heavily

in ethanol from sugar cane, making it

a major fuel in that market. At the close

of thef  20th century, amid concern about

climate change, ethanol’s advocates

argued that in theory, ethanol could provide

carbon-neutral fuel; petrol with 15% ethanol

would not requiret  any changesy  to vehicle

design or driver lifestyle. Although ethanol

does release CO2 during combustion, the

feed plants also absorb CO2 as they grow.y

Basically, next year’s ethanol crop would

clean up this year’s carbon emissions.

Other advantages include providing farm

income and energy securityy  fory  countries

that can devote agricultural land to these

crops. Similarly, vegetable oils derived from

plants ranging from rapeseed to oil palm

can be used in diesel engines.

Sound perfect? Western governments

jumped on the bandwagon, with a 2003

EU directive mandating 5.75% biofuel

content in transportation fuels by 2010.y

Worldwide, ethanol production doubled

and biodiesel quadrupled in 2000-05.

But clouds are gathering. Environmentalists

have been warning for years that

dependence on biofuels will not only

exacerbate the negative impact of

conventional monocrop agriculture

(habitat loss, freshwater use and run-off

of fertilizersf  and pesticides), but may noty

even be carbon neutral at all. For certain

ethanol crops, energy usedy  for tractors,

fertilizer production and fermentation

processes may endy  up producing more

CO2 than the crops absorb. The sharpest

environmental debate has come as vast

tracts of Indonesianf  peatland rainforest

have been burned and replaced with oil

palm – representing up to 10% of globalf

carbon emissions over the past fewt  years,

and a doubling in the rate of habitatf  loss for

unique species such as orang-utans.

In the social sphere, Mexico City’s so-called

“Tortilla Riots” in February 2007y  were

linked to price rises following increased

demand for corn from the US ethanol

industry. Spring 2008 saw commodity pricey

increases and food shortages that drive

home the absurdity ofy  turningf  food crops

into fuel. So are we nearing the end of thef

road for biofuels? The great hope remains

that we will develop effi cientfi  technologies

for generating ethanol or biodiesel from

crop residues, “weed” plants or algae. This

may involvey  genetically engineeringy  new

microbes to ferment cellulose into ethanol.

In the meantime, the EU is reconsidering

the 2003 directive as we learn more about

biofuel’s wide-ranging impacts.

Source:

BBC News (2007), “Quick Guide:k  Biofuels”,

BBC News, 25 Jan 2007,

http://news.bbc.co.uk.

Harrabin, R. (2008), “EU rethinks biofuels

guidelines”, BBC News, 14 Jan 2008,

http://news.bbc.co.uk.

OECD (2008), An Economicn  Assessmentc
of Biofuelf  Environmentall  Policies,l
www.oecd.org/tad/bioenergy.yy

Rosenthal, E. (2008), “Once a Dream Fuel,

Palm Oil May Bey  an Eco-Nightmare”,

The Newe  Yorkw  Timesk , 31 Jan 2008,

www.nytimes.com.
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It would be unrealistic to imagine that everybody would be
satisfi edfi  with every aspect of af  national strategy, but the strategy
is more likely to be implemented if everyonef  concerned has a
chance to infl uencefl  outcomes. This is why the Czech Government
Council for Sustainable Development includes government,
business, academics, NGOs and other stakeholders and serves as
the umbrella group for developing, implementing and revising the
national sustainable development strategy.

Many countries seem to be making progress towards governance
for sustainable development. Yet the development of NSDS,f  no
matter how complete, by no means guarantees that goals will be
reached that depends in each case how strategies are translated into
laws and regulations and how the different levels of governmentf
(national, regional and local) manage to execute them.

 The governance of uncertainty

The media often emphasise the role of corporations and
individuals in sustainable development – after all we’re the
ones building, purchasing, and so on – but governments play an
equally significantfi  role and can have far more infl uencefl  than even
the biggest multinational. Their ability to influencefl  behaviours
and co-ordinate efforts can make all the difference in producing
substantial results. If notf  coherent, though, government actions
can be a barrier to improvement.

When describing the role of government,f  it’s easy to give the
impression that governance for sustainable development is merely
a matter of identifyingf  objectives then putting in place a series of
measures and bodies to oversee them. It’s not. Just about every
aspect of thef  economy, society, and the physical resources on
which they ultimately depend, infl uencesfl  sustainability. Outcomes
depend on an infi nitefi  number of interactionsf  working on different
timescales of varyingf  importance. No model, however robust, no
foresight, however penetrating, can tell us everything we’d like to
know. Governments attempting to implement sustainability have
to deal with this uncertainty. Not only their goals, but the strategies
and instruments used to achieve them must be sustainable, too.
They must be rigorous enough to be effective, but fl exiblefl  enough
to adapt as circumstances and priorities evolve. In the face of
uncertainty, governance itself hasf  to be sustainable.
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Find Out More

… FROM OECD

On then  Internete

For a general introduction to OECD work

on sustainable development ort  governance,

visit www.oecd.org/sustainabledevelopment
and www.oecd.org/governance.

Publications

Institutionalising Sustainable Development

(2007):

“Institutionalisation” embeds the concept

of sustainablef  development int  government

operations for the long-term and reduces

the vulnerability ofy  sustainablef  development

aims to shorter-term political objectives.

This volume contains recommendations

for true institutionalisation.

Subsidy Reformy  and Sustainable

Development: Political Economy Aspectsy

(2007):

Eliminating unsustainable subsidies

requires comprehensive approaches that

are supported by topy  political leadership,

transparent in their potential effects on

all parties, consistent over the long term,

and often accompanied by transitiony

supports. This volume uses sectoral case

studies to illustrate that achieving change in

structural policies depends largely ony  good

governance.

Subsidy Reformy  and Sustainable

Development: Economic, Environmental

and Social Aspects (2006):

This report reviews approaches for

assessing subsidies and associated

taxes, and looks at country experiencesy

in reforming subsidies in the agriculture,

fi sheries,fi  industry, and transport sectors.t

Environmental Performance of Agriculture

at a Glance (2008):

This report provides the latest and most

comprehensive data and analysis on the

environmental performance of agriculturef  in

OECD countries since 1990. It covers key

environmental themes including soil, water,

air and biodiversity andy  looks at recent

policy developmentsy  in all 30 countries.

Power to the People? Building Open

and Inclusive Policy Makingy

(forthcoming 2008):

This book chartsk  emerging practice in

ensuring policy-making processes are

more open and inclusive and gathers an

impressive array ofy  diversef  opinions from

leading practitioners. It offers a set oft

guiding principles to support open and

inclusive policy makingy  and service delivery

in practice.

Environmentally Harmfuly  Subsidies:

Challenges for Reform (2005):

Subsidies are pervasive throughout OECDt

countries and much of thisf  support is

potentially harmfuly  environmentally. This

report presents sectoral analyses on

agriculture, fi sheries,fi  water, energy andy

transport, proposing a checklist approach

to identifying and assessing environmentally

harmful subsidies. It also identifi esfi  the key

tensions and confl ictsfl  that are likely toy

infl uencefl  subsidy policyy  making.y

Also ofo  interestf

An OECD Framework fork  Effective and

Effi cientfi  Environmental Policies (2008):

www.oecd.org/envmin2008

Good Practices in the National

Sustainable Development Strategies of

OECD Countries (2006):

www.oecd.org/sustainabledevelopment

Agriculture and the Environment: Lessons

Learned from a Decade of OECD Work

(2004):

www.oecd.org/tad/env
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Write Global – Print Local:  
Just in time publishing and bookselling

The book distribution chain is very wasteful. Books are printed in 
one place and then shipped via distributors to booksellers for sale 
to readers. Unsold copies are returned – more handling, packaging 
and shipping – before either making another trip or being destroyed. 
This “just-in-case” system is driven by the economics of offset 
printing technology. The costs of the first print run are very high, 
but any subsequent copies cost little by comparison. This rules out 
printing books in small quantities close to bookshops. 

Quite apart from the waste of time and materials, this system 
also has a serious impact on the environment in terms of carbon 
emissions. A survey carried out in 2007 by the US Book Industry 
Study Group and Green Press Initiative calculated that each book 
made emits an average of 8.8 pounds (almost 4kg) of carbon dioxide. 
If books could be manufactured “as needed, just-in-time” close to 
bookshops, waste, “book miles” and, hence, carbon emissions would 
be cut significantly. The good news is that just-in-time publishing is 
just around the corner.

This book is one of the first to be published on a just-in-time 
basis. OECD Publishing is based in Paris, France, yet this book 
was launched in an Angus and Robertson bookshop in Melbourne, 
Australia without a single copy being shipped anywhere. Copies are 
manufactured inside the bookshop using a digital press (an Espresso 
Book Machine from On Demand Books) only when a customer wants 
to buy one. Just cutting out the shipping from Paris to Melbourne 
saves an estimated 5.8kg in CO2 emissions per copy sold.

 

In November 2008, when this book was published, there were 
a dozen Espresso Book Machines scattered across North America, 
Europe, Africa and Asia-Oceania. In conjunction with the world’s 
largest digital printer – Ingram’s Lightning Source – many more 
are due to be rolled out in bookshops, libraries and other locations. 
One day you might find just-in time books in airports, coffee shops 
as well as your local bookshop.

Digital printing means less capital is tied up in storage and 
transport. Publishers might use the reduced costs to encourage new 
talent, or publish books that don’t have a big market. Bookshops with 
a print-on-demand machine could have an unlimited catalogue, 
even supplying out-of-print titles within a few minutes. This will 
be a boon for readers, publishers and authors. And in addition to a 
healthier planet, stripping out warehousing, packaging, handling 
and shipping costs should make books cheaper.

Buying this edition saves 5.8kg in CO2 emissions
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